,

A.

From 35 U.S.C.A. 271 Note 59, p. 36
(See also 40 Am. Jur. 646 (Sect. 159))
The test of infringement of patent is whether accused
device does same work in substantially same way and accomplishes
same result.

Hunt v. Armout & Co.

C.A. III. 1951, 185 F. 2d 722.

See also Chicago Patent Corporation v. Genco, Inc., C.C.A. III.,
1941, 124 F. 2d 725; Wi Iliams Iron Works Co. v, Hughes Tool Co.,
C.C.A. Okl. 1940, 109 F. 2d 500 (92 F. SUppa 293; 29 F. 2d 673,
13 F. 2d 337; 195 F. 2d 515; 118 F. Supp. I; See also Borg-Warner
Corp. v. Mall Tool Co., C.A. III., 1955 217 F. 2d 850 & 220 F. 2d
803, cert. den. 349 U.S. 946; 130 F. Supp. 471; Church of Religious
Science v. Kurkead Industries, Inc., D.C. I II., 1955, 138 F. Supp. 954,
aff'd 234 F. 2d 573;

Eversharp, Inc. v. Fisher Pen Co., D.C. III.

1961, 204 F. Supp. 649.)
Identity of result is no test of part infringement. (210 F. 2d 481)
(See "Structure ••• operation ••• and effect", 197 F. 2d 16;)
Patent infringement exists only when accused device and teaching of the
patent is in suit are substantially identical in structure, mode of
operation, and results accomplished.

Stewart-Warner Corp. v. £lil\i Lone

Star Gas Co., C.A. Tex. 1952, 195 F. 2d 645.
One who produces the same result in a different way does
not infringe.

Flower v. Austin-Western Co., C.C.A. III., 1945,

149 F. 2d. 955/
(see also, 141 F. 2d 587; 130 F. 2d 391, cert. den. i 317 U.S. 692;
81 F. Supp. 146; 378 F. 2d 283; 361 F. 2d 388 (III.);)

;:::
B.

If accused device achieves substantially the same result
in substantially the same way as patented device, the devices are
the same in the eyes of the law.

King-Seeley Thermos Co., v.

Tasti-Freez Industries, l nc , , C.A. III., 1966, 357F. 2d 875,
cert. den. 385 U.S. 817.
"substantially identical in structure, mode of operation

(See

and results accomplished.
reh. den. 388

u.s.

352 F. 2d 983, cert. den. 387

u.s.

936,

925.)

Even if claim can read in terms upon an accused article,
i nfr i nsement does not necessar i Iy .fo II ow, un less it can be found
as an ultimate fact that article waS inventor's idea as embodied in
inventor's desisn and drawlnssand that there is sameness orequivalence of function and means •••• 324 F. 2d 82

(Col.)

Test of infringement is tripartite:

do accused operations

do same work in substantially the same way, and accomplish substantially same result •••• 320 F. 2d 388 •••••

Ct. CI •••

(See also 311 F. 2d858 (Real sood case), cert. den. 375
__~e.h.den. 375

u.s.

u.s.

815,

949)

Mere application of claim phraseology is not alone sufficient
o establish infringement, nor is it simi larly of result, there must
real identity of means, operation, and result.

North Star Ice

Equipment Co. v , Akson Mfs. Co. C.A. 111.,1962, 301 F. 2d 882,
certiorari denied 835 Ct. 185, 371

u.s.

889, 9 L. Ed. 2d 122,

C.

(See also 300 F. 2d 467; Fife Mfd. Co. v. Stanford Engineering
Co., C.A. III., 1962, 299 F. 2d 223;

292 F. 2d 159; 287 F. 2d

552 C.A. Ind.; 273 F. 2d 293 (good case); 254 F.2d 198;
239 F. 2d 792;

239 F. 2d 339, cert. den. 353 U.S. 964;

226 F. 2d 207.)

Infringement of patent is not made out by word-by-word comparisons Bat.
between claims and issue and accused device, and there must be real
identity of means, operation and result.

Endeven Corp. v , Chicago

Dynam i c Industr ies, Inc. D.C. I II., 1967, 268 F. Supp. 640

(See also 252 F. SUppa 924, I II.: 246 F. Supp. 654; 246 F. SUppa 424;
218 F. Supp , 325 III.,; 215 F. SUppa 869, III.,; 215 F. Supp , 124.
(III.) reversed on the grounds 327 F. 2d391, cert. den. 377 U.S. 934)
«Cont)
~.60

207 F. Supp. 240, aff'd 314 F. 2d 440 and many other cases)
In order to show infringement of patent which was combination

of elements known in the art, patent holder was required to show every
element or its equivalent was embodied in complained of element.
Morpul, Inc. v , Glen Raven Knitting Mi II, Inc , , C.A.N.C. 1966, 372
F. 2d732.

(see also 343 F. 2d 381, cert. den. 383 U.S. 933, reh. den.

385 U.S. 995; 324 F. 2d 82; 130 F. 2d 25 (Ill.); 36 F. Supp, 378
(Wise.) aff'd 121 F. 2d 363.
(On fi Ie history, see Peters & Russell
188 F. 2d 71 I •

v,

Dorfman, C.A. III., 1951,

•

,3111

";',.
'-, ~". -.~:;~; :,;.,' !.d_'. , ;,,;,:~:C::." , '

'.

:~~_;..;,~,,::,~ 'c"',;':,-, IL'-' '~' -:;,1,<s::,£,: :';.hj;.;j:::- :c/~

The phrase "burden of proof", ea:usedby t:he'courts la

378~

double meaning' (134 F 2d 740, sff'd 321 U.S. 11.9; 121 F 2d

dissenting opinion 135 F.2d 298, affirmed 324

U~S.

826, rehearing

den I ad 324. U.S. 890) I loth Ich circumstance has been the' cause of
confusion so great as to SU9Sest the propriety of adopting a les8
,

objectionable tet'm.

: ::-

-

,

,

The ambiguity lies In the Indiscriminate use

of thfl: phrese "but'den of proof", as mean I "9 either the necest,J I ty of ,

evidence which

~reponderat$s

to a legally:required extend, or the

p~rt h::ular

neceas l1:y IIIh I eh, rests on a party at any

t I Ille lIIb clur Ing

the trial to create a pJi.lma feciecase In:hls own favor or to overthrow one when cl"eeted against him.
To

lUISlll

<,\voidconfusion, the phvase "burden of pl'oof" "II II,

in this article, be eonfine9 to the necessity of finally establishing
.

a

fact

"

"

',,-

-,

,:-.-

,,-

,,'

'.:

"

".

",'

':

or the' ultimate issue by the requisite deet'ee ' of />1'00f,sln08
'.-

"

--,

hel,d to ,be the primary or mere appropriate meaning of the

phrase; the' other

lll~al1 1"9

. ,the phrase "b\/rden of evi

of burden of pt'oof· w II I ' be, represented •by

de"ce~',

Jlndthe t;urden of proof and the
,

of' evidence are not theseme thing.

',:'

The burden 'of evidence

may be defined as the burden, of making or lllo'E!ltlna e p'l"lma fecle

, showi no as to an Issue.
Julien Drying System Co., 346 F. 2d 336

(7 Cir., 1965)

(District COUl"t: N.D. III. E.D., found
a. prior public use of the
.
,

"

'

,

, patented device under 35 U.S.t.A JJIt I02{b)., The eourt
,4i\,ff,i rmecl. )

~.

;;j;

-'rr 7:

J,'

~\~.'.)(;:L:;~ctJ~

The burden
';''"':':':0::,';'',<

i·~,; ~L:

.,'
.' ". "','.' .,'<>ijrC~: ..(~ihf;: ,j
:~f.,J:lt:~Qf:l;o,Il'ltfJ~',t&hpub I Ie

"',';t,;,','"

"<:~''''';,

""~·::::f''"

'i·.S;~i" ",'<

use or sale more

.':::;}~!

than one ye61" Pl' i or to the app I i cat i on dl;lte of the patent, I s on
s: ",

"th~:'defendant.

A mere preponderaneeof evidence IlIl'Iot sufficient ....

Just what the test 18 has been variously described by the courts as
clearest proof, satisfactory, convincing proof, and
cle.H· to stahlfy beyond a reesonable dOiJbt.

~uffjelently

Se. 69 C.J.S. Patents
I

Section 80.

We he I d that PI"I or 'pub II e use or on sa I,e for more. than one ,year

. must

be

establlahed by clear and convincing proof.

See, also, Randolph v. AIHe Chalmers Mfg. Co.

244 F. 2<1 533 (7 Clr.,

1959)
Magee v. Coca Cola Co.

232F. 2d 596 {7 Cir ••

Arman Research 'Foundation v. C.K.Williams &' Co. 280 F.·2d 499
(7 Cit- •• 1960 Cert.den. 365 U.S. 811; reh. d"n.366 u.s. 941
.

Preformed Line Products Co.

769

aff'o 328 F.2d 265
Cor't. den. 379 U.S.

846

it ill well established ,. ..that critical omissions in a
ppjO\'

ptll>ll.catlon cannot be supplied by Qral proof.

Dewey &

AII/lY

Chem",

leal Co... v , Mimex CQ.#124 F. 2d 986 (2 Cir.)

..See also:

Lincoln Stores v; Nashua

Mfg.~~••
,''' ..

,,','

1.57 F.• 201540

tar.)

Mal1gaoang' v
, ''

, '

""~yd.·:",I$.~~J~;.;'z(:().9.J,,.;,~J~5
',,(9",C.i I'!'>~,
,

19.50).

'

"

.,.".', '..':' "'.',j,...t.u burden of .howl n9 a fact fa II upon the one who
.

'.,

'

'

peculiar knowledge thereof.
,

"

,

'

Commercial Molassea Corporation v.. New York Tank Barge Corporation
.

';",

I'

.

'-,

- ,

the par'tles to know the hct in issue and to account for the los8
Since

with the .i nf'ormati C:>n a,val lab Ie to hi m.... If tho bal Iee fa lis, It

leaves the trier of fact free to dra."'. an inference unfavo;able to

him u;)on

th~
.

,

ha I lot"s estab! Ish i n9 the unexp i a I ned fa II ure to det,l vet"
'

.

the goods safely.

,

.., ' ,

"

.':

"','.

Suo' also IX l'ligltloreon Evidence (3rd ed) Sections
13a&nel J. TI'ave Iers Insurance Company
(2Cir.,,1960)

Z79,F.' zd

'"

,

~5081 2485, 2491
780~784! (note 6,,)

While the "burden of proof" did not shift, . when appelle.

made

apri~a

facie ca.....a:ppellant8 hadth. burden of going forward

'"wl'th the evldeit.cetO'j;;ilbut t'he

pri'f/ll~:'fiiib:le 'case;

at fl'rO'."'i>f'ift;"lS'f an'

....

:\:.
'rt
' "

;;"'iI":':'

";,~ -w .

-""'""I~.. :;--~

"/'·y:"t~.>~~-:l'C(

ildv.N}~ :{~~~~;~:;'~~~n.;.~~,'~;;fe:t;~. ~,;}O.~~

on eVid.nce~ '3d

'l"":"~~:l'~~~~~

'C'

1~40t Sections

erl.

2487~2489; 31 C.J~S.

2485,

C~rp. v. New. York

CQilIlllerCial Molasses

Sec-tion 110" P•. 719;

Sea 9 \1IgIl10,..

80.

'. Btirge Co!"P•. 1941, 314 U.S. 104..... ; Gulnen
.

Canal Co., 2.CII'"
,

'

,',

1924,' I F2d•

'

Guinan

Y.

Boston

245 (2 Clr.,· 1924)
I n a caSe such as ilie one' now before' the
.'

",

"::.':: ..
'

'

"

,':'.

"

bou~d to preve mort<!

:'

.

;',,'-',."

'"

"

thon enough to ra laB

nee I i sence' on" ti,e p"ri of tho defendant Gnd

':

'

~

';"

,""

.

'"

,.

'"

..

fa! rpl'eSulllpt Ion

ofreau It i ns

injury

.to

If they have done this, '" thoy
are
entitled to
..
"..
,

",'," ".

"

,'.,,,

,.

.':""

'

'

'

,','

,'"

".

,

.producecd ' ev,.i dence,:'. suff i c "i-elit
. to
-',
,

"

",'---',,'

;

"'.'

.

,

"

.

. of IndiaM" 1906)

.
Pres\.Ul1ptions of fact are but conclusions drawn rrO/ll particular
.

, '

St'lI'lde'on Ev i dence

Sheldon v. Rrandstetter 60 N.E~

j)~

(Appellate Court of' fllInols

Oist.194S)
A pruum"tton Is rot eVldMce In It&el1', but Is a mer. legel .
COllCJ t!$ I On fr'orn facts proven, wh i ch mG)' be rebutted bye'll i denC:4h
. Pr..\lIllptf ona are never I ndu 1ged In aga hlllite.tab lfaned: fact_ .. · Ttley
, al'e' Il'\dui"ecl In only' to s\lPP'ythe plQ~e ofi!le.fects.. · A."liIo'on as
evidence i_, produced.. which i. cont...a..y to the presumption which arollle
beforecontr~t'Y pr,oof.was offered" the presumption vanishes entirllily.

(5)

Insurance

(1870)

.

I

,'I

·'.,

(6)

I'

,

I

'~'.-,. " ~ '.,".<

,>::,,,(:,-,,~-"'-

J~r,Gt:tJ;i:~~;,5,"~J:(t;:::1';::~"r,

:".

(~~:;::: ~!~~t~~1~~f~~~~~~f9~g~,':'tTlty,.,~~6 .~,~E

2d,

A presumpt i Oil Is an i nf'el"ence wh i ch common sense dl"aws
from the known course of events or from circumstances 'usually

"

",'

"

. It is not evi dence;

of'

',"

..

itself,

may be rebutted d Irect.1 y by ev i dence, or
.to the particular facta I,n the case• .

sh~wn

...

.~
.

. While the terms "burden of

- 'i.

'., .

. (7Y····

/.:'

e~idence"

.

and "prellumption

'.

.

"

a "printedwork
exiated
and that In the normal course ofbuslness
.
. -.
'.

,

-,

the work would be reproduced and disseminated In two weeks, there
. Is a presumption that .infact what normally would occur, .did occur;
-

are shown to have changed,";

,

-

'

"

"

-

. .

.

Me9gle v. Zaih,. 333 U.S. 56, 65.

The burden of e'Vldence la, therefore, on plaintiff to show that the
,

..

.-

,"

usue I dl d not occur.

*.

Wigmore .,. llaysthere i. no such thing as a:"p,.esumption·oof

fact" only "presumption of

law'~

and that theforljler. term. should not
'.'

,.

'.'

- _'

.i

,

use it neverthelesS.

9

Wiglllore on Evidence

461 (Section 2530-Third Edition)

to have existed at a certain

,

'-"

7 p. 462

footnote

.'

"

England: 1840, Salesv. Key., IIA & E. 819,822 (a custom
of election shown to exist in 1689, -.,:presumed
in taw to
::"
continue, there.,being no evidence to the contrar,,).,
"L.

9

.Wigmore

,,"

'

. 289'

.

.

Th.re lain truth but one' kind of presumption and the term
'''pre$umption of fact"ahouldbe .discardedas us:eles$ and confu.ing.
.

.

.

"

Nevertheless,
it must
be.keptinmlnd
that the peculiar
.,
-,',
.
.
'.

"

"

.'

,

effect
of a prelJumptlon
"oflaw"
(that
is; the.
real presumption)
.'
.', " ", --",_.--" ,
:.,.
'"
,.':,:,.. ' ' ,
" < -",
-' ,.::.'
"

'"

is merely to Invoke a rule of lew compelling the Jury to reach 'the'
of evidence to the

conc.lusion'· in the

~ontraryfrom the

-:',-',

. (Section 2499

Wlgmo1'e on
,

"I

Thl~d

' "'.

.

,

"

,,',

'.

-

:',".,

<:

Edi:f;lon)·· '

304. (EvldellceSed:ion
.
.139)
-

"

'

X},'f:"-o\' " ,

a, we II
"tab Ii shed rU Ie of ev I dance th~t'''''~~~n~~!-4C;'
. ' , " " .', ': '. -'.'. -, " ,,',", , ' " ,': ",_'-':: i: , , "
._"
wh f~t ~~t~'f(i"t_~~:,: ..,~~~,tk~~:~~'~Y~~~Y ''course of bus Iness •••
It i 8

-c'

or' facts

arepr'l!lullleqYt~'ha~.t;~~b~ilil~J;!;l~n~h;ll~JJt:/t~~lt~r'
cas.,
~
.'

.••r· .,

.

..

"

"'"

"

,Ie>

.,,'

contrary appear. frolllt~e "evf d&nce.

......

.i.·

un Iesa the
,

.\ ,

,.

Uni'ted Statea v.Kansas Gas and Electric Company, 215 F.Supp •
. 532, 542-3
,",

.'

(o.c.n" Kansas, 1963)
"

,':

-

.',

"

Among 'the obvious presumptions which govern a 'trial

I, 'I
,

cour't are ~ ...that the ord Inary course of busl ness has been fo II owed....

B-T
~....."

!l

,,~l Robinson on Law of Patents, Vo!.l, Section 325, p , 446 et seq.

~ ,~;y. {l~ (fj<l1 "
i

(~,\~.\~t:J'~25
c: \\1" \,'
~~,,~
.')1

The second method recogn i zed by law in wh i ch an ear I i er-

invention may be made accessible to the public is by

Il\'~<~JtM.;
~ ~

To have this effect of publication must bet. (I)

!VJi',,".i"i
}\\

character, intended for general use,

\lJ\' ,,\," "

\U

()
2

K

.
Publication.
Prior

A work of public

within reach of the publ iCi

(3) publ i sh e d before the date of the later invention; (4) A description
of the same complete and operative art or instrument; and (5) so precise and so particular that any person skilled in the art to which the
invent i on be longs can construct and operate it w i t hou tiexper- i ments and
without further exercise of inventive skill.

326

A work of public character is such a book or

~ther

printed

document as is intended and employed for the communication of ideas
to persons in general, as distinguished from particular individuals.
Private communication, although printed, do not come

u~der the

this

d e s cr- i pt i on, Kheh whether des i gned for the use of s i n:gl, e persons or of

a few restricted groups of persons.

But though the subject of the

publication may be highly technical, and therefore interesting only to
a single class of individuals, yet it prepared for general circulation
in that class, it is a public, not a private work.
app I i cat ion for a patent, although

pr-

Thus, the

i nted, unless intended, as in

England, as a method of communication, is not a public?tion.

327

The publ ication must not only be intended for the publ ic; it

must also have been placed within their reach.

In other words, it

must have been actually published in such a manner that anyone who
chooses may avail himself of the information it contains,

It is not

(2)

neceasarythat many copies of the work should have been printed,
nor that its.distribution . should have been extensive; for the deposit of a single copy in a library to which the public have or
can obtain admission places the work within the reach of all.
Nor is it requisite that any person should
since the

HCft

hav~

read or seen it,

accessibility of knowledge, and not its actual

possession, is all that any inventor can secure.

And even though

the information be so intermingled with discussions relative to
other subjects that it may easily escape attention, and would
require some skil I and patience to extricate it, the publ ication
. wi I I sti I Ibe sufficient.
328

The pub I i cat i on must precede the date of the invent ion

of the later art or instrument, since otherwise the public could
xk:i:ck not already be possessed of that which its inventor is now
able to bestow.

The date of the publication, however, is not

necessarily the same as that of the printing of the work, nor
conclusively indicated by any al legation in the work itself.
Its publication is its issue to the public,--a fact the date
of which may be established by any evidence sufficient for the
purpose; and if the date, so proved, precede the date of the
invention in dispute, the latter cannot be a new invention.
Footnote from Robinson

p. 446 et seq.

In reeves v. The Keystone Bridge Co. (1872) I.O.G.
466, 470:

IS

it

lo--

"Section 15 of the Patent Act of 1836-and it has been inco~po~ated in the Act
of 1870--p~ovides that a patent may be
successfully opposed by showins that the
thins patented 'has been described in
some public work anterior to the supposed
discovery there of by the patentee.' It
is obvious that this provision requires.
first, a desc~iption of the alleged invention; second, that it shal I be contained
in a work of a public character and intended
for the public; and third, that.this work
was made accessible to the public by publication, befo~e the discovery of the invention
by the patentee.
Mr. Webster (I Web 718.~

) says:

With respect to the legal effect of the
publication in a book,--on the principle •••
that the knowI edge on the part of the pub I i c
are the same, and that the public has acquired
I ittle or nothing by the specification which
it di d not possess before, it has b;een genera I Iy assumed that the product i on of .a book wh i ch
was in the hands of the public before the date
of the patent will negative the title of the
patentee as the true and first inventor.

.

(I) Shaw's (13)

_.M- E- M- 0-

te~m "p~inted

The
one IS

ba~~ed f~om

appea~s twice

publication"

U.S.C.A:~{02(a)

in 35

(\

a patent if "the invention was iR ••• desc~ibed in a

pr- i nted pub I i cat i on ... bef'or-e the invent i on t her-eo f by the epp 1icant";
and by 102 (b) if "the invention was ••• desc~ibed in a p~inted publication •••
mo~e

than one

yea~ p~io~

"

to the date of the applicationf.

each section is the same, but the phi losophy behind the

The

te~m

te~m

in

in

,4-

~ection

(a) diffe~s f~om that in section (b) as will become appa~ent f~om the
,/
discussion to follow:
S'" , y'l/
The Patent Act of

l'

II;"'T'

1793~allowed

defendants to plead that the

"thin9 ••• secu~ed by the patent ••• had been
ante~io~

to the supposed

discove~y

of the act in 1836 allows a
desc~ibed

the~eof

in some public

-k

~evision

plea that the invention "had been

wo~k ante~io~

to the supposed
Halbe~9,

Gillikson v.

Section 7 of the Act of 1836, 5 Stat.
~efuse

~

J"1-rcJY"

119-12~ that

discove~y~

75 U.S.P.Q. 252, 254.
the

Commissione~

a patent if the "invention- had been ••• desc~ibed in any

publication ••• p~io~ to the

application~

but

fu~the~

finds that the applicant is claiming something
p~inted

publication" he shall

app~ise

if the

pa~t

may

p~inted

Commissione~

"befo~e ••• desc~ibed

in any

the applicant of that fact.

In the Act July 8, 1870, C 230, 16 Stat. 201; Section 24
In

wo~k,

in some publ ic

of the patentee" and the

simila~

by the patentee ••• "

desc~ibed

~eads

as follows:
who has invented o~
any new and useful a~t,
machine, etc ••• not ••• desc~ibed in any
pr- i nted pub I i cat i on ••• bef'or-e his invent ion,' ,
o~ discove~y ••• may••• obtain a patent the~e~r~
That any

pe~son

discove~ed

C<.'"

f''''' I)

.

~

*i, JLc/{
T Iv. Ifld r
..p2..JCi--ea;; frl ~ d>~"'~ fk.a-I ~ /. ~ 7
~ .n... o,~ ~1L 14 tL;p/ftcdl'~1 S ,-(,,(, J4<. tA
~.{!

'&,,;"

w v

l l1 f'r a/ ~

{ii-v<

!p,!c4/n!d-llt1.;

I

CI

J

/S

r"'~.

'\ ('I;

f~

(4c/o/

/ 7

?JJ

.~ _~ ,<"i, ;'-" Ai"" 1/
/I'd!'" L~f'1. ,rli/~ .. ' tG
..

u,H,c< ('vii

Iii v r! .tMlff{\; •. ' •.

:.,'

(2)

The above quoted portion of Section 24 is/then/the basi~ of 102 (a).
It is interesting to note that the acts before-discussed
~

all relate to a publication (and also use) prio' to the invention,
5 Stat 123, Ell cJif
h. 35~Act of 1836~
-r '
but Sec. 15I'JrC
provi des al so as a bar
that the invention "had been in public use ••• with the consent ••• of
the patentee before his application for patent."

~

An~Section

24

provlde~~a bar to patent that the invention had been "in public
.

-if'

'If-

use or on sale for more. than two years prior to his epp l ication') and
(0
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th Islatter/! is the bas i s for I02(b), although noment Ion was made In
q~

~

the xiis 183fi or 1870 statute o~~rlnted publication as it relate~
to the two-year provision.
Section 24 was amended March 3, 1897, ~c. 391 29 Stat. 692, Section 4886,

J

;1

which reads In part as follows:
Any person who has invented or discovered
any new and usefu I .art, mach i ne, etc., •••
not ••• described In any printed publication •••
before his invention or discovery thereof, or
more than two years prior t~his application •••
may••• obtain a patent there~~.
We thus find the 2-year provision, as it applies to a printed
publication, first coming into the patent statute in 1897.

The

amendment of May 23, 1930, C 312, 46 Stat. 376, Section 4886, made
no change in the above-quoted provision and in 1946 the 2-year provision
was changed to I-year, 53 Stat. 1212.
the substance of the above.

The Patent Act of 1952 repeated

,
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Some I IghtlJ,:on the 2-year prov i s I on(':a~ast)bY reference to
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some of the cases which interpret that provision as it relates to use.
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An early ca$)~ that of Egbert v. Lippman, 104 U.S. 333 (1881~
held that the use by one person of "a pair of corset steeI$" now
covered by the patent in issue, more than two years prior to the
III

filing date, was a public wse/ "The effect of the law is that ••• if
the invention 1$ in pwblic U$e prior to that time (two year$), it will
be conclusive evidence of abandonment, and the patent will be void~"
The Court noted, further, that to be a public U$e ~it i$ not necessary
that more than one of the patented articles should be publicly used;

I(

((

~n~whether the us~ ••• i$ public or private doe$ not neces$arily depend

upon the number of persons to whom its use is known."
In 1839 the Act of 1836 was modified to allow a two-year use
prior to filing an application for patent.

Thi$ relieved the patentee

for a U$e except where there was "a continued prior U$e for more than
two year$ before the application for a patent."
King$land et at 42 U.S. 202, 208 (1843).

McClurg et aL v.

This rei ieved the har$hnes$

of the prior act$ where any public use prior to application barred a
subsequent patent.

For, as said in Pennock v. Dialogue, 270 U.S.I, (1829):
If the public were already In possession
and common use of an invention ••• there
might be found reason for presuming, that
the legislature did not Intend to grant an
exclusive right to anyone to monopolize
that wh i ch was ~readY common. There wouI d
b eno gu

.d
f·

pro

'","0 ••.•

T)he first Inventor cannot acquire a good title to a patent, If he
suffer the thing invented to go into pub ] i c l:lse... before he makes
application for patent.
The law in this respect, as previously mentioned,
one year to apply.

~e;fthe
/l

inventor

.

Thus the reasoning behind I02(a) is that the public once
in possession of an inventive concept or thing is not be to precluded
from the use' of such by the fact that another later makes the same
invention.

The reasoning behind I02(b), however,

.IS tW"~
one or
/l

more of the

events therein enumerated~as taken place then no valid patent can
thereafter issue since, even if the person who initiated such events
were the inventor, he shall have lost his rights thereto for the
":inventor may abandon his invention, and surrender __ or dedicate it to
the publ l c ,"

Pennock v. Dialogue

27 U.S. I, 15 (Story, Justice).

Whereas in the Pennock decision "the public use and sale~ (p~ 23) that
voided a patent was any such use and sale any time prior to the filing
of the application for patent, now a one-year period subsequent
to such use and sale is allowed under I02(b).&eiu.euLOI "I:e p&PlAits
t~g pnblia

bUill

"" m&;

us. I.cue intended to gl,o ftlee heueFi'of his 81.s-

8evel y bo the pubt Ie •• •

sit
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a Raimond,

31 "'.8: ilI7, 31i

(UJSB).

"The patent law was designed for the public benefit, as well
as for the benefit of inventors.

For a valuable invention the publ ic,

on the inventor's complying with certain conditions, give! him, for a
limited period, the profits arising from the sale of the thing invented ••••
But it was not the intention of this law, to take from the public, that of
which they were in fair possession ••• ~t is undoubtedly just, that every
discoverer should realize the benefits resulting from his discovery, for
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..~

for the period contemplated by the law.

But these can only be

secured by substantial compliance with every legal requisite ••••
A strict construction of the act, as regards the public use of
an invention, before it is presented, is not only required by
its letter. and spirit, but also by sound po l l cy ;"
32 U.S.

292,~ 12~-322

Shaw v , Cooper,

(1833).

Under 35 U.S.C.A., 102 (a) as previously noted, a person
is not entitled to a patent if the thing patented "was known •••
by others in this

count~y ••• before

the invention thereof by the

applicant for patent"; whereas, under 35 U.S.C.A. 102(b) a bar to patent
occurs if "the invention was ... described In a printed pub I ication ...
more than one year prior to the date the application for patent".
Thus, the theory of 102 (a) is that the invention was in
the public domain prior to the time the present inventor made hi's
discover~

and he cannot, therefore, acquire an exclusive right to some-

thing. that is the property of al I.

Under 102(b), however, the in-

ventlon was made prior to knowledge by the public so that something
was added to the store of public

kftNM

knowledge.

In this latter

set of circumstances the inventor, if he complies with the provisions
of the

~atent

Act, may obtain a patent.

If, on the other hand,

he uses his discovery in such a fashion that the knowledge thereof
becomes public knowledge more than one year prior to his application,
then he is said to have dedicated his invention to the public.
once dedicated it cannot thereafter be recovered by him.

And

,---,~-~

(6)

Is It not f'ei r-; to say then that a r-epor-e , for example,
to a government agency disclosing the inventive concept Is such
a disclosure as will amount to a dedication of the invention
therein to the public unless, within one year of the report the
inventor shall have applied for a patent?

Is not that the substance

of the many decisions that have been handed down relative to public
use, sale, and description of the invention in a printed publication?
Is not the publ ic knowledge or the avai labi I ity of such knowledge
the foundation llPon which validity of patents has been challenged?
Why then must the courts attempt to draw such a fine line between
that which is printed and that which is typed?

Why, for example, should

a typed thesis be less a bar to a patent than one which is printed?
Admittedly the printed thesis is more apt to be given more widespread
c i r-cu Iat I on than thetcyped.

But that Is not necessar i Iy so •

Furthermore,

it is the first "publication" that raises the bar to a patent.
sequent publications have no meaning in that respect.

Sub-

In short,

therefore, once an inventor has made available to the public the discovery upon which a patent is based, he is bound to apply fora patent
within the statutory period, now one year, of sueh disclosure, and it
is of little moment that the disclosure is "printed" or made available
by other means.
the public, the

It is sufficient that the disclosure passes alQng to

invent~~

I

On the matter of "printed publications" the decisions
are of a most uncertain nature. ,The courts have wrestled with
the matter of whether a particular writing has been "printed".
Thus in the cOllege thesis cases argument has been made that the

_.

as required by the statute;

or that the disclosure is on microfi 1m.

A single copy of a printed

writing was typed and not "printed",
,

book containing a disclosure and placed upon a libaary shelf would
be held to be a bar while the same disclosure typed might not and
the same disclosure on microfilm on the same library shelf might
not.

This is indeed form without substance.

For if a disclosure

has been made in anyone of the mentioned ways, it should become a
bar to a patent unless the one-year portion of I02(b) is conformed to.
Similar remarks apply to the matter of "publication".

It has

been held, as previously mentioned, that a single copy of a book on a
library shelf is a "printed publication".

At what point, it may be

asked, does the book become a publication?

Is it when it is removed

from its cover and placed on the shelf or is it when the library
receives it, though it may not be placed on the shelf for a day or a
week or longer?
the library,

Or is it when it is mailed, if this is the fact, to

~has

been held to be the law as regards offer and

acceptance in contra~ cases (and, similarly, service by mail under,
for example, Rule 5 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, wherein:
"Service by mail is complete upon mailing.")
•

Cases have said that the

sale of a book shall constitute a "printed publication" and it has been
said that even an offer for sale will come within I02(b), if the book
has already been printed.

;(~

Where does that Ieave the defendant here?
sale is necessary.

The offer is a general one.

(8)

No offer for

Once the first

cz-..-..

copy of the wr it i ng has been made and approva I of that 70py fo.r
dissemination has been made, as is the fact here, then duplicates
of that copy are made and mailed or otherwise distributed to a prescri bed group of Ii br-ar-] es and the I ike, in the norma I course of
bus i ness.

Can it not be sa i d, therefore, that the "pub I i cat i on" has

taken place of a "printed" work at the time that approval of the first

.

printed copy of that work has been given, with the

t'

,v;".-t
~a-eel,1;

that the work

be thereafter reproduced and disseminated to the prescribed group?
Is it not so that the work at that precise time has been made accessible
to the public?

Nothing more need be done to make it accessible, other

than the routine reproduction amd mailing.

Certainly no change is

rendered in the work between that precise moment and the time that it
is delivered and deposited on the libsary shelf.
In addition, if a large number of such works are

mail~d

at

the same precise moment, is it the first to arrive that becomes,
magica I I v, the pub I i cat ion that may Iateri nval i date a patent?
Suppose the first to arrive is at the office of some government agency
and is placed on the library shelf of that agency, unclassified.

Is

that nota0publlcation~ How does that differ from t'he library of Congress,
in substance?

But perhaps the work does not go directly to the library,

but is, rather, kept by the recipient and read, surely that is equal
to being placed on a library shelf, unread.

Is it not so that a person

who works for the government is in his own right a member of the public--

as much so as a person who works for General Motors, and perhaps
more so since he is paid out of public funds?

rr....

Theft may be some

good sound policy for making a distinction between government
agencies and others when the government agency is under secrecy,
but no such public policy ought to exist as to

non-cl~ssified

agencies.

A report, then, to a government agency ought to be a printed
publication (although, there are cases that progress reports to private
companies under work contract, are not "printed publication"~-see ty@ed
case re same); and in Application of Borst

345 F 2d &51,.854 (C.C.P.A.,

1965), the court says, by way of dictq, that:
Samsel was clearly not publicly available
during the period of secrecy classification
by the Atom i c Energy Comm i sed on. We note
that ~he date of declassification, however,
was priorto'appellant's filing date, and
it is arguable that Samsel became accessible
to the publicupon~ declassification. But
we do not find it necessary to decide that
difficult question •••
(Note that the question of a printed publication is not in issue
in Borst.

It is rather "knowledge" under 102(a); no cases have
To""D"'~-...-...(-~
been found on whether or not printed or otherwise produced report~,
have been an issue on the matter of printed publ ications.

Logically,

however, the matter might turn on the reason for such reports and that
manner of hand I ing subsequent. to rece i pt by the government ~

••

M E M 0

Defendant has now moved that the complaint be dismissed
summal'lly alleging as the basis fo .. such dismissal that the Invention was desc.. ibed in ap.. inted publication mo..e than one yea..
p.. ior to the filing date of application fo .. the patent in issue.
While Rule 56 applies here in the same manner as it does in
defendant's accompanying motion on the matter of misuse, yet the..e
is a delicate difference.

The p..oofs upon which the accompanying

motion is based are on the reco..d and the cou..t need me..ely decide
if the p..oofs, as a matte.. of law, show that plaintiff has misused
the patent.

In the present motion, howeve.., the court has befo..e

it facts f ..om which it may infe.. fu ..the.. facts, the latte.. being
a basis fo .. the conclusion that a p.. inted publication existed mo..e
than one yea.. p.. io.. to the app I i cat Ion fo .. patent.

It i s 'J n o..de ..,

then, to discuss fi ..st the bu..dens on the pa ..ties in such a situation
and then to discuss the cha..acteristlcs of a "p.. inted publicatJon".
The o..de .. used has, been chosen because it has been concluded that the
known facts alone do not suppo..t the conclusion that the..e has been
.III a "p.. inted p,ublication"".l!li:kludii' although an a..gument Is made in the

notes that there has.

At the present state of the pl'oofs a pdnted

plilblicatlon can only be infe.... ed f ..om the admitted facts.

Thebasis

fo .. an infe..ence can be that plaintiff, in the absence of fu ..the..
submitted facts, has failed to sustain the bu..den of evidence as the
te..m is definedi in 31:'A/c.J.s. (Evi dence) Section 103; 0" that a
p..e sumpc l on exists that f ..om the admitted facts th~ fu ..the..,fact of
"publ ication" can be i nf'e....ed.

Whicheve.. of the paths taken, defendant's

position is st..engthened by the fact that "the law takes into account

(2)

the relative opp0rtunity of the parties to knww the fact in issue"
and plaintiff "is in a better position than" defendant "to know"
whether or not there was a publication before the beginning of
the one-year period.

Commercial Molasses Corp,s:

Tank Barge COrp,&,iubisiI, 314 u,s, 104 (1941).

!.

Ii

v , New York

See also, 9 Wigmore

on Evidence 275 (Section 24861 -- Third Edition) which states:
••• Theburden, of proving a fact is said to
be put on the party who has peculiar means
ofknowledse enabling him to prove its
falsity if it is false.
A very good exposition, for defendant's purposes, of the
matter of summary judgment is contained in 3 Federal Practice and

.
) 138 .,t
~ .
Procedur.e ( Barron and Holtzoff--Wright
seq., section 1235,
entitled "Burden of Proof and Presumptions", which reads in part
as follows:
One who moves for summary judgment has
the burden 0f demonstrating clearly that
there is no genu i ne issue of fact .... Facts
asserted by the party opposing the motiona
and supported by affidavits or other evidentiary material, must be taken as true.
Under these principles, what showing
must be made by the party opposing summary
judgment?

/

*

*

/ I t should be enough to disclose merely sufficient evidence by
affidavits or by use of discovery methods to demonstrate that
ther' is amateri':ll issue. of fact •••• lf•• :.th":,moving party presents
evidence:which(would entitl~t him.to!adirec:ted!ve~dJct::ifnot
controverted and the opposing party does not discredit it, the
opposing party must at least specify some opposing evidence that:

\

i,,:;

e,

,(2)

!

i.) :

the. r-e
itY:Qf 1i:he part
i as to, kMw,th!'\,f!'lct i 1\1 i asue
. 1.<l1;;ivl'ljQ~pOIY!;\!1\I
"',
.
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':.1,

~can presemt which will

change the result •••• Facts set out in the

moving party's affidavit showing he is entitled to judgment must be
L
v,
,
accepted es true w"en
not met by counte..... arff'd
lajtlhQr
teSltlmQV.

The mere denial of the mQving party's contentionSl, without Slhowing
any facts admissible in evidence, raises n0 is~ue 9ffact •••• ln ene case
(Judge Frank) ... spoke for a

lim

an lmous court in upho 1di ng a grant of

summary Judgment on the ground of laches, where the facts were within
the knowledge o f the party opposing the motion and his. affidavit .stated
no facts to avo i d the c l a iml of Iaches

CD ixen

v , Amer icanTelephcne

and Telegraph Co.; C.C.A. 2d 1947, 159 F. 2d 863, cert.den.• 332 U.S. 764,
reh. den. 332 U.S. 839 and 333 U.S. 850;

9-'"

~$ee also Vermont Structural Slate Co'pv. Ta-tJ.;Q Bros. Slate Co.,

Inc.

C.A. 2d 1956, 23' F. 2d 9, affirming summary Judgment as u~ most
use f u I 1ega I I, nvent 'Ion t

0

,;1
save t.'Ime an dP.;:ze~
(lllle"e) • ...J

(Further recent cases nQted in Barron and HQltzoff are included in
annexed Appendix A)

<.

APPENDIX A
Where party moving for summary judgment has clearly established

certain facts, particular circumstances of the case may

c~t

party a duty to go forward with controverting facts, so that

on opposing
f.i~H

failure of oPPQsing party to discharge that duty will entitle movant to
summary judgment.
v,

&~~1' I,

International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union

334 Fa 2d 165 (9 Cir., 1964).

On summary jlildgment motion by defendant where defendant's
affidavit made out a prima facie defense, plaintiff was reqlilired to
come forward and set forth specific facts showing there was a genuine
trial issue.

Pappas v , 81 iss 36 F.f?.D. 691

(a.c, Pa. 1965).

Once the movant has made a showing, the burden rests on
opposite party to show that he has a plausible ground for maintenance
of cause of action in his complaint, or if a defendant that he has
a ground of defense fairly arguable and of substantial character
and the burden rests on him to meet the moving party's evidence
with facts, in detai I and with precision, sufficient to raise a,
general issue of material fact: U.S. v. Daubendlck, 25 F.R.D. 50
(D.C.D. Iowa, 1959).
See 10 F.R.D. 187-where plaintiff's attorney attempted to create
issue of facts of which he had no knowledge, up9n information and
belief and summary judgment

WaS

granted.

See also 44 F. SUPPa 499, wher~ publication was used in summary
judgment.
See also 2 F.R.D. 236
End Appendix A
9 Wigmore on Evidence 275 (Section 2486) ••• the burden of
proving a fact is said to be put on the party who has peculiar means
of knowledge enabling him to prove its falsity if it is false.

The case now to be discussed touches lightly the point we are

dence~~

try i nglto make) that a party has the burden of' refuting ev I
the
\
,,'
,
other party, byE!' I dence of Its own. Where.", as here, we have an adm I $S Ion
of the existence of a printed report approved for distribution six weeks
before the beginning of the one-year period and flJlrther evidence that

.

rq·.M

normal Iy the reproduct i on and rna I I i ngor the PI" I nted", ~ wou I d occur
with in two weeks of appr-ove I, then there is a presumpt i on (r,e,buttab Ie,
of course) that such reproduction and mailing took place within the twoweek period.

'*

In the lila absence of rebuttal the court could infer' that

the reproduction and mal I ing did In faci: take pd aoe In the np'rmal two-week
Further, In the absence of rebuttal) the court

manner.

plaintiff had admitted to the reproduction" and mai I irng

r

c~uld 'conclude
11'1

that

,

sUich period.
!

Or deferndant cou I d make a request for adm i ss i on under Rui'El 3>61 as was done
in United States v. Jefferson Trust and Savings Bank, 31,!F.R.'O. 131, 139
I'

(
J /

(c.c.s;e,

III. N.D., 1962) in which which the court, grantin'g, defendant's

mot i on .for summary judgment sa i dr
_ / "UIII

'111"'"'d".tfb",

~.m.Jj

~rPrr' .

f'1..S

The prov is Ions conta i ned i 1'1 'l;'he quoteg;,
language (Rule36) are strictly cOnl!ltrue~
and rigidly enforced in this Circuit.
Thus, in Princess Pat, Ltd. v , National
Carloading Corp., 7 Cir., 223 F. 2d 916,
the defendant's response to a request for
admission "that it did not possess sufficient
information upon which to form a belief of
the truth or falsity of such statements"
and that defendant neither admitted nor denied
them, was treated by the ttr i a I jourt as an
admission of the facts contained in the request.

*

a
~
*It is/well establ i shed rule of ev.idencethatWevents'1which
usually happen ••• in the ordinary course of business ••• are
presumed to have happened~. in any parti cui a»case, unl ess,
.
the contrary appears fr-om. the ev i dence , 31 A. C. J .S. 304 f. t?~ /-1.

/

1//9

'

1< )
J

9

(6)

Upon appee I, the court affi rmed ••• , ho I di"g
that the response did not fairly meet the
substance of the requested adm i ss ions and
fl.~,pJI;'1I.
cou I d not be construed as a good fa i ~_.-/ f1
qua Ii fi cat i on ina g# ' E . lll.,-airswer-.
In
view of ... Rule 36, the court sai9_that
there was "no perstlas j ve reason~ the court
below was forced to tolerate defendant's
straddlillg statements sponsored as a reply to
paragraphs 22 and 23 of plaintiff's request
for admission."
223 F. 2d at 920.
PRJ NTED PUBLICATION

We turn now to 35 U"S.C.A. 102 which reads

part as fo II ows:

A person sha II be ent it I ed to a patent un I e'ss--

*

*

(b) tl1 e i nV,ent ion was ... descri bed in a,pr tnied
publication ••• more than one year prior ito
the date of the epp l ication for pate'1t,~.,••

In 69 C.J.S. 230 (section 40 et seq.)
it is stated that:
A printed publication, in view of the
patent laws, is anything that is printed and
(emphasis added) made access i b Ie· to any . part
of the pub l i c, such a.s a book, cata Jogue, Ieaflet, and, under other decisions on the question,
such as a magazine article, scientific journal,
journa I of a Iearned sod ety, thes i s ,trade
paper, or trade magazine. Merep.. inting in it~el f does not amount lIIix,lJdllHutopub Ii cat ~n~j
JliAil'easures must be taken to render the th i ng
containing the description accessible to some
part of the pub ] l c , It is sufficient if some
copies are available in libraries.
In 40

~: Jjr.C!~~e~4(~ection

37) the rule is stated as follows:

A<

The words of the~tatute "not patented or'
described in any printed publication udo
not relate to mere printing: there must pe
an issuing.and general circulation of the
printed matter in which the invention with
its el emElnts must be c Iearl y set forth .....
Rich, Judge, in· a·'concurr i ng opinion in A"plication of Tenney,
q)""" .
tJ
gone
furtherflth,m
'anyone before
628
(C.C.j.A.j/fS'ln
has
254 F. 2d 619,
on the subject.

In the opin i on he said:
~l\\

I~assume for the sake of argument (and I

think it is the law) that when a book has
been printed and copies are available for
de I ivery, .an advert i sement offer i ng it for
sale would'bring about its publication,
even before copies .ere actually sold.
(An argument is made elsewhere in these notes on the matter of
publication--but it may be merely an academic exercise.)

(8)

In I. C. E. Corporation v. Armco Steel Corporation, 250
F. SUPPa 738 (D.C.S.D.N.Y., 1966), the court noted by way of dict~
that a printed document that "has been disseminated or otherwise
made available to the extent that persons interested and ordinarily
skilled in the subject matter or art, exercising reasonable diligence,
can locate it and recognize and· comprehend", would be ~~printed
publication".

.... _

It is not known how the "persons •••• skilled in the
art"
.-1

crept into the decision, since it has long been held that one pr.inted
,oS
work deposited on a I ibaray shelf hilS 19"8 been held h(,e a "priJ:lted

"

II

publication.

RobiJ:lson on the Laws of Patents, Volume I, Section 327.

There is. is, however, no presumption that a book was published on the
date imprinted on the title sheet.

20 F.

(J,

C~s.

Reeves v. Keystone Bridge

Co.~~1
11

466 (Case No. 11,660):
It Is not shown that the work was published
before the date of the com~.naJ:lt's patent.
This must be directly proved. It is not deducible from the imprint on the title page.
That the work was then printed may be inferred
from this Imprint; but when was it put in circulation or offered**(emphasls added) to the
pub I Icis a d i st i nct fact wh ich must be proved,
Independently. The intended circulation of a
book of a public nature may be presumed from its
being put into print; but it does not follow
that a work ...was made access I b Ie to the pub I i c t).d
as it was printed, or that it wasvpublished
at all.
r~)
.'''.~'-~--''.~''/

Note

..

"offered" again.

.r."",

•

(9)
In Interchemical Corporation,v. Sinclair & Carroll Co.,
}8"9 4
50 F. Supp , 88~. The rule is said to be that:
A printed publication, in the view of
the patent law, is anything that is,printed
an;d made accessible to any part of the public.
On the same subject Walker notes that

.~.

-

,

~~~t·

•
d pu b l iIcatlon_ls anyt h iIng....... IS
A prlnte
-~~istributeg !2-~ny part 'of the

~,,-,-we.~~;a~n~_£Q!!LLt!:YMthouranvTn>J!i~tlo}l:;'

~:;,1n~, It seems reasonable~at
~n-o-·.-a-c~-u-a~distribution need occu~~~hat

expOSLlre of printed matter for sale .i$.enoLlgh
to constitute a printedpublication,~h~ single
sa Ie, of a copy of a book iDdR8 lid' i i19 19 Ct!T.
'
I ~/I' z.c;G)
fl.e.k+~Sa pub I i cat ion. (W-A(~"""/?(J.f~1'l1s1 tk. ((.., !!d. lh ' '
(The history of the Statutes is discussed elsewhere in these notes.)

!T>A'~
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.
c was incompetent and" thereAUDIO DEVICES, INC., Plaintiff'.
1 have mol«:dto reY'ir~ hi~
Appellee.
:0 psychiatr!C~lnatlon I n V a
with Title 18, United States ARlUOUR RE:SEARCH FOUNDATION
1I1S .12-14 and 4246. Assuming,
OF ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECH·
'his to be so, and while there
NOLOGY,Defcndant·Appellant.
c doubt that unstinting use
No. 373. Docket 26805.
ignrnent examination wherUnited States Court of Appeals
ted is in accord with good
Second Circuit.
"nd the mandate of Congress
Argued June 22, 1961.
I in these Acts, still the failDecided July 31, 1981.
) does not,in itself, bar fur.I inquiry into competency.
::lndings of such examination
Action for declaratory judgment of
>l1 42·16 would not be in themnoninfringement
and invalidity as to patsitive of the issue presented
ent
No.
2,694,656,
relating to magnetic
'under Section 2255, which
.er the opportunity to have . recording tape,magnetic iron oxides
suitable for Use in magnetic recording
:lCY determined at a hearing
tape. and methods of production of the
~;.1 and sentence to determine
oxides,
wherein the patent holder filed a
competency at the times in
compulsory counterclaim charging in~rEgol'i v. United States, 5
fringement. The United States District
13 F.2d ·18; Brown v. United
Court for the Southern District of New
'., 1050, 267 F.2d 42; Davis
York, John. ilL Cashin, J., 190 F.Supp.
rates, 6 Cir., 1959, 270 F.2d
189, held that the patent was invalid and
-m-i denied 361 U.S. 852, 80
the patent holder appealed. The Court
4 L.Ed.2d 91.; Simmons v.
of Appeals, J. Joseph Smith, Circuit
eS,8 Cir., 1958, 253 F.2d900.
Judge, held that the patent was invalid
ally.vthcre is no merit in ap- as anticipated by prior art.
Affirmed.
mention that the District
ill excluding him from the
uring the testimony of the 1. Patents ~16.5
s. On motion to vacate senMere recognition of latent qualities
Title 28, United States Code, in pre-existing art would not be inven, the statute itself provides tion. 35 U.S.C.A. § 103.
''\ "may entertain and deterotion without requiring the 2. Patents ~328
Patent No. 2,694,656 for magnetic
f the prisoner at the hearrecording
tape, magnetic iron oxides suit'llant was represented by
able
for
use
in magnetic recording tape
was before the court pur'i-it of habeas corpus ad tes- and methods of production of oxides Was
His presence there was for invalid as anticipated by prior art. 35
'pose, e. g., to testify. The U.S.C.A. § 103.
se in excluding him, as ap.e record, was for the benefit
well-being of appellant in
rt be affected adversely by
110ny relating to his mental

i

j
'ent of the District Court is

.~

J

~
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::,

3. Patents ~36(2)
If invention is plainly lacking, commercial success will not sustain patent.

•
Thomas F. Reddy, Jr., New-York City
(Merton S. Neill, James G. Foley, John
T. Farley, Ambrose A. Arnold, and Pennie, Edmonds, Morton, Barrows & Taylor,

New York City on the brief), for plain,
tiff.appellee.

ti
ti

Carlton Hill, Chicago, ru (Benjamin
11. Sberman,Chicago, 1lI. and Kane, Dalsimer & Kane, New YOrk City on the
brief), for defendant-appellant.
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Before CLARK and SMITH, Circuit
Judges, and DAWSON, District Judge.

fe
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J. JOSEPH SMITH, Cireuit Judge.
Armour Research Foundation of Illinois Institute of Technology (Armour),
holder of the Camras U.S. Patent No.
2,694,656, for magnetic recording tape,
magnetic iron oxides suitable for use in
magnetic recording tape, and methods of
production of the oxides, appeals from an
adverse judgment in a declaratory judgment action brought by Audio Devices,
Inc. (Audio), accused of infringement,
against Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing, a licensee under the patent (Minnesota or 3M) ,and Armour, in which
Armour filed a compulsory counterclaim
for infringement. Issues of non-enforceability by reason of misuse of the patent,
anti-trust law violation and lack of personal jurisdiction over Armour were
withdrawn by pre-trial stipulation. The
court, Han. John M. Cashin, Judge, found
lack of invention and anticipation by the
prior art. It granted declaratory judgment of invalidity and dismissed Armour's compulsory counterclaim for infringement seeking damages and other
relief.· 1960, 190 F.Supp. 189.
The patent in suit, U. S. Patent No.
2.694,656 issued November 16, 1954, on
applications of July 25, 1947 and August
3D, 1947. It was held invalid in Armour
Research Foundation, etc. v.C. K. 'VilIiams & Co., D.C.KD.Ill.1959, 170 F.
Supp, 871, affirmed 7 Cir., 1960; 280F.2d
490, certiorari denied 1961, 365 U.S. 811,
81 S.Ct. 690, 5 L.Ed.2d 691.
The claims in suit on which appellant
relies .are numbers 3.5, 6. 25 and 26,
which are as follows:
"3. A ferromagnetic iron oxide
material adapted to form an element
of a 'magnetic impulse. record member, said material consisting essen-
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Plaintiff·

New York Clty on the brief), for plaintiff-appellee.

l'OUNDATION
UTE OF TECH·

Carlton Hill, Chicago, Ill. (Benjamin
H. Sherman, Chicago, Ill. and Kane, Dalsimer & Kane, New York City on the
brief), for defendant-appellant. _
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Before CLARK and SMITH, Circuit
Judges, and DAWSON, District Judge:
J. JOSEPH SMITH, Cireuit Judge.
Armour Research Foundation of Illinois Institute of Technology (Armour),
holder of the Camras U. S. Patent No.
2,694,656, for magnetic recording tape,
magnetic iron oxides suitable for use in
magnetic recording tape, and methods of
production of the oxides, appeals from an
adverse judgment in a declaratory [udgment action brought by Audio Devices,
Inc. (Audio), accused of infringement,
against Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing, a licensee under the patent (Minnesota Or 3M), and Armour, in which
Armour filed a compulsory counterclaim
for infringement. Issues of non-enforce-ability by reason of misuse of the patent,
anti-trust law violation and lack of personal jurisdiction over Armour were
withdrawn by pre-trial stipulation. The
court, Hon. John M. Cashin, Judge, found
lack of invention and anticipation by the
prior art. It granted .declaratory judgment of invalidity and dismissed Armour'scompulsorycountercJaim for infringement seeking damages and other
relief. 1960, 190 F.Supp. 189.
The patent in suit, U. S. Patent No.
2,694,656 issued November 16, 1954, on
applications of July 25, 1947 and August
30, 1947. It was held invalid in Armour
Research Foundation, etc.. v. C. K. Williams & ce., D.C.E.D.Ill.1959, 170 F.
Supp. 871, affirmed 7 Cir., 1960, 280 F.2d
499, certiorari denied 1961,.·365 U.S. 811,
81 S.Ct. 690, 5 L.Ed.2d691.
The claims in snit on which appellant
relies are numbers 3, 5, 6, 25' and 26,
which are as follows:
"8. A ferromagnetic Iron oxide
material adapted to form an element
ofa 'magnetic impulse "record member, said material consisting essen-

tially of acicular crystalline par'
ticles uniformly small in size and not
over 6 microns in their greatest dimension of a synthetic magnetic
oxide of iron selected from the group
consisting' of magnetic ferrosoferric
oxide, FeS04' and magnetic gamma
ferric oxide, FezO" the selected synthetic maguetic oxide of iron having
a cubic lattice structure, and said
material having a coercive force value of between 200 and 550 oersteds
and a ratio of Blm/B, at H 1000 of
not over 3 to 1.
"5. A magnetic impulse record
member having anon-magnetic earriel' and a coating adherently bonded thereto of magnetic material and
a binder therefor, said magnetic material consisting essentially of·" a
magnetic synthetic iron oxide selected from the group consisting of
ferrosoferricoxide, Fe3 0 4; and gam;'
rna ferric oxide, Fe 20s, formed from
a non-magnetic iron oxide of the
group consisting of alpha ferric
oxide monohydrate and the anhydride thereof, said selected' iron
oxide being in crystalline fOl~mof
a uniformly small size less than 6
microns in greatest dimension and
having a coercive force of between
200 and 550 oersteds, said magnetic
material having a B, versus H char,
acteristic that rises most rapidly at
fields between 200 and 600 oersteds
and relatively slowly at fields between 0 and 200 oersteds and at
fields above 600 oersteds.

=

"6. Asa new article of manufacture, a magnetic impulse record
member comprising. a thin, flexible,
non-magnetic support, and adhered
thereon, a layer of magnetic syntheticiron oxide selected from the group
consisting of ·ferrosoferric oxide,
FeS0 4, and gamma ferric oxlde. Fe,
0 3 , formed from a non-magnetic iron
oxide of the group consisting of
alpha ferric oxide monohydrate and
the anhydride thereof, said selected
iron oxide in its as-produced condition being in the form of elongated
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the Johnson British patent of I. G. Farben. Camras found that, as had been
indicated in the Johnson patent, the
oxides Fe g04 and -gamma Fe20-a were
most suitable. He found that a high
coercive force H, (resistance to demagnetization) of 200-550 oersteds at applied fields of H 1000 gave good response at slow tape speeds. Above 550
was undesirable because of difficulty in
erasing. He also claims as a critical teaching in the patent in suit that the residual magnetization curve B, v, H should
oxide, -Fe20s, adapted to form an elepresent a relatively gentle slope to a
ment of a magnetic impulse record
point of about 250 gauss, to eliminate
member, said iron oxide consisting
cross-talk caused by transfer from adjaessentially of uniformly small eloncent layers of tape, a rapid rise- in the
gated crystals of less than- about 1.5
curve at fields between 200 and 600 oermicrons maximum dimension having
steds, claimed to .reduce distortion in
a length-to-width ratio of about 2.5
recording, and a flattening out thereafter
to 1 and higher, and having a cubic
for ease in erasing, a remanence (Brcrystal lattice structure and a coermagnetism remaining after the saturatcive force" He, within the range of
ing field is removed) of above 500 gauss,
245 to 330 and remanence, B" of
which should be relatively high in relaabove about 500 gauss.
tion to maximum ferric induction (B rm"26. A magnetic impulse record
total magnetism while saturating force
member having a non-magnetic caris present) resulting in a low B1ro/B,
rier and a coating adherently bonded
ratio, claimed to assure better sensitivity
thereto of a binder and magnetic
and frequency response. He also taught
material, said magnetic 'material bethat the magnetic particles should be
ing the ferromagnetic iron oxide
acicular (needle shaped) of small size
defined in claim 25 and having a B,
preferably less than 1.5 microns_
versus - H characteristic that rises
(1/1000ths of a miUimeter) in maximum
most rapidly at fields between 200
dimension of precipitated and- grown
and 600 oersteds and relatively slowstarting material.
ly at fields between 0 and 200 oerCamras sent some of the oxide powder
steds and at fields above 600 oerwhich he had made to Minnesota in 1946
steds."
for coating on tape. Minnesota sent
Magnetic sound recording had been Camras 20 reels and shortly thereafter
known in the United States for some made its own oxides arid subsequently
years, using magnetized wire as a re- filed patent applications which were later
cording medium, when United States re- placed in interference with Camras' apsearch teams in Europe at the end of plication which eventuaUy became the
World War II became interested in Ger- patent in suit. In May 1947 Minnesota
man use of tape coated or impregnated took a license from Armour under which
with magnetic iron oxide as a medium, it sold during the years 1947.c1959 some
which had brought about a great im- $92,000,000 worth of tape and paid royprovement in fidelity of reproduction. _alties in excess of $1,300,000. _
Camras as a student had written in 1942
Before Camras' work on the oxides, a
a thesis on magnetic recording on steel
number of published references existed
wire. In 1945 Camras began investigatdisclosing methods of producing maging the use of magnetic iron, oxide coatnetic iron oxides. The references themed on tape. The German development in
selves had nothing to do with magnetic
the field had been set forth in 1936 in

particles having :characteristically a
length-to-width ratio of about 2.5 to
1 and higher and being of acicular
crystalline form and of a uniformly small particle size less than six
microns in greatest _dimension and
having a coercive force of between
200 and 550 oersteds.
U25. Ferromagnetic iron oxide
selected from the group consisting of
a synthetic -ferrosoferric oxide, Fes
0" and of a synthetic gamma ferric
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j

recording tapes. The 1936 British Johnson patent, however, indicated that these
magnetic oxides, black ferrosoferric oxxi de (Fe,O,) and reddish-brown gamma
ferric oxide (Fe,O,) were especially suitable for· use on recording tapes and that
high coercive 'force and extremely fine
particles of. uniform size were desirable
qualities in achieving satisfactory recording magnetic oxides.
The appeal from the finding of invalidity of the method claims 8, 10 and 14,
is not pressed and understandably so,
for they are anticipated by the prior
art, particularly in the Bureau of Mines
Bulletin No. 425 (1941) "Magnetic Separation of Ores" and in the Japanese pig,;,
merit patent No. 148,643 (1941). The
Japanese patent is net as specific as the
method' claims of the Camras patent on
the reduction temperature, but did teach
that it should be "below sintering temperature" leading to the same result.
Various tapes, including prior art German tape, tape maderwith prior art
oxide made according to a Welo and
Baudisch article of 1934 at inter partes
demonstrations, tape made ,with prior
art oxide, made according to.the Japanese
pigment patent 148,643 (1941), tape
made with natural iron oxide, Goethite,
and tapes made in accordance with the
Camras patent as made in 1947 and 1955
were recorded and played before the trial
court. The court found no significant
difference in the performance of these
tapes and found any variation in the
tapes to be minor.
The court also found that Camras' act
in selecting a certain .oxide and adapting
it to use as a magnetic recording medium was merely a step in the natural progressionof the art which was not beyond
the standard of ordinary- skill of workers
in the. recording field. The court held
~herefore that the presumption of valid1t), arising from the granting of the
patent had been overcome and that the
patent was invalid.
In this the court was clearly correct.
~he statute, 35 U.S.C. § 103, provides:
A patent may not be obtained though
the invention is not identically disclosed
293 F.2d"':"7¥.,

or described as set forth in section 102
of this title, if the differences between
the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the
subject matter as a whole would bave
been obvious at the time the invention
was made to a person having ordinary
skill in the art to which said subject
matter pertains. Patentability shall not
be negatived by the manner in which the
invention was made." Under this test,
Camras' tape was not an invention.
Magnetic recording had been known since
1900. Most of the qualities desirable
in a recording member were known and
described by Camras in his 1942 thesis
on wire recording .(high coercive force,
shape of the magnetization curve, high
remanence). TI,e use of synthetic starting materials is surely an obvious means
of avoiding impurities.
I
The claims relied on set forth qualities. of the magnetic iron oxides themselves (3, 25), and of the oxides attached to the recording tape (5, 6 and
26). Insofar as they direct the use of
ferrosoferric oxide and gamma ferric
oxide, the claims were anticipated by the
Johnson patent, which described these
oxides as "especially suitable" for electromagnetic recording of sound. The J ohnson patent also anticipates their 'direction
that particles be of extreme fineness and
uniform in size; The Johnson patent
stated that its method of producing magnetic oxides yielded particles of the size
of 1 micron or less. The Camras patent
calls for "crystalline particles uniformly
small in size and not over 6 microns in
their. greatest dimension" (claims 3, 5,
6), "uniformly small elongated crystals
of less than about 1.5 microns maximum
dimension" (claim 25 and, by incorporation, claim 26). TheCamras claims are
thus broadly and generally stated in
terms that encompass the Johnson disclosures, and were therefore anticipated
by Johnson insofar as size is concerned..
Camras similarly fails to disclose much
advance over Johnson in his prescription
of a high coercive force, Johnson designated a "high.coercive force" as ensuring"good stability of the sound recording."
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The Camras patent is slightly more specific in this respect, but it suggests a
variety of ranges, and fails to establish
that any particular range is especially
critical. Claims 10 and 14 call for a
coercive force" of at least 200 oersteds,
claims 3 5 6 and 8 call for "a coercive
, ,
"
d "
force of between 200 and 550 oerste s,
and claims 25 and (by iucorporation) 26
call for "a coercive' force, He, within the
range of 245 to 330." The last range
mentioned, plus the range of 290-360
(claim 1) and 220-290 (claim 2) i~ not
designated as a range in the speclfi~a
tions. In explaining why so many different ranges were set forth, Camras
testified that "we give a broad .range
which is 200 to 550," within which the
preferred range is from 275 to'400 (App.
659). However, this preferred range of
275 to 400 is not made the basis of any
claim, _and the various ranges set forth
by Camras were admitted by him to b..
simply '''exemplary of the best materlals." Moreover, the Camras figures for
coercive force lack "criticality," as that
term was used in Helene Curtis Industries, Inc. v. Sales Affiliates, Inc., 2 Cir.,
233 F.2d 148, 152-53, certiorari denied
352 U.S. 879, 77 S.Ct. 101, 1 L.Ed.2d
80. For, after Johnson disclosed the deairability of high' coercive -forces, Camras chose a series of ranges meeting that
description, without showing tha~ the
particular ranges chosen had particular
significance. While the court below relied on the lack of invention, and did not
pass on the "criticality" point as such,
the absence of criticality itself demonstrates a lack of invention over the Johnson patent.
Whether or not Johnson itself anticipates the Camras coe:civeJorce. criter.ia,
Johnson considered In connection with
the remaining prior art clearly does.
There is ample evidence in the record
that coercive forces of between 200 and
550 could be produced by methods already
existing at the time Camras set to work.

set forth in his oxide and oxide-ontape claims.
"These additional criteria, referred to
above, are:
1. A ratio of B lm (total magnetism
while saturating force is present)/B,
(remanence, or magnetism remaining
after the saturating force is removed)
of not over 3-1 (claim 3).
2. Remaneuce, B, of above about 500
gauss. Claims 25 and (by incorporation)
26.
3. A B,/H characteristic that rises
most rapidly at fields between 200 and
600 oersteds and relatively slowly at
fields between 0 and 200 oersteds and at
fields above 600 oersteds (claims 10~ 26).

4. Acicularity, Since Camras admitted that the same qualities could generally be obtained without acicularity, this
does not appear essential to the invention. See Armour Research Foundation
v. C. K. Williams & Co", supra, 280 F"2d
at page 504, noting also that use of
acicular particles on recording tapes was
old.
Appellant asserts that the genius of
Camras' invention lies not in the discovery of these individual qualities, but in
their combiuation. The difficulty with
this" argument is that the claims do not
show all of these allegedly significant
criteria in combination.
T-hus, the
Brm/B, ratio of less than 3-1 is s~t fo~·th
only in combination with the specification
of a coercive force value of 200 and, 550
oersteds (claim 3). This ratio was obtained by following the Bureau of Mines
procedure under which ferrosoferric oxides were produced with He (coercive
force) of between 200 and 550. Thus,
claim 3 was anticipated by that document
alone, without reference to the other
prior art relied on by the district court.
The remaining combination of qualities is the remauence of above 500 gauss
and the B,/H characteristic shape, set
forth in claims 25 and 26. The. black
The originality, if any, must come oxide produced by following the Japanese
from Camras' combining with the high patent had this approximate shape (rapid
coercive force criteria the other criteria rise between 250 and 600 oersteds), to-
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gether with
remanence-of 580 gauss,
a coercive force of 262 oersteds and a
BemlB, ratio of less than 3-1. The appellant protests that the Japanese experiment was not conducted at the temperature specified in the Japanese patent, but
it seems that the 800 0 C. set forth in'
that patent is correctly found to be the
external, rather than the internal ternperature. Furthermore, to the extent
that the optimum temperature could not
be definitely ascertained from the Japanese patent, it could be obtained from
the Bureau of Mines Bulletin, which
specified the temperatures which best
produce a high coercive force. If the
J apaneseprocedure would produce a
product having the qualities set forth in
the Camras criteria, it does notcease to
be anticipatory solely hecause the Japanese patent, did not point to the use of
its product on recording tape. George
P. Converse & Co. v. Standard Packaging
Corp., D.C.N.J., 175 F.Supp. 819, 823,
holding that a patent for a bag-making
machine was anticipated by patents covering tire patching machines. The characteristic B,jH shape, together with a
remanence of over 500 gauss, was also
produced by following the Bureau of
Mines procedure, although the testimony
as to the B,IH shape was a little general
in nature. In short, products having the
qualities" set forth by Camras could be
produced by, reference to existing cherni.cal knowledge, and, in view of the J ohnson patent, there was no novelty in applying these products to the new use of
magnetic recording.
[1-3] The district court's conclusion
that Camras' subject matter would have
been obvious to a. person having ordinary skill in the art is supported by the
evidence that Minnesota without instruction from Camras or Armour promptly
produced for itself oxides having' Cam-

ras' characteristics. The person, having
ordinary skill in the art is a person
skilled in'the recording art here involved,
Zoomar Inc. v, Paillard Products, 2 Cir.;
1958, 258 F.2d 527. 529, and presumably
familiar with its literature. If Camras
did anything here, he merely recognized
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latent qualities in the pre-existing art.'
This is not invention. General Electric
Co. v. Jewel Incandescent Lamp Co.,
326 U.S. 242, 66 S.Ct. 81, 90 L.Ed. 43.
The first to describe to the U. S. Patent
Office something old but useful cannot
thereby obtain a monopoly and control
the field of its use. The usual presumption of validity from the grant of the
patent IS substantially weakened here
lJythe failure of the examiner .to consider much of the prior art, such as the
Japanese patent and the full Bureau of
Mines Bulletin, see Georgia-Pacific Corp.
v. United States Plywood Corp., 2 Cir.,
1958, 258 F .2d 124, Zoomar Inc. v, Paillard Products, supra, and by the finding of invalidity by the courts of the
Seventh CIrcuit in the C K. 'Villiams
'case, sum. If invention is plainly lacklng, cOlnmercial success, even if ascribable here to the tape development rather
than to other elements in the recording
systems, "cannot fill the void." Deering,
Milliken & Co. v. Temp-Resisto Corp., 2
Cir., 1960, 274 F.2d 626, 633..
The judgment is affirmed.

o
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TRINIDAD CORPORATION, Claimant of
THE Tankship LYONS CREEK,
Appellant,

v.
INDIAN TOWING COltIPANY, jne.,
Appellee.
No. 18598.
United States Court of Appeals
Fifth Circuit.
Aug. 3, 1961.
Action for damage sustained 'when
plaintiff's tug struck bridge pieVafter
meeting defendant's vessel. The United
States District Court for the Eastern
District of Louisiana, Herbert W. Ch~ist
enberry, J., 187 F.Supp. 774, rendered a
judgment for plaintiff, and defendant ape

s.
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INFRINGEME,NT.

1681

422, 52 L. Ed. 1122 j Reinharts, Inc. v. Caterpillar Tractor
Co., 85 F.(2d) 628, C. C, A. 9 (1936)]. Infringement,
whether direct or contributory, is essentially a tort, and
implies invasion of some right of 'the patentee. Warbice
Corporation of America v. American Patents Development
Corporation, 283 U. S. 27, 33, 75 L. Ed. 819 (1931) j
compare Moore 11. Marsh, 7 Wall. (74 U. S.) 515, 520,
19 L. Ed. 37 (1869) j Root v. Railway Co., 105 U.S. 189,
214,,26L.Ed.975.] An infringement is the unauthorized
Illakingc or using or selling of the patented invention.
[Christensen 11. Nat. Brake tt Elect. Co., 18 F.(2d) 981;
George Close Co. v. Ideal Wrapping Machine Co., 29 F.
(2d) 533, 535, C. C. A. 1 (1928).] The patented invention
is not everything disclosed within the "four corners" of
t~e patent; for many ideas or concepts are disclosed and
suggested by the specification and drawings which are note-...--1
protected by the patent. Strictly speaking, infringement
of a patent is'an'erroneous phrase; what is infringed are
the claims of the patent which "measure the invention"
and define precisely what the invention is, and the limits
beyond which one cannot pass without infringi'l1g ; theref()re
it is to, the claims of the patent to which one must look to
determine whether there is an infringement. [Continental i
Paper Bag Co. v. Eastern Paper Bag Co., 210 U. S. 40~
51 L. Ed. 922 j Whit.e v. Dunbor, 119 U. S. 47, 52; Fulton
Co: v. Powers Reg. Co., 263 Fed. 578, 580, C. C. A. 2;
United States L. <t H. Corp: v. Safety Car H. <t L. Co.,
261 Fed. 915, 918, C. C.A. 2; Smith v. Snow, 294 U. S. 1,
n,39 L. Ed. 721 (1935); Claude Neon Lights, Inc. v. E.
Mach/ett <t Son, 36 F'.(2d) 574, 575 (and cases cited),
C. C.A. 2 (1929); Young Radiator Co. v; Modine Mfg. c«,
55 F.(2d) 545, 548, C. C. A. 7 (1931).] "It is axiomatic
in the patent law that infringement depends, not upon what
,is manufactured or sold by the patentee, but upon what he
has patented." [Magna11oa;, Co.», Hart <t Reno, 73 F.(2d) .
433, 445, C. C. A. 9 (1934); see, also, Grand Rapids Show
Case Co. v. Weber Show Case ttFixture c«; 38 F.(2d) 730,
731, cert. den. 281 U. S: 767, 74 L. Ed. 1174.] Purpose and

j

.------~----------------------

Injunctive Relief

15 u. S. C. A. 26
Clayton Act Sect. 16

Any person, firm, corporation or association
shall be entitled to sue and have injunctive rei ief ....
against threatened loss or damage by a violation of the
ant i trust laws ... when and under the same condi t i on and pr- i nciples as injunctive relief against threatened conduct that
wi I I cause loss or damage is granted by courts of
under the rules governing such proceedings •••••

~quity,

G.La Blanc Co..po..ation v. H. & A. Selme.. Inc.
310 F. 2d 449 459-60
(7 Ci ... , 1962) ce..t. den. 373 u.s. 910
We hold that the dist .. ict cou ..t did not e.... in
denying ..ecove..y in the alleged violation of 35 U.S.C.A.
S. 292.

.

If we have

,.,(

~d the issue of unfai .. competition

and if such a claim is asse..ted against plaintiff independent
J\
..kino * then it, too, must fail.
011the
cha..ge of false ma~,~

(*

The cou..t notes at p. 458:

"Appa ..ently, the t .. ial cQu..t

t ..eated the issue of unfai .. competition as ..elated solely to
the cha..ge of false ma..king.".

As I ..ead this case, the cou ..t

does not say that unfai .. competitiQn could not be found on the
basis of false ma..king.
,/

~,

In fact it is silent on that point.

It found he r- e, me..ely, that

"inten~tde:ive

the ~~~c~:

~ ..e ..equisite to finding a pa ..ty gui- y of fals-;-ma ..king- 0'"
~-'·-"_~"_ _"-·-__··'>_'_'_·'·_·__·.·7~"

false adve r- tising," and he ..e t,he t .. ial cou ..t on "this c.. itical
element" found fo .. pa ..ty cha ..ged with false ma..king.
the question is left open as to whethe..

0 ..

Thus,

not an allegation

of false ma ..king, if p..oved, wi I I suppo..t an unfai .. competition

count~--o.. , fo .. that matte.. , an antit..ust count.)

2.

Troban Engineering Corp. v. Eaton Manufacturing Co.
37 F.R.O. 51, 52
(O.C.N.O. Ohio, E.O., 1964)
This is an action alleging patent infringement and
false marking, in which plaintiff seeks an injunction, ah
accounting, treble damages, a share of the penalty provided
for defendant's alleged false marking and other stated relief.

Lippet Cups, Inc. v , Michael's Creations, Inc.
180 F. Supp. 58, 60 I
(O.C.E.O.N.V., 1960)
Further, that the defendants complained of conduct
in using the word "Patented" and"Pat. No. 2,355,010,"

con-

stitutes false representation and that such products have been
trahsported in commerce in violation of Trademark Act (15 U.S.C.A.
S 1125 (a) to the plaintiff's damage.
4.

The defehdant's conduct as above pleaded constitutes

unfair competition with the plaintiff.
(Oef. mot i on to vacate

~to take

180 F. Supp. 58 Shepard

depos i t ions was here den i e d , )

.
Union Pacific R. Co. v. Chicago and

No~th Weste~n

Ry. Co.,

226 F. Supp , 400 (D.C.N.D. III. CD. 1964)
J~.,

( Hoffman,

of Hand on the

cites 70 F. 2d at p. 410, but cited the dissent
of the clean hands

matte~

doct~ine ~efusing

to

g~ant ~elief On that basis. )

Ronson Patents Co~p. v. Spa~Wets Devices
112 F. SuPP. 676, 689-90-91-92
(D.C. E.D. Missou~i, 1953)
Defendants claim that the suits filed against them by
plaintiffs (and othe~ litigation) was a cleve~ attempt to make
agg~ession

"Ronson's

The ad and
also as

lette~s

th~eats

f~ighten

I(
"

any weight unless

~etail custome~s."

This is

in the United States."
B~os. a~e

and

the same

A~t

handling defendants'
Metal.

Defendants

by testimony of those who
custome~

lighte~s

was called whcl

negative testimony of lack of
law on which a shift in the

fea~

bu~den

*

*

by the
of

p~oof

on the

me~its

of what

we~e

alleged

confi~med

bu~den

deale~s.

p~oof

the

f~ightened o~ dete"~ed

to

o~

p~oduce

We know of no

in this case can be founded

*

Although we find defendants have failed to
of

to

~ep-

because of any act of Ronson

it was plaintiff's

a~gue

pu~pose,

and entitled ito little if

opinion of defendants' agents 'that he had been
f~om

cataloged

Some of the defendants'

pu~e hea~say

Not one

fo~

custome~s, th~ough "fe~~"

co~~obo~ated

f~ightened.

have been

cha~acte~

testified to lost

Ronson "would do."

eve~yone

of the kind sent to Bennett

of the same

"off the

~esentatives

known to almost

of the case, we will

~ule

ca~~y

the

bu~den

on the damage claim.

.

2.

Defendants claim damage of two types:
and cost of patent .itigation.

Loss of Sales of lighter

Defendants admit there was no loss

in sales of pocket lighters ••• Defendants claim loss of sales on

17,529 desk lighter, at a profit of $21,996.79, due to plaintiff,
due to plaintiff's "monopolistic practices."
The rule of law on damages is not a matter of dispute.
Defendants must prove a pecuniary los$ to its business; it must be
proven by facts from which their existence is logically and legally
inferable.

Possibility·or conjecture as to the casual connection

between the wrong and the injury is not sufficient.
The cause of failure of defendants to sell the 17,529 desk
lighter has not been traced to any act or acts of plaintiff, lawful
or un Iawfu I, even by specu Iat iion.

*

*

*

Evidence in the record could account for some loss of sales
of butane desk lighter is:

troub lew i th last i ng qua I i ty of gas

cartridge ••• , "a very high price" •••• trouble in making deliveries ••• ,
loss of appeal to the public ••••
Even if there were proof of loss of sales, traceable to
plaintiff's acts here complained of, defendants' method of proving
damage has no support in law.

Defendants would take the measure

of. profits of its business as a whole and apply it to a new product,
without any evidence of cost of manufacture, cost of sales
product) a net income from sales.

(% new

See Central Coal & Coke Co., v.

3

Hartman, 8 Ci r. , I I IF. 96.
Had defendants sustained this claim on the merits,
recovery of damages would have been restricted to proper attorney's
fees and costs of litigation, in this case.
Hope v , Hearst Conso 1 i dated Pub I i cat ions, Inc.
294 F. 2d 681
2 C i r., 1961
Cert. Den. 368 U.S. 956
( Libel action against newspaper. Pertains to evidence
p. 691. )

notes at

The traditional rule ••• is that Federal equity courts have
no jurisdiction to enjoin defamation •••• There is, however, a line
of cases enjoining false and libelous publications where plaintiff's
property rights were thereby being injured and where the libel had
overtones of coercion and restraint of trade.
C.C.N.O. I I 1• , 1888, 34 F. 46;

Emock v.Kane,

Adriance, Platt & Co. v. National

Hawrow Co. , 2 Ci r., 1903, 121 F. 827; A. B. Farquhar

~o. v.

National

Harrow Co., 3 Cir., 1900, 102 F. 714, 49 L.R.A. 755; Sun Maid Raisin
Growers of California v. Avis,D.C.N.D. III., 1928, 2$ F. 2d 303.
~'-""-~'-'-'----~~~;-"'-"~--~""-""

_ _ ,~_~~....

-···--~~~--C---·-~
_ _ ~0,~._.~

,__--.

.

~J

Although intimidation and restraint of trade may be the principal
keys to the equity court in these cases, Willfs v. O'Connell,
D.C.S.D. Ala. 1916, 231 F. 1004....
Sun-Maid Raisin Growers of California v. Avis
25 F. 2d 303 (D.C.N.D.III., E.D., 1928)
( Defendant, owners of a patent, threatened members of plaintiff
organization, customers, etc., and in general harassed plaintiff
in its business but did not bring suit.

Court here issued an

injunction against such acts by defendant noting: )

,

4

That, instead of such attacks, the one urging
infringement should come into court and seek
a determ i nat i on of the va I id i ty of his patent
and his rights thereunder; that he should not
menace the alleged infringer in circulars,
letters, or newspapers, but exercise due diligence in the prosecution of his suit for damages.

*

*

*

In view of the foregoing, it follows that there will be a

de~e~ for the plaintiff against the defendant

, as prayed,

defendant's costs.
( Note here "costs", but court does not state the extent.

Also, one

would wonder if damages might not be in order to plaintiff here,
although evidently not alleged other than ~obtain jurisdiction in
this

a diversity case.

But what would result if 0 (as in BT case)

brought suit, but in addition, harassed.

Suppose now the patent is held

invalid, or even if it is not, the court here says patentee should
bring suit.

Let the court decide.

But, of course, other cases have

-,~~_._~

allowed a certain amount of harassment on part of patentee. )
Berlenback v. Anderson ad Thompson Ski Co.
329 F. 29, 782, 784 (9 Cir., 1964)
Cert. den. 379 U.S. 830
In view of the history and policy of the defense of patent
misuse we find no merit in appellant's contention that the proof of
substantial lessening of competition is a prerequisite to finding
patent misuse.

See Park-In Theatres v. Paramount-Richards Theatres,

90 F. Supp. 730 (D. Del. 1950), aff'd 185 F. 2d 407 (3 Cir. 1950) ••••

5.

Esco Corporation v. Hensley Equipment Company
265 F. SUppa 863, 873
Aff'd 375 F. 2d 432 (9 Cir., 1967)
•••• the presumption of validity alone is sufficient
against a misuse defense of the character presented in this case
where the misuse relates exclusively to the markings of the numbers
of the

~8~.

patent upon the manufactured pieces.

Walker Process Equipment, Inc. v. Food Machinery and Chemical
Corporation.

382 U.S. 17'2 (1965).

The question before us is whether the maintenance and enforcement of a patent obtained by fraud on the Paten~ Office may be
the bas i s of an act ion under- Sect. 2 of the She...man Act,!. and therefore
subject to a treble damage claim by an injured party':und~r Sect. 4
of the Clayton Act.

*

*

*

( Harlan concurring)

We hold that a treble-damage action for

monopolizations which,

b~t

for the existence of a patent would be

violation of the Sherman Act may be maintained under Sect. 4 of
The Clayton Act if two c6nditions are satisfied: (I) the relevant
atent is shown to have been procl:lred by knowing or wilful fraud
by the defendant on the Patent Office or, if the defendant
,

was not the original patent applicant, he had been enforcing the
patent with the knowledge of the fraudulent manner in which it was
obtained; and (2) all the other!elements necessary to establish
a Sect. 2 monopolization charge are proved.

6.

·

Aluminum Company of America v. Sperry Products, Inc.

285 F. 2d I 911, 927
(6 Cir., 1960)

We find no merit in the claim of defendant that the patents
in ~it were misused by placing on the patent tag of Reflectoscopes
other patent numbers in addition to those in suit, under the words
"Manufactured under one or more of the following patents."
The evidence does not show that the

.---~ - 

else was injured by this listlng of patents.
;~---"-~

~-

defendant~

anyone

It does not di sc lose

--~/
....-

that ~erry acquired any monopoly beyond what it was entitled to
have under its patents.

Thepateni;s in1uit were properly listed on

the patent !tags.
sime
Robbins v. Ira M. Peters.i.e.u Son

5/ F. 2d /74, /78
(10 Cir., (931)
( Suit for damages for patent infringement. )

The defendant set up a counterclaim for damages based upon
,

;

,

a I Ieged unfa i r trade practi ces

~

- that p Ia i.nt i ffs advert i sed defendant

as an infringer, brought an unnecessary number of suits against
defendant's customers, threatened to sue others, and demanded of those
incubators
.
sued that they deliver to plaintiffs the i.s_i.taRs purchased from
defendant for destruction, all of which, as alleged, caused or was by
plaintiff intended to cause the loss of many sales by defendant ••• ,
and that said acts had greatly damaged and injured the defendant in
his business, but the extent and amount thereof were not then known
further than the defendant believed that they amount to many thousands
of dollars.

*

*

*

7•

....
To be sure, plaintiffs had a right to sue any and all
users of defendant's incubators as long as they acted in good
faith, but several letters of plaintiff's counsel written to defendant's users were more than notices of an intention to sue the
addressee as an infringer.

They contained demands and were in

the nature of threats; and the bulletin board which plaintiffs
put up at the Minneapolis exhibition of incubators whereon it
.posted bulletins consisting of copies of these letters, at which
there was a large attendance of prospective purchasers of incubators, was unfair and inexcusable, and according to the proof
of defendant caused loss to him of prospective purchasers who
were there present.

On proof adduced on that issue defendant, in
~

our judgment, was entitled to some damage from plaintiffs on its
counterclaim.

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
EASTERN DIVISION
THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS FOUNDATION, )

Plaintiff and
Counterclaim Defendant,

BLONDER-TONGUE LABORATORIES, INC.,

Defendant and
Counterclaimant,
- v -

JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION,

Counterclaim Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action
No. 66 C 567

NEMOAANDUM OF LAW IN RE
CUSTOMER'S STATE OF MIND
IN DECLINING TO PURCHASE

The c:ourtof Appeals for the Seventh Circuit Ln
,

American Cooperati,ve Serum Association v , Anchor Ser)lm, CO!.
,:1

153 F.2d 907 (1956), cert. denied 329 U.S. 721, rehearing!
denied 329 U,S"826, approved the exception to the hearsay
rule, permitting a witness to testify as to the reasons
assigned by a customer for tefusing or ceasing to do business for the purpose of showing the cus::omer's state of
mind or motive and not for the correctness of the facts
assigned by the customer.

Thus, at page 912:
"Defendants contend that the court erred
in permitting plaintiff's witnesses to testify
as to the reasons given to the plaintiff by
their druggists why the latter could not sell
plaintiff's serum at 75¢, which resulted in
plaintiff's reduction in price. They urge
that such evidence is hearsay, self-serving
and thus incompetent. This was not error.
Such evidence is an exception to the hearsay
rule and is well recognized. Lawlorv. Loewe,
235 u.s , 522, 35 S.Ct. 170, 59 L.Ed. 341;
Wigmore on Evidence, 3d Ed., Vol. 6, sec.
1729; Greater New York Live Poultry Chamber
of Commerce v. United States, 2 Cir., 47 F.2d
156; Kimm v. Steketee, 48 Mich. 322, 12 N.W.
177; Hubbard v. Allyn, 200 Mass. 166, 86 N.E.
356; Brannen v , 'BOUley, 272 Mass. 67, 172
N.E. 104."
In

Lawl~

v.

~oe~,

235 U.S. 522, 35 S.Ct. 170, 59

L.Ed. 341, the Supreme Court stated at page 536:
"The reasons given by customers for ceasing
to deal with sellers of the Loewe;hats, including letters from dealers to Loewe & Co.,
were admissible. 3 Wigmore, Ev. § 1729 (2)."

IA

r:
One Raineault, an employe\of the plaintiff, was permitted, against the exception of the defendant, to testify as
to the reasons given by customers for declining to use the plaintiff's goods.

These were declarations accompanying the act of

refusal to trade with plaintiff and explaining its nature.

They

were competent within the rule laid down in Elmer v. Fessenden,

---\

151 Mass., 361, 24 N.E. 208., 5 L.R.\724, Weston v , Bar-r-i scoot ,
175 Mass. 454, 56 N.E. 619, 49 L.R.A.\612, and Peerson v. Boston
\

Elevated R.R. Co s

,

191 Mass. 223, 77

N'~L 769.

The Act, namely,

the refusal to buy goods, was an equivocal one.

It might arise

because,,'o baker's goods were needed at the time, or because a rival
had secured the trade,R or because of fear that the plaintiff's goods
were poisonous or from other considerations.

--_.-----

A contemporaneous
C~-:J

(emphasis added) declaration giving the reason for an act were therefore competent as disclosing its real character.

It was not necessary

for the plaintiff to show, as a part of his case, the names of the
customers.

This was a proper subject for cross-examination, and it

do es not appear that the defendant was depr- i ved of his rights In th i s
respect.

\

patronage.

One claim of the plaintiff respecting damages was a loss of
It was competent for the driver of his baker's wagon to

state that after the pub I i cat i on of the art i c Ies the trade fel I off,
and that his customer, when refusing to trade, gave the publ ication
\

of the article in question as the reason.

I

~~~

~\ ~ ~~w~l, &'dJ T-~~
d'': ~~
'f'M11r{ ~....

_._._--------------------,

IB

,

Amer- i can Cooper at i ve Ser_ti~..!l'."Ass' n v .. fi)
153 F. 2d 907, 912 ~~~ol' S~l'i~~~r("·Cil'., 1946)£}nti-Tlust cas;:]
Cel't. den. 329 U.S.
- I'en. en. 329 U.S. 826
Defendants contend that the court erred in permitting
witnesses to testify as to the Ras reasons given to the plaintiff
by their druggists why the latter could not sell plaintiff's serum
at 75¢, which resulted in plaintiff's reduction in price.

They

urge that such evidence is hearsay, self-serving and thus incompetent.
Such evidence is an exception to the hearsay rule and is wei I I'ecognized,

Lawlor v , Loewe, 235 U.S. 522,35 S. Ct. 170,59 L. Ed. 341;

Wigmore on Evidence, 31'd. ed. Vol. 6, Sec. 1729; Greater New York
Live Poultry Chamber of Commerce v. United States, 2 Cil'., 47 F. 2d 156;
Kim V. Stektee, 48 Mich. 322,12 N.W. 177;

Hubbard v. Allyn,

200 Mass. 166, 86 N.E. 356; Branner v , Bouley, 272 Mass. 67, 172 N.E. 104.

It

i~

further contended that the evidence does not disclose

that the defendant's price cutting was the
inabil ity to sell its product.

eRN

cause of plaintiff's

We can conceive of no fact which would

surely cause such inability than a cut in price by one's

competit~r.

Here the parties stipulate that the serums produced by plaintiff and
(

-------_•._ --

Anchor was of like grade and quality.

Under these circumstances,

coupled with the facts that the defendants did indirectly cut their
prices, regardless of the Marketing agreement, a

p~ima

fapie case,was

made and plaintiff was not required in the first instance to prove the
absence of all other conceivable causes.

Under this statute when a

IC

prima facie case is made, the burden shifts (emphasis added)
to the defendant, if any, was otherwise caused.

15 U.S.C.A.

Ax

13 (5)

( But see well reasoned dissent on matter of admissibility of evidence)

Syracuse Broadcasting CODporation v. Newhouse, 295 F. 2d 269, 276
(2 Cir., 1961)
Although this court's opinion (271 F. 2d 910) did not
specifically deal with this point, it did not exclude admission in
evidence of statements concerning incidents where negotiations between
/

WNDR and potential advertisers were broken off after the advertiser
had read allegedly
newspapers.

.fals~.. a!':tLcl.es

about plaintiff in defendants'
,.,o-" •• ,"_~,., __
.,_.,~." ... ,,--,,"'''~''~'''''_~''''

These statements, though hearsay, would be admissible to

show the state of mind of the advertisers.
Serum

Ass'~ v.

Anchor Serum Co. , 7

See American Cooperative

Cir.,~946,

153 F. 2d

Certiorari denied 329 U.S. 721; 67 S.Ct. 57, 916 Ed. 625; Greater
New York Live Poultry Chamber of Commerce v. United States, 2 Cir.,
1931, 47 F. 2d 156, certiorari denied 283 U.S. 837, 51 S. Ct. 486,
75

Ed. 1448.

Marcolus Manufacturin!;J Co. v , Watson, 156 F. Supp , 161 (D.C.D.C., 1957)
Aff'd 258 F. 2d 151 ~Jl) (C.A.D.C., 1958)
The plaintiff, in an effort to show that the public accepts
the maroon oval as a distinguishing mark-of its goods, offered in
evidence two surveys made by an expert interviewer.

The survey in

each instance was conducted in what is popularly known as a supermarket.
l~

10

The
g~ound

Cou~t

admitted this evidence

objection on the

ove~

that it was admissible as an exception to the

One of the exceptions to the

hea~say ~ule

is that

hea~say ~ule.

utte~ances

of

I

a thi~d pe~son made in the witness,s (emphasis added) p~esence
may be admitted in evidence as they disclose that
of mind, but only

fo~

the

pu~pose

state

of disclosing his state of mind

and not as p~oof of the facts the~ein stated.
opinion that this evidence was admissible
~eached

pe~son's

simila~

conclusion was

Ci~cuit

in United States v. 88 Cases,

by ,the

The Cou~t is of the

unde~

Cou~t

that exception.

Thi~d

of Appeals in the

mo~e o~

A

less, etc. 187 F. 2d 967.

( In aff i r-m i ng, the Cour-t; of Appee Is states at p , 152:)
The

Oist~ict

Cou~t

p~ope~ly

~eceived

evidence

offe~ed

by

appellant to show the public had in fact come to accept the oval by
the~e

i tse If as a symbo I of appe II ant '·sgoods, and we th i nk
e~~o~

was not

in concluding that the eviderice was insufficient.

(Thus, it would appea~, the evidence by way of su~vey ~esults was
conside~ed

to show that

ce~tain pe~son att~ibuted t~ade-ma~k

significanc

to an oval as applied to plaintiff's goods, but wbat does the Cour-t.
mean by "not .es pr-oof of the facts t her-e instated".
evidence is not

"p~oof"

Cer-t a i n Iy

of a fact; it is "evidence" of a fact, and

whether evidence is of a weight to amount to proof is the function
of the fact finding body,

;e~e

It is difficult to
:i

~es

the judge.

asce~tain

what the

Cou~t

means in these

gestae cases, if, in fact, the Cou~t knows what it means. I use
:::=r
the fo~egoing quote f~om the Holtzoff decision, 156 F. SUppa at p. 164,
:-s;.

IE

as "evidence" that Holtzoff is confused on this point, but it
certainly does not amount to "proof" that he is confused.)
(Returning again to the American Cooperative case, 153 F. 2d,
this time to the dissent, we quote fromfJ. 915:)
The only testimony offered by plaintiff as the basis
for its right to recover damages is that of its president, Huff,
and its Assistant Sales Manager, Davis.

Neither of these witnesses

had anything to do with or any contact with plaintiff's customers.
The latter, in making purchases, dealt directly with the drug stores
acting as plaintiff's agents.

The testimony of Huff and Davis upon

which plaintiff relies was offered and admitted solely as basic proof
(emphasis added) that plaintiff was required or compelled to reduce
the selling price of its serum, and as a result sustained the damage
complained of.

No other proof was added on this phase of the case •••••

Reduced to its naked form, it is that the witnesses (Huff and Davis)
received complaints from druggists that they could not sell plaintiff's
serum at 75¢ in competition with the Farm Bureaus who were sel ling
at 65¢.

*

1f

(The tf(rS~,",t:1J then reviews to Supreme Court decisions 235 U.S. 522,
536 and 248 U.S. 55, 65, and concludes that:)
Taking these two cases together, it appears that a witness
may testify as to the reasons assigned by a customer for refusing
or ceasing to do business

wi~h

the plaintiff.

It is admissible

IF

however, only for the purpose of showing the customer's motive
and not as proof of a basis for recovery.

As I understand Wigmore

on Evidence 3d Ed. Vol. 6, Para. 1729 (2), makes a similar declaration.
(Thus, presumably in the present B-T case, testimony should be admissible of the reasons given by customers for not buying B-T antenna
as evidence of their state of mind, but, presumably, not as evidence
of acts of plaintiff which brought about this state of mind.

For

example, if a customer stated that he refused to buy B-T antennas
because then Pl would not deal with him on other items, this would
be evidence of the customer's state of mind or reason for not dealing
with B-T, but no evidence (or proof as the courts say) that plaintiff
did in fact threaten expressly or impliedly, to act in the alleged
fashion.

The Court continuesJ

*

*

It should be kept in mind in the instant case that neither
a

druggistl~r

been offered,

a customer was offered as a witness.

If a druggist had

think under the rule announced in the authorities relied

upon by the majority he could have testified as to the reasons assigned
by customers as to why they ceased or refused to purchase plaintiff's
product.

Such testimony would have been proper for the limited purpose

of showing the motive or state of mind of the customer but not as
proof of a right to recover.

IG

Zippo Manufacturing Company v. Rogers
216 F. SUppa 670, 682

Inc.

~n the matter of admission of survey results in evidence, citing

the American CciPp
, case among others.

See also Sunbeam Corporation

v , Sunbeam Furniture Corp.R, 134 F. SUPPa 614 (N.C.N.D. III., E.D.,
1955) where survey results were placed in evidence)

Herman Schwabe, Inc. v. United States Machinery Corp. 297 F. 2d
906, 914

(2 ct-,; 1962)

(The lower court refused admission of letters from five manufacturers
and conversation with a sixth as hearsay; the Appeal Court affirmed,
but noted:)
Statements of a customer as to his reasons for not dealing with a
supplier are admissible for this limited purpose ••• although not "as
evidence of the facts recited as furnishing the motives1 Buckeye
Powder Co. v. E. I. duPont de Nemours Powder Co., 248 U.S. 55, 65,
39 S. Ct. 38, 40, 63 L. Ed. 123 (1918).

DeRonde v. Gaytime Shops

239 F. 2d 735 (2 Cir., 1957)

Objection is lodged also to those portions of DeRonde's
testimony wherein he relates certain conversations he had with
prospective employers, including those with Levy and Bernstein.
The plaintiff testified that these prospective employers told him
that they would not hire him because of what they had heard from
r

the defendants concerning the in'j{ident in question.
contend that this evidence was hearsay.

The defendants

The testimony was offered

IH

to prove the motive (emphasis added) of these prospective employers.
If hearsay, it comes within a well defined exception to the rule.
Lawlor v , Loewe, 1915, 235

u.s,

522, 536, 35

s.

Ct. 170, 59 C. Ed. 341;

Wigmore Evidence PP1729~ vol. VI (3d Edition), although some authors
would not even consider this hearsay (emphasis added).
Richardson, Evidence P 211 (8th Edition, Prince).
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Hubbar-d v, Allyn, 86 N.E. 356,360 - 200 Mass. 166
One Raineault, an employe of the plaintiff, was permitted, againet the exception of the defendant, to testify as
to the reasons given by customers for declining to use the plain.

tiff's goods.

These were declarations accompanying the act of

refusal to trade with plaintiff and explaining its nature.

They

were competent within the rule laid down in Elmer v. Fessenden,
151 Mass., 361, 24 N.E. 208., 5 L.R.A.724, \1eston

v,

Barriscoot,

175 Mass. 454, 56 N.E.619, 49 L.R.A. 612, and Peerson v , Boston
ElevatedR.R. Co.,. 191 Mass. 223, 77 N.E. 769_
the

The Act, namely,

~efusal to buy goods, was an equivocal one.

It might arise

because no baker's goods were needed at the time, or because a rival
had secured the trade,. or because of fear that the plaintiff's goods
were poisonous or from other considerations.

A contemporaneous

(emphasis added) declaration givfng the reason for an act were therefore competent as disclosing its real character.

It was not neceesary

for the plaintiff to ehow, as a part of his case, the names of the
customers.

Thi s was a proper subject for cross-exam i nat ion, and, it

does not appear that the defendant was depr- i ved of his rights in th is
respect.
patronage.

One claim of the plaintiff respecting damages Was a loss of
It was competent for the dr i vel' ofh i s bake;" s wagon to

state that after the pub I i cat ion of the art i c Ies the trade fe II off,
and that his customer, when refusing to trade, gave the publication
of the article in question as the reason.

~-,~

-.

IB

/

.

Amer i can:* Cooperat i ve Serv i ce Ass' n v.
?
153 F. 2d 907, 912 Anchor Service (7 Cir., 1946) Anti-Trust case
Cert. den. 329 U.S. 721 - reh. den. 329 U.S. 826

(

,

/Z

Defendants contend that the court erred in perm i,tt i ng

ii

witnesses to test i fy as to the

I

by the i I" drugg i sts why the latter cou Id not se II pia i nt iff's serum

I

at 75¢, which resulted in plaintiff's reduction in price.

RillS

reasons given to the pia i rrt i ff

I

They

urge that such evidence is hearsay, self-serving and thus incompetent.
Such evidence is an exception to the hearsay rule and is well recog,

nized,

Lawlor v., Loewe, 235 U.S. 522,35 S. Ct. 170,59 L. Ed. 341;

Wigmore on Evidence, 3rd. ed. Vol. 6, Sec. 1729; Greater New York

. Li ve Pou Itry Chamber of Commerce v. lln i ted States, 2 Ci 1"., 47 F ~ 2d 156;
Kim V. Stektee, 48 Mich. 322,12 N.W. 177;

Hubbard v.Allyn,

200 Mass. 166, 86 N.E. 356; Branner v , Bouley, 272 Mass. 67, 172 N.E. 104

CC~rt._~e~

'"

_~2_9_ U~_~: , 7._~', ~ ~eh • 'den. 8~6
It is further contended that the evidence does not disclose

that the defendant's price cutting was the
Inabi 1 ity to sell its product.

1I:8111

cause of plaintiff's

IVe can conceive of no fact which would

eur-e I y cause such i nab if it'll" than a cut in PI' ice by one's compet it$r •
. Hel'e the parties stipufatethat the serums pl'oduced by plaintiff and
'Anchor was of I ike grade and qual it'll.
coupled with the facts that the

Under. these circumstances,

defend~nts did

indit·ectly cut their

prices, regardless .of the Marketing agreement, a prima' facie case was
made and plaintiff was not required in the first instance to prove the
absence ~f all other conceivable caUses.

Under this statute when a

/,,'

,

,',

Ie

.
prima facie case Is made, the bur·den shifts (emphasis added)
to the defendant, if any, was otherwise caused.

15 U.S.C.A. *5113 (5)

( But see we II reasoned dissent on matter of adm Iss i b I I i ty of ev Idence)

Syracuse Broadcasting Cooporatlon v. Newhouse, 295 f. 2d 269, 276
(2 C i r., 1961)
,
Although this court's opinion (271 F. 2d 910) did not
spe~ifically deal with this point, it did not exclude admission in

evidence of statements concerning incidents where negotiations between
WNDR and potential advertisers were broken off after the advertiser
had read allegedly false articles' about plaintiff in defendants'
newspapers.

i/
,f

These statements, though hearsay, would be admissible to

'. show the" state- of' mindofthe' advertfse'rs>, See American Cooper at i ve
\

~

"~~-~ ........ -~_._,--~-,~--~,~,,,.,:~<.--,,.-.-~,,.~---'-<----"'-'---

'./

Serum Ass'n v. Anchor Serum Co. , 7 Cir., 1946, 153 F. 2d 907,

Certiorari denied 329 U.S. 721; 67 S.Ct. 57, 916 Ed. 625; Greater
New York Live Poultry Chamber of Commerce v. United States, 2 Cir.,
1931, 47 F. 2d 156, certiorari denied 283 U.S. 837, 51
75

s.

Ct. 486,

Ed. 1448.

Marco / us Manufactur i n~ Co. v , \Vatson, /56 F. Supp. /61 (D. C.D. C"
Aff'd 258 F. 2d /51 :(1 (C.II.D.C" 1958)

1957)

The plaintiff, in an effort to show that the public accepts
the maroon oval as a distinguishing mark of Its goods, offered in
evidence two surveys made by an expert interviewer.

The survey in

each instance was conducted in what is popularly known as a supermarket.

*

The Court admitted this evidence over objection on the
ground that it was admissible as an exception to the hearsay rule.
One of the excepe Ions to the hearsay ru 1e Is that utterances, of
J

.

.)

! a third person made in the witnesses (emphasis added. presence
\,

may be admitted in eVidenc;:e as they disclose that person's state
mind, but only for the purpose of disc
and not as proof of the facts

her-eIn stated.

The Court isof the

opinion that this evidence was admissible under that exception.

A

simi ler- conclusion was reached by the ,Court of Appeals in the Third
Circuit in United States v. 88 Cases, more or less, etc. 187 F. 2d 967.
( In af'f II'm Ing, the Court of AppeaIs states at p. 152:)
The DIstr Ict Court proper Iy ",ece Ive d ev i denceoffered by
appellant to show the public had in fact come to i:lccept the oval by
itself as a sylllbo lofapP6 Ilant'sj3oods, and we th Ink therawas not
errol" In cone Iud j I\g that ,the ev Idance was. IMuff I cl erre,
(Thus, It wou Id appeal", the ev i df;)n¢eby way of l$urvey re!!'\.I.1 ts was
consl dered to show that c~rta In person attri b\.ltedt"ade-mark sign if i canc~
to an oval as applied to plaintiff's goods, but what does the Court
Illean by "not.as proof of. the facts therein stated".

Certainly

evidence is not "proof" of a fact; it is"evidence" pfa fact, and
whether evidence is of a weight to amount to proof Is the function
of the fact finding bpdy, were the Judge.·
It Is difficult to ascertain what the Court means in these
relilgestae cases, if, In fact, the COl.lrt knows what it means.

I \.Ise

the foregoing quotefrolll the Holhoff decision, 156 F. SuPP. atp. 164,

IF

did In fsct threaten express Iy or

hllP Ii ed I y,

to set In the ell eged

f ash Ion. •. The. Court cont Inues)

*

*

It should bekopt In mind in thei08tant case that neither
e druggist or
been offered.
,

iii

customer was offered as a witness.

If a druggist had

think under the'rule announced in the authorities relied
-

'

--

.

upon by the majority he could have testified as to the reasons assigned
by customers as to why they ceased or ..efused to purchase plaintiff's
product.
of showing the motive or state of mind of the customer but not as
proof of a .. Ight to recover.

IG

,Inc.

Zippo Manufacturing Company v. Rogers
216 F. SuPP. 670, 682

(on the matter of admission of survey results in evidence,cit!n£)
See also Sunbeam Corporation

the American CooR case among others.
,

,

.'

.

"

.'

<'

"

,

v. Sunbeam Furniture Corp./t, 134 F. Supp, 614 (N.e.N.D. III., E.I).,
1955) where survey results were placed in eviden~e)

Berman Schwabe, Inc. v. United States Machinery Corp. 297F. 2d
906, 914

(2 Cir.,1962)

(The lower court refused admission· of 'etters from five manufacturers
and conversation with a sixth as hearsay; the Appeal Court affirmed,
but noted:)
Statements of a customer as to his raasons ror not deal ing with a
suppl iar are admissible for this I imitad purpose ••• although not "as
evidence of the facts recited as furnishing the motives; Buckeye
'!

'"

:'

'"

.,

--

.

,,,.

Powder Co. v. E. I. duPont de Nemours Powder Co., 248 U.S. 55~ 65,

39 s, Ct. 38, 40, 63 L. Ed. 123 (1918).

DeRonde v.Gaytime Shops

239 F. 2d 735 (2 Cir., 1957)

Objection is lodged also to those portions of DeRonde's
testimony wherein he relates certain conversations he had with
..'

"0'

,

. . '

,;"

'.

,

•

prospective employers, including those with Levy and Berm!ltein.
The plaintiff testified that these prospective employers told him
that they would not hire him because of wha't they had heard from
,

,

.

,

'

the defendants. concern i n9 the i nv Ident. inquest ion.
,

",

The defendants

,

contend that this evidence was hearsay.

The testimony was offered
,

'

,

,.

to prove the motive·(emphasis added) of these prospective
employers.
..
.
,

,,,

'

'

If hearsay, it comes within a well defined exception to the rule.
Lawlor v , Loewe, 1915, 235 U.S. 522, 536, 35

s. Ct. 170~ 59C. Ed. 341;

Wigmore Evidence 1'1'1729, vo I, VI (3d Edition), although some authors
,«ould oot even consider ;this hearsay (emphasis added).
Richardson, Evidence P 211 (8th Edition, Prince).
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January 3, 1968
Mr. Rines:
Mr. Shaw called and gave me the following citations:
7th Circuit caae - American Cooperative Service Association v.
Anchor Service, 153 F.2d 907; Cert. den. 329 US 721;
rehearing den. 329 US 826.
This is an antitrust case - there is a dissenting
opinion at page 915:
"Noted that the only testimony offered by
plaintiff as the basis for its right to
recover damages is that of its president,
Huff, and its assistant sales manager, Davis.
Neither of these witnesses has anything to do
with or any contact with plaintiff's customers.
The latter in making purchases dealt directly
with the drug stores acting as plaintiffs'
'.'
i
agents."
Emich Motor Corp. v. General Motors Corp., 181 F2d 70
Reversed on other grounds Jhl:5CR 340 US 558, page 82.
"We agree with ~:ik:a::im:x defendants that the
complete letters received by them should
!

have been admitted, not for their testi+onial
,
,

use, EHX to prove the facts contained t~erein,
but to show the information onwi!ichthey

I

acted.

This is a well established exception

to the hearsay rule VI Wigmore on Evidence,
3rd Ed. Sec. 1189, 1729."

See also 1766.

Cases cited.

There are a couple of Massachusetts cases cited in the
American Cooperative case, namely:
Hubbard v. Allyn, 86 NE 356, and Branner v. Bouley, 172 NE 104.
In both of these cases, the salesmen were allowed to give
testimony as to reasons given by the customers for declining
to deal with the plaintiff.
These two cases were discussed earlier with you - one relates
to a condition where a store on Washington Street has a
jUke box or a similar instrument and the noise from the
instrument was so great that customers refused to deal with
adjacent stores and at the trial the salesmen were allowed
to give reasons given by the customers for not dealing.

The

other case relates to a situation where a newspaper pUblication
in a report or an article implied certain conditions relating
to the plaintiff's goods or wares and reasons given by customers
for refusing thereafter to deal with the plaintiff were
allowed in evidence.

Admission of evidence - 216 F.Sup. 670
297 F.2d 906, 914
239 F.2d 735

On the matter of shop book recor~ds, see 28 USCA 1732.
Found no 7th Circuit cases on this particular subject, but
see 356 F.2d 297 at 307, 9th eir. case, Phillips v. U.S.

Bisno v. U.S., 299 ill( F.2d 711, Cert. den. 370 US 952;
rehearing den. 371 US 850 (good case)

9th Circuit case - Standard coil Company of California v.
Moore, 281 F.2d 137, 148; 251 F.2d 188, 216-217;
356 US 975.

The court notes that the plaintiff

failed to lay an adequate foundation for the
noting
admission of the business records,H~xH±H~ further
that in a new trial a proper foundation may be
supplied.

Mr. Shaw will be at home this evening if you need him.
His home number is [Area Code 617] MIssion 3-5286.

Iaabelle

i

MAROALUS MANUFACTURING 00. v. WATSON
Cite as 166 F.Supp. 161
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4. Trade·Marks 'and Trade·Names and Un-

)IJ\ROALUS MANUFACTURING CO" Ine., Plaintiff,.
v,
Robert C. WATSON, Commissioner of

fair Competition «P44.12
In action for review of Commission..
.er's denial of application ~or registration
of maroon oval as a trade-mark, evidence
.as to results 'of interviews of supermarket customers, who were asked whether
they could identify goods marketed in
package containing maroon oval without
any legend was admissible.

Patents, Defendant.
Clv. A. No. 5513-55. '

United States District Court
District of Columbia.
Nov. I, 1957.

'II. Trade-Marks and Trade·Names and Un-

Action for review of Commissioner's
denial of application for registration of
maroon oval as a trade-mark. The Dis'
triet Court, Holtzoff, J., held that evidence sustained finding that maroon oval
had not been accepted by public as a dis'
linguishing feature, of .plaintiff's paper
products but had merely served as a background for actual mark, consisting of

fair Competition «P44.12
In proceedings on application for
registration of maroon oval as a trademark, evidence sustained finding that
-maroon oval had not been accepted by
public as a distinguishing feature of
plaintiff's paper products, but merely
served as a background for actual mark,
'consisting of 'word "Marcal"· which had
been previously registered as trade-mark.

word "Marcal", which had been previous..
Iy registered as trade-mark.

Judgment for defendant.

J. Tradc·l\'Iarks and Trade·Names and Un-

fair Competition

~1

A trade-mark is an arbitrary sign,

word, or design, or any of them in com..
bination, used by manufacturer' or dealer in particular product to differentiate
hisgoods from other similar articles, and
which has been accepted by public as a
distinguishing mark for that purpose.
2. Trade·Marks and Trade-Names and
fair, Competition e::>43.1

Un-

A geometrical figure of a particular
color may be registered as a trade-mark,
providedit is in fact the distinguishing
mark of tbe applicant and is associated
in the minds of the public with the applicant's goods.

J. Preston Swecker, William L. Mathis, Washington, D. C., and Robert F.
Beck, Patterson, N. J., on behalf of plaintiff.
C. W. Moore, Solicitor, U. S. Patent
Office, Washington, D. C., for defendant.
HOLTZOFF, District Judge.
This is an action against the Commissioner of Patents to review his denial of
an application made by the plaintiff for
the registration of a trademark. The
trademark in question consists of an oval
of-a maroon color. Nothing is written or
printed on the trademark, and no other
figure or matter is superimposed on it.
The question is whether a maroon oval
and nothing else, may be registered as a
trademark in behalf of the plaintiff.
Plaintiff is the manufacturer and distributor of various paper products such

3. Evidence «P317(15)

as. paper napkins, paper,' handkerchiefs,

One of exceptions to hearsay rule is
that utterances of a third person made in
witness' presence maybe admitted in evi..
dence if they disclosed third person's
state of mind, but only for purpose of
disclosing his state of mind and not as
proof of facts therein stated.

and other similar commodities. Most of
these articles are sold under the trade
name "Marcal" ;:a few under the trade
name "Kitchen Charm", and at least one
under the name "Mareal Freezer' Paper".
Each 'of the packages.In which the goods
are sold to the public bears on its face

166F.SuPP.-ll

I]

164

156 FEDERAL SUPPLEMENT

was made in a large store in midManhattan, New York; the other in a
similar store in a city in Connecticut.
The interviewer in each instance stopped
numerous customers in the store and
showed them a package containing the
maroon oval without the word "Marcal"
or any other legend printed on it. The
interviewer' then asked that person
whether he or she could identify the
goods which-were marketed in the pack.
age. Some of them said they did not
know, while a great many others identified the package as being one in wbich
Marcal products were dispensed.

,
!
i
W

1\
I,

[3,4] ,The Court admitted this evidence over objection on the ground that
it was admissible as an exception to the
hearsay rule. One of the exceptions to
the hearsay rule is that utterances of a
third person made in the witness' presence may be admitted in evidence if
they disclose that person's state of mind,
but only for the purpose of disclosing
his state of mind and not as proof of the
facts therein stated. The Court is of
the opinion that this evidence was admissible under tbat exception. A similar,
conclusion was reached by the Court of
Appeals in the Third Circuit in United
States v. 88 Cases, More or Less, etc.,

of the place where the person was standing. It became almost a guessing contest. The situation would be entirely
different if such a survey were taken
in a place in which the goods were not
located and where the goods were not in
the immediate vicinity so that they could
be seen. Consequently the Court is Unwilling to predicate any finding of fact
on the basis of this survey, but regards
this evidence as insufficient to overcome
the findings of fact made by the Patent
Office.
In the light of the foregoing discussion
the Court finds no basis for overruling
the Patent Office and reaching a different conclusion tban it did in what is in
the ultimate analysis, a question of fact.
Accordingly, the Court will grant
judgment for the defendant, dismissing
the complaint on the merits.
Counsel may submit proposed findings
of fact and conclusions of law; ,

o

i ~"':':'::::UM:::'''''''';:;:","=
T

187 F.2d 967.

A different question would be presented if the survey were a poll of public opinion and its purpose were to ascerlain what members of the public thought
about a particular subject. Such evidence would hardly come within this exception to the hearsay rule, and therefore the Court's ruling in admitting the
testimony was limited to the specific
type of survey here involved.
[5] When we come, however, to
weigh the probative value of this survey we are confronted with other considerations. Both surveys were made in
stores in which the plaintiff's goods were
marketed. At the time the question was
asked, the person to whom the inquiry'
was addressed could either see the plaintiff's, goods or had previously seenthem,
because they were located either in that,
person's line of vision or in the vicinity

In the Matter of FLEXffiLE CONVEYOR
CO., Inc., an Ohio Corporation,
Bankrupt.
No. 23366.
United States District Court
N. D. Ohio, W. D.
Oct. 28, 1957.
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[14J The motion for a preliminary [udg- dealers to create confusion in the-mind of
ment is granted on the condition that plain- the public.
tiff give a bond to defendant in an amount 5. Trade-mark!J and trade-names and unfair
sufficient to indemnify defendant for any
competition ~73(1)
loss. which may be 'sustained by it in the
In suit for trade-mark infringement,
event of the. final determinntionofthe. alleged widespread use by third parties of
suit in ,its favor.
The amount of such bond the name used by plaintiff in dts trade.
,
shall be' fixed by the court after consulta- mark would not constitute valid defense
tion. with the respective attorneys.
if plaintiff was wronged by defendant's
USe of the name, even if the others using
the name were using it on products which
were identical with those of plaintiff. 15
U.S. CA. § 96.
6. Trade-marks and trade-names and unfair

competition *"61

The trade-mark of manufacturer of
.cleaner fer use on floors _and like surfaces
was infringed by use of label containing
S; C. JOHNSON & SON, Inc., Y. JOHNSON. name used by manufacturer in its trademark, for defendant's product 'which was
No. 2024.
advertised for use as a general household
District Court, W.' D. New ·,York.
cleaner. 15
§ 96.
Ang. 1, 1939.•
7. Courts *"292
I. Trade-marks andtrade~namesand unfair
In suit for - trade-mark infringement
competition €">61 .
and unfair competition, wherein no tradeProduct, advertised for, use as general mark infringement is found, the court will
household "cleaner suitable for use on fab- .retain jurisdiction to determine question
rics and upholstery, constituted "merchan- ~ of unfair competition. 15 U.S.CA. § 96.
disc-of substantially the samedescrip,tive
properties" as, product of, manufacturer of 8. 'I'rade-marka and trade-names and unfair
competition €">67
cleaner for use on floors, and like surfaces,
The law of trade-marks is a part of
as .respects whether infringement of manufacturer's .trade-rnark could be enjoined. the broader law of unfair competition, the
general purpose of which is to prevent one
15 U.S. CA. § %.
person from passing off his goods or his
, 2. Trade--marks and trade"namesand unfair business as the goods or business of ancompetltlon~61
other.
Owner' of registered trade-mark had
right to extend the trade-mark'<to related ,9. Trade-marks and' trade-names and unfair
competition €">73(1)
products which were not under "the regis.Use by producer of general household
tered trade-mark but were natural outcleaner suitable for use on fabrics and
growth of the trade-marked products.
upholstery, of trade-mark name of manu3. Trade-marks and trade-names ;and unfair Jacturer of floor cleaner in such a manner
compotillon €">61
upon the label used by the producer as was
A trade-mark protects the owner there- likely under ordinary and usual circum'of against not only its use, to the articles stances to lead purchasers to believe that
to which he has applied it, but to such oth- the producer's product was that of the
er' articles which might naturally be sup- manufacturer, constituted "unfair compeposed to come from him.
tition" which would be restrained.
[Ed. Note.-For other definitions of
4. Trade-marke 'and trene-namee-enu unfair

us.ex,

competition €">IO, 73(1)

"Unfair Competition,"
Phmaes.]
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Although, generally, a surname cannot be appropriated, for ,exclusive use as 10.' Trade..marks and trade-names and unfaIr
a trade-name, its use bya ncwcomer ro a
eompetltlon *"70(4)
'field of .trade may be restrained where
In determining whether defendant's
.it 'is",'calculatedto,deceive, or-where its use of trade-mark name constituting part
natural tendency will be to mislead the of . plaintiff's registered trade-mark conpublic, or', where the way is ,?pened for stituted "unfair competition," the labels
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actions subsequent to 'the commencement
of the action and prior to July I, 1937.
A stipulation was entered into between
the parties whi~h provided that no proof
of facts occurrmg subsequent to' July 1,
1937, would be offered in evidence. Plainth at f ac t 5 to0
unatt this
I. means
t 1·ff c'm.im s th
that date could be proved. Defendant as.
ti 1 ti
h
. d
b th e s IpU a ion e warve
sertsth
at y
. ht t
bi t
d Th
n~ rIg.
0 0 jec on ~ny groun .
e
stipulation seems meaningless unless the
A
.
.
duri
. tiff i . h
pIam 1 IS rtg t; . t varrcus times urmg

place employed
would be likely
unknown as a
that he manuer" then added
Considering his
id that he or the
y is now widely
this product. It
'can result to him
1 now.

for the plaintiff
ntentional decepefendant, (N etaaus, 2 Cir., 201
fg. Co. v, Wor,F. 952) although
'in such .showing.
id upon the emthe word "Jahne testimony of
owe as to state:of the defendant
f.
restrained from
('Johnson's" upon
'tent only should
tnge in the label
ileaner made by'
n any chosen size
dent to avoid the

d to certain proof
t15 herein. Action
[was held. pending
he suit. The first
bf Lucille Hoover
lY was competent,
ie a statement of
.ant acting within
:objection is now
: inquiry pursued
lot within the no:Iof the deposition.
[aised at the trial,
,Ise it now.
Howibjection is imrnamt had ample op10 the matter of
vas given and be, This testimony
aterial. However,
garded, other evistain the plaintiff'S
,I
!

objected to testirelating to trans-

cessity and permitting carriers to abandon
a line upon obtaining such a certificate.
49 U.S.C.A. § 1(18-20).
3, Railroads ~57
' . .
The Jn~erstate Comn:er~e Commlss1~n
was
authorized
to permit
. d
d
' Interstate rail,
rOa ,to aban on a portion only of a h!,!e
of railroad chartered by State of Georgia,
h .
h
.
upon a s owmg t at portion sought to be
abandoned constituted a burden upon int ers t a t e commerce. 49 USC
. . .A . . § 1(1820)

the taking of depositions the attorney for
.
the defendant definitely recognized the 4. Railroads ~57
right of plaintiff to take testimony relating
An interstate railroad which sought
to transactions down to July 1,.1937, and permission from Interstate Commerce
did not raise the objection now urged. Commission to abandon a portion of a line
, .l.,. rThere ffiS. codn.sbiderhable ltestimony which has' of railroad c~ardteredhbY Shtate of Georgia
y t e p aintiff purporting to was not require to s ow t at operation of
been 0 ere
!, show inquiries made by prospective purline as a whole burdened interstate comf l' \ chasers. It is objected that such inquiries merce, but only that operation of portion
1; \ \ are hearsay. Without this type of proof sought to be abandoned burdened inter1',1, 'iit would be. difficult to show confusion. state commerce. 49 U.S.C.A. §l(I8-20).
'p' [It seems to me It is competent as showing
[the state of mind of the prospective purV \E.haser.·,
".
. ..'
Suit by the State of Georgia and othThis opinion may be taken' as ,satisfy.•:, ers against the U.ni.ted States of America
ing the requirements of Equity Rule .70%,. and others to enjoin the enforcement of
28 U.S.CA. following section 723. .Fur- a~ o;der of t~e.Interstate Commerce Comther Findings of Fact' and Conclusions of miSSIOn perm!tt1Og the abandonment by e
Law may"be submitted if desired. .
Southern ~all:vay .Company of 40.1 miles
.r ,
'.'
of one of its lines 10 the State of Georgia.
Injunction denied, and complaint dis-:
missed.
Marshall L. Allison and B. D. Murphy,
Asst. Attys. Gen., for State of Georgia.
Elmer B. Collins, Sp, Asst. to Atty.
Gen. (Thurman Arnold, Asst. Atty. Gen.,
and Sterling Hutcheson, U. S. Atty.," of
STATE OFGEORGIA ot al. v.UNITED· Richmond, Va., of counsel), for the United States.
STATES ot al•.
Thomas M. Ross, of Washington, D. C.
No. 44•.
(Daniel W. Knowlton, of Washington, D.
Dlstrl"" Court, E. D. Virginia.
c., of counsel), for Interstate Commerce
Aug. 8, 1939.
Commission.:

~

iif!

0

t. Commerce ¢:;)85(3)
A primary aim' .'of policy o'f insuring
adequate transportation .service under'
transportation act' of' 1920 is to secure the'
avoidance' of waste. 49 U.S.CA. § 1(18-'
2~.

'.

.

2. Railroads ~57
Obligations imposed by state laws do
not limit power of Interstate Commerce
Commission under, provisions of -transpor_,
tation act of 1920 requiring interstate car.
riers desiring, to" extend, line to procure'
certificate'..of public .convenience and ne..

,';',j;,"'.'

Sidney S. Alderman, of .Washington,
D. c., and Rembert Marshall, of Atlanta,
Ga. (Thomas B. Gay, of Richmond, V...,
of counsel), for. Southern Railway Company.
.
Before PARKER, Circuit Judge, and
POLLARD and DOBIE, District Judges. '
PARKER, Circuit Judge.
This is a suit to enjoin the 'enforcement
of an order of the Interstate Commerce
Commission permitting the abandonment
by the'Southern Railway Company of 40.1

: l'

have nowhere been' superseded by
statutes."
Based upon that quotation, and upon
all of the papers before the courton the
motions for summary judgment by both
parties, the court grants summaryjudgment against the plaintiff and for the defendant herein.
"
So ordered.
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~ITED

STATES TRUNK CO., Inc.,
et aI.
Clv. A. No. 57-159.

United states District Court
D. Massachusetts.
Dec. 6,1957.
Action for unfair competition based
on plaintiff's claim that its design for
luggage had acquired a secondary meaning. Defendant moved for judgment at
close of plaintiff's evidence. The District
Court, Wyzanski, J., held that survey
which was limited to retail luggage dealers was inadmissible to show that plaine
tiff's design had acquired asecoudary
'meaning in. market of ultimate consumers,
Judgment for defendant;

1. Trade-Marks and Trade-Names and Unfair Competition ~71

The fact that a dealer associates a
particular design. with a particular
source does. not tend to. show that the
same associationismade by anordinary
consumer unfamiliar with the intricacies
of the trade.

~ I' (~.,fjlFf)
ttf 'I.- r1 F 14 '?

2. Trade-Marks and Trade-Names and Un-

fair Competition <$=>93(2)
In action for unfair competition
based on plaintiff's claim that its design
for suitcases had acquired a secondary
meaning, results of survey which was
limited to retailers was inadmissible to
show that plaintiff's design had acquired
a secondary meaning in market of ultimate consumers.
3. Trade·Marks and Trade·Names and Unfair Competition <S=>93(2)
In action for unfair COmpetition
based on plaintiff's claim that its design
for suitcases had acquired a secondary
meaning, results of survey made in retail luggage dealer field was inadmissible
on issue of confusion of retail dealers
where photographs of luggage shown to
interviewees were not true representations of bags and survey included retail
dealers who were not shown to be potential customers and excluded dealers who
sold luggage at retail in
stores and chains.
4. Trade-Marks and Trade·Names and Unfair Competition <$=>71
In determining whether a design has
acquired a secondary meaning, the issue
is not whether goods would be confused
by a casual observer, bnt whether goods
would be confused by a prospective pur, chaser at time he considered making purchase..
5. Evidence <'P317(2)
Investigators, who interviewed dealers in retail luggage field as part of survey offered to show that plaintiff's design
for suitcases had acquired a secondary
meaning among retail dealers, would be
. allowed to testify where court was persuaded that risks of hearsay evidence had
been, minimized, that answers, given by
retail dealers were likely to be reliable
indicia of their states of mind, that absence of cross-examination was not prej-

udicial, and that other ways of getting
evidence on the same point were either
impractical' or burdensome.
G.· 'l'rade.Marks and Trade-Names and Un.
fair Competition <$=>93(2)
In action. for unfair competition
basedon plaintiff's claim that ita design
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true representations of the bags. Two
Of them entirely failed. and one of them
p"rtiallY failed to show the manufacturer's name tags which are prominent in
several places on the bags themselves.
These distortions are fatal to the proffer
of the evidence on the issue of confusion
of retail dealers. For the fact that a relail dealer does not recognize an unlabeled bag is no indication that he would not
recognize a labeled bag.
[4] Furthermore, another and most
• ignificant reason why the evidence of
the poll is inadmissible on the issue of
confusion is that under the substantive
Jaw the issue is not whether the goods
would be confused by a casual observer,
(trained or untrained, professional or
lay,) but the issue is whether the goods
would be confused by a prospective purchaser at the time he considered making
the purchase. If the interviewee is not
in a buyingmood but is just in afriendly
mood answering a pollster, his degree of
attention is quite different from what it
would be had he his wallet in his hand.
Many men do not take the same trouble
to avoid confusion when they are re·
spending to sociological investigators as
when they spend their cash.
[5,6] There remains the question of
the admissibility and value of the results
of the poll when offered to show that the
design of plaintiff's bag has a secondary
meaning among retail dealers. The investigators who conducted the poll are
available to testify that a number of.persons when shown plaintiff's bag did
identify it as coming from plaintiff. But
defendant has argued that the testimony
that they are prepared to give, and,the
tabulations derived therefrom, are' ex..cludable under the. hearsay rule.

(3rd ed.) § 1776; Note 66 Harv.L.Rev.
498, 501, 503, note 34. Others, however,
have noted that the proffered evidence"
has some of the dangers of hearsay. See
Note 66 Harv.L.Rev. 498, 501-502; Morgan, Hearsay Dangers and the Application of the Hearsay Concept, 62 Harv.
L.Rev. 177, 185, 202-203, 206; McCormick, The Borderland of Hearsay,
39 Yale L.J. 489, 491. So long as the
interviewees are not cross-examined,
there is no testing of their sincerity, narrative ability, perception, and memory.
There is no showing whether they were
influenced by leading questions, the environment in which questions were
asked, or the personality of the investigator. But where a court is persuaded
that in a particular case all these risks
have been minimized, that the answers
given by the interviewees are, on the
whole, likely to be reliable indicia of
their states of mind, that the absence
of cross-examination is not prejudicial,
and that other ways of getting evidence
on the same point are either impractical or burdensome, the testimony
should be admitted. See Note 66 Harv.
L.Rev. 498, 503. In this case these conditions have been met. Accordingly, the
hearsay objection is overruled and the:
testimony of the results of the poll is admitted to show whether retail dealers
recognized plaintiff as the source of
plaintiff's design for suitcases.
The testimony is not only admissible
but is to some degree persuasive on the
issue that the plaintiff's design has acquired among dealers a secondary meaning. Of course, it is not exceptionally
persuasive because there is no evidence

as to what fraction of the dealer market
does make that identification. Only 29
persons were asked about plaintiff's bag
It is, of course, clear that the testi- and those 29 not only were a small sample
mony of the investigators as to what but were selected from a universe designinterviewees said is offered to show not ed by experts inadequately informed of
the truth of what the interviewees said the problem and hence. arbitrarily makbut to show their state of mind. Some .ing exclusions. and Inclusions,
. authorities have, therefore, concluded
This then is the situation : there
that the testimony is not hearsay. 'Unit- 'is some evidence that retail dealers do
·ed States v. 88 Cases, More or Less,':3 lassociate plaintiff'. design for a suit.Oir.;187 F.2d 967; 6 Wigmore, Evidimce . lease with plaintiff, but the only evidenr.e
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defendant's reply 'affidavit' that there was I It is' quite apparent that defendant had
no attempt to impede or 'delay theexamina- in its possession the only complete source
tion by the Director of the invoices 'sought, 'of knowledge of the contents of" its sates
it is beyond dispute that no examination'has invoices. The invoices were not required to
been permitted by defendant. The effec- he filed in anyspeeified place, or with any
tiveness of the refusal of permissionto:ex,;,;, Federal'orothet responsible .agency, or out.
amine the records by peaceable means is aso! the custody or possession of defendant.
complete' as' an unsuccessful combat, when The records sought were entirely in the pesexamination has not·been had.
session of defendant pursuant
the Act',
y
'I W'I',' " U·'/ d S"
22"'1 U'S" '3'6'1" .and presumably are presen,tl held by de... n lsonv., nite States, ,,', •.
" 'f' d t
: ' ti 1'1£ ','
r
'
380 3(S.Ct 538 544 55 L.Ed.771Mr. e:, an more par leu ar y. or comp lance
'. .
"....' " ,
'Wlth tbe Defense Production Act of 1950.
l,!strce Hughes wrote asf~llows:
:, Defendant then 'is but-the custodian of the
'""IIBut the, physical "custody' of:incrimi'
recotds:'sought. ,.
,nating document~ does. not of. itself
'Theo~denor defendant Bleichfdcl'Bag
': protect thecustoiban agamst their corn& Burlap cs, Inc. to produce its sales it;~
f"pulsory production. The question still
Voices":overing tho period 'from December
'!,!'~emains with 'respe~t to' the:' nat~re '~f,;". 19~'195~t(;:,datei~ granteCL'f,;:l j"~;:'_ '.» c' !o.:
't:'1,the documents 'and thecapa-elty m':), blrl: no,:r.),·"
"
:i':,wMch'they'-are held:, * '. '. The~:. (i(';.':I;;':I"·
r;:':principleapplies not only to''publkdoc...en "j(';:'! ':'.T;'lj':;':'
ai nments in public offices, but also rec~'~; /~,' -t r,:Tt; .,)
~{'l-ofdsre'qWredby law tobe'kept'in order" r; ..,pr,
MlI'that,there maybe; suitable 'infotmatioi{h r;iX~:~,i~
of trans~ctions"'which' ':are'the -apprc-"? .~rt'! , qn
(.,::,pr~ate,:subjects:'o£ gove,rnt:nental, regu?'::"
o.» .
,,,latlon.. and the enforcement ofrestric-, 'I "HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP. v.'FEDPJ
,,,tions validly, established; -.There the,,, ,.""" ERAL FINANCE CORP••fal;·
. ,bprivilege:c;which exists a$:to"pri:vate,.;'~ 2-..G';' 'h,'''r ( : elv. No. 645.
r;: .papers' .cannot-be. :maintained.'~ :Many \,0 ",:11"·' " .~Unit4~d"States District~Courl::
,:';~"
..
,:,-rillustrations in decisioris:are,cited., And,
o~
D. Arizona.
,'"see, Bowlesy,·.Stitzinger. D.C., 59 ,F. '"
:I')
,I" ;1,A.prll 1. 1952.
.... ""
S upp. 94 •
Action by Honsehold 'Finance Corp; 'against

'to

to

Nor is there a dispute that demand was Fed,eral Finance ,Corp. .and ,others ~or jnproperly made,for:pettriission to 'examine fringement :of' a' ~rade Symbol"~n~ ,for .unratr
the' defendant~s":f"sales''invoices from; De- competition'. The "District Court;' McColloch~
cember ,19,:1950to"date,"
:: \ Jii, held that the evidence' e,stablishedthat
plalntitrs 'symbol had acquired a s~ondary
, :1:
. [2;~] .The.validityoftheDefense Pro- meaning in the minds' of the 'public and that
duction Act o,f;1950,;andmore particularly the, use': by defendant of its: shnllar, trade
symboL constituted unfair: eompetruon,
§.705,issustained. The Act does not vioOrder in accordance withopinloD.:':· "
late the; .provisions ofthe :Fourth .Amendmentvof.. the" "Constitution, of .the. United Trade-Marks and Trade.Names'i.~d :On18:'11States, .of .America. Bowles :v. Stitzinger,
Competition 0$=>93(3)
D.C., 59 F.SuW. 94. Neither is this ,pr~_
Evidence establisJ"ledthat: plaintiff's
ceeding a fishing expedition. Oklahoma trade' symbol, service' mark or form' of
Press Pub:Co.v. Walling.J27 U.S. 186,.66 adveit.isiitg,'consisting of :the 'letters' i'HFe"
S~Ct. 494, 9Q L.Ed: 614. . ,'.
' . . ..
in' distinctive tYpe style arranged in dis'
tinctive manner and enclosed,in,cirdehad
The Dir.ector advised defendant-that .the
acquired "secondary meaning" ','in :,: 'minds
scope .and pprpose: of the: investigatIon,-,'itt'..
of public and that defendant's use of the
speCtion~or:,inquir:y, wa~'to examine' its ,sales
1dters""FEC",f 'arranged in, distihctive"type
invoices ,for' compliance by'defeJldant ·.with
similar, to 'that' employed by' plaintiff and
the Ad.'Jm::'·f,!J;l;-.' '.'Jr'T :in " .j'id~I;:,l;,JJ
:,., I
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tember, 19~1f .inthe .cities .of.Chicagor.De- constitutes a 'violation '·of- 'the I property':
troit, Philadelphia, and.Los.An?,eles. This) rights of the plaintiff and constitutes u~-.
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mislead persons of re~sollable 'intdlige~ce"
RONSON ART METAL WORI<S,lnc.,v;' w)
concemingfhe id~ritityof s~id defendant.
BROWN & BIGELOW (I nc.)
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United States Districti-'Court,~::lc,' :;,:) :1'
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S. D. New York.
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dealing with the. plaintiff or ',wit~ some
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June 2, 1952•.
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!he. usehyde£endantofits l~radesym~jI and 'a single 'trial, would avoid duplication,"
bol, service' maric:' ~r'forln,of advertising [,in'deter'nllllirit'Whicliiiction was entitled to '
consisting of the letters "FFC" arranged' trlal'fonll11, issu'e':was'Ol1e of the balance'
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STANDARD OIL OOMPANY T. STANDARD OIL OOMPANY
Ctte as 252 F.2d 65

nity Company v. Delta & Pine Land Company, 292 U.S. 143, 54 S.Ct. 634, 78 L.Ed.'
1178; New York Life Insurance CaDIpany v, Miller, 8 Clr., 139 F.2d 1\57.
The judgment of the District Court is
affirmed.

65

was unfair competition and wrongfully
infringed upon rights of plaintiff.
Affirmed.
1. Trade·Marks and Trade·Names and Unfair Competition <S;>57

While the terms, words, letters,
signs and symbols used by parties were
in part trade-marks and in pal·t! trade1§')
names, precise difference was immatcl'h\\
since the law protects against appropriation of either upon same fundamental
principles, and law of trade-marks is but
a part of the broader law of unfair'
competition.
The S'l'ANDARD OIL COMPANY, a COl'- 2. Trade·Marks and Trade-Names and Unfair Competition <S;>24
poration; and Sobio· Petroleum COIJ1~':
Generally,
"trade-mark" is applicable
pany, a corporation, Appellants,
to
vendible commodity, and "trade-name"
v.
to business and good will.
STANDARD OIL CoMPANY,a corpo..... ,
See publication Words and Phrases,
tlon, Appellee. '
'
for other judicial constructions and defiNo. 5506.
nitions of "Trade-Mark" and "Trade-

(&......

United States Court of Appeals
,
Tenth Circuit.

Jan. 15, 1958.
Action to enjom defendants from
infringing plaintiff oil company's trademarks by use of word "Sohio' as defendants' trade-mark in plaintiff's territory.
From a judgment of the United States
District Court for the District of Wyoming, T. Blake Kennedy, J., 141 F.Supp.
876, the defendants appealed.
The
United States Court of Appeals, Breiten-:
stein, Circuit Judge, held, inter alia, that
record established that there was such
a confusing similarity between defendants' designation 'ISohia" and designations of plaintiff whose trade-marks in-'
eluded "Standard Oil", "Standard",
"SO;', "SO Co.","8 0 CO", and "So..'lite" that total effect of use by defendants
within plaintiff's territory of "Sohio"
was to produce in minds of ordinary purchaser, exercising due care in the market
place, confusion as to origin of goods
identified by such designation, and that
by their use of "Sohio" defendants intended to create and take advantage of
such confusion of origin and such action
252 F.2d-5

Name".

S. Trade·Marks and Trade-Names and Unfair Competition <S;>68(l.1)
The controlling principle in law of"
trade-marks and unfair competition is
that a person may not pass off his goods

or his business as goods or business of
another.
4. Trade-Marks and Trade·Names and Unfair Competition *"58, 59(1)

There is confusing similarity between trade-marks or trade-names if
prospective purchasers are likely to regard offending designation as indicating
the source identified by the trade-mark'
or trade-name,
5. Trade-Marks and Trade-Names and Un- .
fair Competition ~57

The factors bearing on question of
confusing similarity between trademarks or trade-names are: (1) degree of
similarity in appearance, sound and
meaning: (2) intent of defendants in
adopting and using of term: and (3) the
degree of care likely to be' exercised by
purchasers.
8. Courts <S;>408.3 (9)
Fact findings of trial court will not
be disturbed' on appeal unless they are

70
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Over the years there have been several the source and origin of the products and
,decisions involving the use of the term services on or in connection with which
"Standard Oil Company." Closely anal- they are used.
ogous to this. case .is the decision in
Proof of the use by plaintiff of its
Esso, .Inc., v. Standard Oil Co., 8 Cir., 98 trade-names and trade-marks is overF.2d I, wherein the plaintiff Standard of whelming. The word "Standard" either
Indiana succeeded in enjoining the use alone or in combinations and the letters
in its territory of the trade-name "Esso' . "SO" either alone or in combinations are
by a wholly owned subsidiary of the used as identifying marks in connection
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey. with the great variety of equipment,
,In every case reported at this time tbe facilities and products that are a part of
courts have acted to protect the Stand- the modern oil industry. Only one phase
ard Oil company which had first ob- of such use need be particularly mentained the right to use tbe "Standard tioned. In 1945, the plaintiff adopted as
Oil" name and trade-marks in the area a common identifying symbol for all outinvolved.
lets offering its products a torch and
Defendants concede that tbey have no oval sign. This is an oval with a flaming
rigbt to use in plaintiff's territory the torch in the center. Tbe flame of the
name "Standard Oil Company" with or torch extends above the oval. The upper
without "Ohio" and tbat the plaintiff bas third of the oval is red, the middle third
the right to the exclusive use within its 'white, and the bottom third blue. The
territory of the terms "Standard," word "Standard" is imprinted in blue on
"Standard Oil," and "Standard Oil Com- the middle white section. The plaintiff's
pany" in connection with petroleum wide use of this distinctive symbol is
products. Plaintiff makes the same con- conclusively established by the evidence.
cession of a similar right in the defendThe term "Sohio" is derived from "R
ant Standard of Ohio to use such terms
O. Ohio." The evidence shows that since
within its territory in connection with
the dissolution decree the various Standpetroleum products.
ard Oil companies have been known in
The trial court found that "almost trade and financial publications, in the
fromthe date of its incorporation" the public press, and to the public generally
'plaintiff has used in its territory its . as "S, O.New Jersey," "S. O. Kentucky,"
trade-names and trade- marks, including 44S. ·0. Indiana," 41S. O. California,'" and
'''Standard Oil Company," "Standard "S, 0.' Ohio." The trial court found that,
"In the petroleum world the letters'S.
Oil," "Standard," "SO," "SO Co.," -s 0
CO," ·and "Solite," in the advertisement 0.' have always stood for 'Standard
and sale of its products. It has adver- Oil.' " "Sohio" is obviously acontractised extensively in newspapers and mag- tion of "S, O. Ohio." All that has been
azines and on billboards, radio and tele- done is to eliminate one "0." With ref;';
vision." The acceptance of its products erence to the "Sohio" name or mark a
is shown by its sales which have in- 1929 publication of the defendant Standcreased from $294,500,000 in 1930 to ard of Ohio said:
$759,000,000 in 1954. In the petroleum
., 'Sohio' is of course an abbre'industry in plaintiff's territory the tradevia tion of the full name of our ornames and trade-marks mentioned above
ganization, The Standard Oil Comidentify the plaintiff and no one else as
pany of Ohio. In a degree which
7. See Standard Oil Co. of New York v.
Standard Oil Co. of Maine, 1 Cir., 88 F.
2d·· 677, affirmed' as modified, '1. Clr., ·45
F.2d 309; Standard Oil Co. of New
Mexico..I nc.. ,v. Standard Oil Co. of Oall-:
fornia.,~nOir", 56, F:2d 973 j Standard
Oil Co; ofColorndo'"v'"Standard

on.oe,

10

cr-,

72 F.2d 524, certiorari denied

293 U.S. 620, 55 S.Ot. 216, 79 L.Ed. 70S:
Standard Oil Co. v.. Micllie. D.C.E.D.Mo.,

'34F.2d 802.
8. ;10.1930 Ita aalea promotion and ad~erti!J
ing expenses amounted to more fhan $4;~

700.000 and in 1954 to over $10,900,000.
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grant to the courts discretionary authority to stay proceedings where military service affects the conduct thereof,"
Section 205 is mandatory in nature and
has been so interpreted."
Inasmuch as the findings of fact made
by the Tax Court concerning the military
service rendered by the two older children are general in nature. and fail to
specify exact dates, the cause will be reo
manded to the Tax Court for re-evaluation of the allowability of the claims in
light of the applicability of Section 205
of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief
Act.

a

The Court of Appeals, Simons, Circuit
Judge, held that where plaintiff's regis_
tered trademark "Bavarian's" beer had
acquired secondary meaning in plaintiff's
distributing area covering parts of three
states, injunction restraining defendant's
use of word, "Bavarian" in connection
with defendant's beer was properly
limited to such three-state area.
Affirmed.

L Trade-Marks and Trade·Names and Unfair Competition <1=>93(3)
In action by beer manufacturer for
The judgment of the Tax Court will infringemeut of common-law righl$ in
be affirmed in part and reversed in part its trademark "Bavarlan" for unfair
with a remand for further proceedings competition in trade and for infringe.
ment of trademark registration "Bava-.
accordance with this opinion;
.
ian's", evidence disclosed that manufac_
turer had developed a secondary mean,
ing for "Bavarian" and "Bavarian'sv tmanufacturer's distributing area covering parts Of three states. Lanham
Trade-Mark Act, §§ 1 et seq., 2(f) as
amended 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 1051· etseq.,
1052(f).
Ali[l[EI:ISE:R--B1lSlJH, INC., Appellant
and Cross-appellee,
v,
BAVARIAN BREWING COMPANY,
Appellee and Cross-Appellant.
Nos. 13363, 13364.
United States Court of Appeals
Sixth Circuit.
Feb. 26, 1959.

43Pa.Dist. & Co.R. 482.

Registration of trademark is prima
facie evidence of ownership. Lanham
Trade-Mark Act, § 1 et seq. as amended
15 U.S.C.A. § 1051 et seq.
S. Trade-Marks and Trade-Names and Un.
fair Competition <11=071

Action by beer manufacturer for infringement of its registered trademark
"Bavarian's" and for other relief. The
United States District Court for the
Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, John H. Druffel, J., 150 F.Supp.
210, entered decree and the defendant
appealed and the plaintiff cross-appealed,
8. The cases cited by the government concern application of § 201: -Lawther v.
Lawther,·1945, 53 -Pa.Dlst. & -Co.R.280;
Collins v, _Bannerman. 1942, 46 -Pa.Diat,
& Co.R., 84; Cravenv.Vought, 1941,

2. Trade-Marks and Trade·Names and Ilnfair Competition <11=045

Injunction restraining defendant
from using plaintiff's registered trademark in plaintiff's distributing area covering parts of three states may be valid
when a secondary meaning has been'aequired by the plaintiff for its prodnct
under federal law, for.it is federal law
that controls .where interstate commerce
is involved. Lanham Trade-Mark Act,
§§ 1 et seq., 2(f) as amended 15 D.s.C.A.
§§ 1051 et seq., 1052(f).
9. Bowles v, Dixie Cab Ass'n, D.C.l953,
113 F.Snpp. 324;

.

Warinncr v, Nugent,

1951, 362 Mo. 233, 240 S.W.2d 941, 26
A.L.R.2d 27:8: First Nat. Bank of Hico
v, English, Tex.Civ.App,1951, 240S.W.
2d 503.
.
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MODERN AIDS, INO.

v. B. B. MAOY & 00.

Cite as 2M ll' .2d OS

j~(' confusion, it may be used fairly by
,;;,,,. The remedy afforded by the
","! Judge appears to be within judicial
(:!(;ttion. With regard to registered
.,~~'J~dary meaning, the Act is sufficient:,hrend to protect a mark which had ae":h~,d
\ , a secondary meaning in the users
",,,:<ct. The trial Court made a finding
,',' grunted a remedy, based upon dis,,:--,·th'enes&, or secondary meaning, of
,",

..

,';;~'tcrm l'Bavarian" which had not gone

'1"'ond the 'plaintiff's distributing area-.
I" ,uthorized no injunction broader in

93

the reception of the evidence governs
where there is doubt and that the evidence shall be presented according to the
most convenient method prescribed in
any of the Statutes or Rules to which
reference is made and that the competency of a witness to testify shall be
determined in like manner.
We accept the fact findings of the Dis'
trict Judge and the 'conclusions of law
applicable to the evidence. The decree
is affirmed.'

I\:',i~ under -pre-Lanham Act cases in-

!"i'dng the protection of trademarks into

" aren of prospective expansion. In the
,o,,"'nce of 8UC)1 finding and in the light
,1 !i:e finding of fact that such secondary
"I.if",nce is limited to the plaintiff's
~:',di! area, the scope of the injunction
".in line with the findings of fact and
"i,hin n reasonable discretion allowed
'" courts by the Lanham Act.
(9) The defendant finally contends
.;,.\: the admission of the report of a
{\;f\'C)' as evidence constituted reversible
~~~vr because it constituted hearsay evill~~.tc. the persons interviewed not being
:rL.dc witnesses and not subject to cross
'uminntion. But this report was ad,,,!ted under Statute Sec. 2317.36, Ohio
)~,·t. Code, which provides that a written
,·,;,,,t of findings of fact prepared by an
'q~ ..-rt neither a party to the cause nor
t'\ employee of a party, nor financially
rr.erested in the result of the controversy
\1 the cooperation of several persons
:,:',lng for a common purpose shall, inso!''': as the same is relevant, be admissible
'IJ~"Ln testifiedto by persons making such
""·,,t or finding without calling as wit~'Hj;('5 the persons furnishing the in!::mation, if, in the opinion of the court,
'0 substantial injustice will be done the
'~r;\lsite party.
An analogy to the
;".'cnt situation may be found in Sou",p v, Republic Steel Corporation, 78
,j"o App. 87, 66 N.E.2d 334. The stat'" and the Soukoup case make admissi"l;:y a matter of the trial court's discre!,,,,and rule 43 of the Federal Rules of
(,'il Procedure, 28 U.S.C.A. provides
:;.,! the Statute or Rules which favor

..

i

e f Il:::n"'"=.="."'n",,,,,="

MODERN AIDS, INC., Plalntift.AppeDee,
v.
B. H. l\IACY & CO., Inc., Defendant-

Appellant.
No. 175, Docket 25342.

United States Court of Appeals
Second Ctrcuit.
Argued Jan. 23, 1959.
Decided March 3, 1959.
Suit to enjoin defendant from infringing plaintiff's copyrighted advertisement of a mechanical massage machine and from selling the machine or
any machine substantially similar to it.
From an order of the United States District Court for the Southern District of
New York, Palmieri, District Judge,
granting the requested relief, the defendant appealed. The Court of Appeals
held that where plaintiff had no patent
on mechanical massage machine, defendant was free to imitate such machine as
closely as it chose subject to limitation
that if buying public had come to believe
that every machine made after plaintiff's
model was plaintiff's product and relied
upon source of machine rather than its
performance, then defendant would be
required to make plain to buyers that

(I)

Surg tube Products Corp. v. Scholl-Manufacturing Co.
(D.C.S.D.N.Y., 1958)
158 F. Supp. 540
P. 543

affirmed 262 F. 2d 824 (2 Cir., 1959)
It is not disputed that plaintiff sells
tubular gauze in boxes of various sizes
each of which is marked
"Surgitube
Trade-Mark Reg.
U.S. Patent No. 2,326,997
The Tubular Gauze over dressing"

It is admitted that tubular gauze is not patented and most certainly
it is not patented by Patent No. 2,326,997 which is the patent in suit.
In and of itself, the innocent marking of an unpatented article as
patented may not effect a misuse of the patent ••• However, in this case
the wrongful marking has been done with knowledge that the patent did
not apply ••• with the intent to deceive the public and restrain trade in
the unpatented tubular gauze.

~

This use of a patent to restrain competition

with the sale of an unpatented product constitutes-a misuse of the patent,
and warrants denial of recovery to a plaintiff in an infringement action.
U.S. v , Krasnov
P. 197

143 F. Supp 184

(D.C.E.D. Penn , , 1956)

There can be no doubt that summary judgments are as applicable

to action under the Sherman Act as they are to any other type of actions,
legal or equitable
City Associated Press v. United States
326 U.S. I
Morton Salt Co. v. G.S. Suppiger Co. 314 U.S. 488; 315 U.S. 788
International Salt Co. v. United States
332 U.S. 392
United States v. United States Gypsum Co. 340 U.S. 76

(2)

Malz v. Sox
134 F. 2d 2, 5
(7 ct-.; 1943)
Equally clear are the holdings that the defense of unclean hands
need not be raised by the litigants.

Paul E. Hawkinson Co. v. Dennis
166 F. 2d 61
(5 Cir., 1948)
(In this case defendant pleaded in its ninth defense that
plaintiff was using its patent to require licensees to buy unpatented
articles and on motion for summary judgment defendant's ninth defense
was sustained--but C.A. reversed,

Defendant by way of counter-claim

demanded damages for intimidation of it and its customers and in its
tenth defense pleaded misuse by reason of an advertising campaign which
ev i dent Iy canst i tuted the i nt imi dat ion; the lower court found for p Ia i nt iff,
denying the motion for summary judgment on the @ tenth defense).
It is sufficient to say that the matter was not one for summary
judgment and that the judgment must be reversed with directions for a
trial on the merits.
U.M.A. Inc. v , Burdick Equipment Co.
45 F. Supp. 755, 756
(D.C.S.D. N.Y., 1942)
\

(Here plaintiff used patented method to obtain sales of product
for use In the method; plaintiff's customers received an "informal"
license to use the method merely by buying from plaintiff).
Had the plaintiff granted written licenses on a royalty basis and
annexed as a condition of the license an obligation on the part of the
I icensees to buy plaintiff's unpatented machine for the exercise of the
license, it would be clear it could not maintain another patented machine
for the same purpose. Plaintiff's practice amounts in substance to the
same thing.

,

Deering, Milliken & Co. v. Temp-Resis1:or Corpora1:ion
160 F. Supp. 463 (D.C.S.D.N.Y. 1958)
Reversed in par1: on o1:her grounds 274 F 2d. 626 (2 Cir., 1960)
(Defendan1:s R"'@ urged "pa1:en1: misuse" by plain1:iff in connec1:ion
wi1:h licensing activities, institution and conduct of the suit,
customer intimidation, anti-trust violation whereby customers were
required 1:0 buy unpatented articles from plaintiff and fix prices on
sale and resale ofunpa1:ented ar1:icles, releasing a flood of publicity
designed to intimidate defendan1:'s cus1:omers.
The Court found no misuse and no an1:i-1:rust violation.

The C of A

affirmed the misuse portion of the lower cour1: decision sta1:ing at
274 F. 2d 634:)
Wi1:h regard to 1:he counter-claim, despi1:e the bulk of the briefs
and por1:ions of 1:he record devoted to these an1:i-trust allegations,
examination exposes their highly legalistic and defensice nature.
For this reason they may be 1:reated summari Iy.

The Special Master

found, on the basis of substantial evidence, 1:hat there was no conspiracy between appellee and its licensees (including 1:he addi1:ional
defendants) to monopolize 1:he metal-bearing garment lining 1:rade or
1:0 fix prices and 1:he appellee did no1:indulge in discrimina1:ory adver1:ising allowances or compete unfairly.
affirmed these findings.

The distric1: cour1: properly

Evne if 1:hese findings were clearly erroheous

the claim would be passed on an entirely separa1:e ground, viz, there
was no showing tha1: 1:he appellants were damaged •••••

r
Bar.ber Colman Co. v. National Tool Co. 136 F. 2d (6 Cir., 1943)
p.

343--- The attempt to use the patent unreasonably to restrain

commerce was considered not only beyond the scope of the patent gr.ant,

•

•

but also in direct violation of the Anti-Trust Acts (Clayton Act. Sec.3)

Reeves v , Keystone Bridge Co. 20 Fed. (a)
(See a Iso Case No. 11,661 on rehear ing)

466 (Case No. 11660)

The Reeves case interprets Section 15 of thee Act of 1836,
p

incorporated in the Act of 1870 (16 STAT 198) which states that a
patent may be successfully opposed by showing that the thing patented
"had been described in some publ ic work anterior to the supposed
discovery thereof by the patentee".

The court went on to state:

It ,is obvious that this prOVISion
requires first, a description 'of the
a I 1eged invention; second thati t shall
be contained in a work of a pdblic
character and intended for th\i'pub l I c;
and, third, that this work was made
accessible to the publ i c by p~bl ication
before the discovery of the invention
by the patentee.

It is not shown that the work was published before the date of the complainants
patent. Th is must be direct Iyproved.
It
is not deducible from the imprint in the
title page. That the work was then printed
may be inferred from this imprint; but when
it was put in circulation or offered to the
public is a distinct fact which must be proved
~KeaN~e~
independently. The intended circulation of a book ofa public nature may be presumed from its being put into print; but it
does not follow that a work ... was made accessible to the public as soon as it was printed,
or that it was actually published at all.
Cottiere v. Stimson

20F

906 (Circuit Court D. Oregon, 1884)

Objection is made to the introduction of the book entitled
"A Treatise on Ventilation," because it does not appear to be a
"printed pUblication," within the meaning of the statute; and it was
admitted subject to the objection.

It is a book of 226 pages, and

purports to be the second edition of two courses of lectures delivered

(2)

on the subject of ventilation ••• befo~e the
Phi ladelphia.

& Son, New

"John Wiley
But

the~e

the

wo~k

By the title-page it

othe~

is no

was

eve~

Yo~k,

F~anklin

appea~s

o~
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p~inted,

dist~ibuted
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to any
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p~inted matte~ fo~

dist~ibution

theo~y

wo~k

that the

need

count~y.
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p~inting

is

patentable by anyone.

Publ ication means put into

B~idge

Co. 5

those

wo~k

Fishe~,

In the
been

the

~egula~ly

of things, it is not

of

publication".

longe~

gene~al ci~culation o~

See Reeves v. Keystone

that this

gene~al ci~culation,

wo~k

p~inted fo~

But I doubt if the evidence is sufficient to
It does not
i~

appea~

othe~

that

dist~ibuted

o~

made accessible to the public

was

eve~

that any

copy of it is

placed publicly on
o~

has

at least, among

It is not likely that it was

o~

of the community.

exposu~e

The statute goes

imp~obable

was in existence,
among

p~inted

is accessible to the public.

in the subject.

such a conclusion.

Indeed, it seems

been given to the public, and is no

published and is in

p~ivate ci~culation.

is

467.

natu~e

inte~ested
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has been made accessible to the public, and
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publication is
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on sale,

by this copy that
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sale is enough to constitute a
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that no actual
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prin~ed
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auff l c l errt ,
Ci~ing

61F
93.95
20 Fed
466 (No. 11660)
251 F. 603
28 F ~d 812
235 F 151
20 F 906

Levi~an

Jockmus v.

28 F. 2d

812

(2
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1928)
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~rue ~ha~ ~he
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mo~or

all we know
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opposite.

was never

t~o
limi~ed ~o
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at which
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be

It is, of course,

dis~ribu~ed,
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or
As

~ha~

~o ~he

I ast we can scarc~1 y IJndertaketo set a lim i t.
perhaps 1000 went out.
his lower lim it

lUllS

Schm i dt says that

Far less would have served; the 50 which was

were qu i te enough •

To be sure the fact of any

distribution at al I rests upon the uncorroborated testimony of him and
Schorpe, because there was further documentary corrobaration of
neither, though each was explicit in his recollection, and each had had
first hand knowledge.

This would not be

BRBH

enough, if the catalogue

itself were not produced, bearing its own evidence of existence since
1908, but no one can seriously suppose that such

document~

printed in

quantity was intended to be kept secret ••• and, unless some accident
happened to prevent, it would in due course have gone upon its intended
errand.

To prove that no accident did happen and that it did reach its

destination we have, it is true, only oral, though entirely disinterested,
testimony; but it is a mistake to assume that even under the extraordinary
severe tests applied to the proof of anticipation, every step must be
buttressed by documents.

That' some documents are necessary, perhaps,

may be the rule; but, when the documents go so far as here, the retrial,
if there is any, is satisfied .....
Imperial Glass Co. v. A.H. Hersey

& Co.

294 F 267 (6 Cir., 1923)

The defendant produced printed catalogues of different glass
manufacturers, including some of its own, all evidently issued for circulation among the trade, and all of which defendant's superintendent
testified had been in his possession since before 1911.

These catalogues

showed a great variety of designs tending to support the defense, and, if
they do not ~nticipate, they at least emphasize the trifling character of

the di st i nct i on upon which the patent must stand.

The tr i a I court

rejected these,thinkingthat they were not prior publ ications within
basing
the meaning of the patent law, and ha¥iM@ this conclusion upon
Reeves v. Key Stone Co., 20 Fed. Case 466,471, No. 11,660; and
Britton v. White Co. (CC) 61 Fed. 93.

We think these catalogues

should have been received and considered.

CertainlyJmanufacturer's

catalogues so circulated are more effective in spreading information
among persons skilled in the art than if the same catalogues were on
file in some library.

Reeves v. Keystone Co., arising under the Act

of 1836 (5 Stat. 117), merely holds the publication of a manufacturer's
catalogue, which is not found in a library, must be proved by some
evidence other than the imprint (emphasis added).

Whether such im-

print would, under the present statute, be prima facie evidence of publi
ation, need not be decided.
The evidence of the superintendent that these catalogues
had been sufficiently circulated to bring them to his notice and
possession is enough to indicate due publication.

The decision in

Britton v. White Co. (D.C. Conn.), seems to be in point, but we think
it is mistaken.

It depends (61 Fed. 95) upon Reeves v. Keystone Co.

(which, as we have

a

seen, does not sUPPort it).

Parsons v. Colgate (C.C.) 15 Fed 600, and Fermentation Co. v. Koch
(C.C.) 21 Fed 587.

I~K~

The former (D.C.N.Y.) stands upon the dis-

tinctions that the Act of 1836, which governed that patent, called
for pr- i ot' descr i pt ion ina "pur I i ~ workf"

instead of ina "pr i nted

publication", as is specified in the present statute, and in the latter
(C.C. Mich)

this distinction is overlooked (emphasis supplied).

(6)

Britton v , White Man\.lf'g. Co.

61 F; 93 (Circuit Court, D.Conn. 1894)

(This case is discussed in 294 F•. 267, also in the present notes, and
I believe was misunderstood by the court in 294 F.

For our purposes,

however, the quotation below is of interest.)
There is no evidence that it (pamphlet) was ever actually published,
or intended for general use, or accessible to the public.
Parson v. Colgate

princ~pal

The
Hendrie
one

75 F. 600 (C i r-cu i t Court, S. D. N. Y"

W&R~i£& ••• and

1882)

anticipatiomrelied upon are a soap made by

described in a circular, issued and published

by him to the trade, long prior to the orator's invention •••
Hendrie's soap is not proved by the requisite measure of proof in such
cases to have been known or used in this country, nor is

his circular

to the trade considered a printed publication or a public work within
the meaning of the patent law.

Act of 1836, Section 7, 15.

New Process Fermentation Co. Koch
E.D. Mickerson 1884)

21 F. 580, 587 (Circuit Court,

It has been generally, and perhaps universally, that business
circulars which are sent only to persons engaged or supposed to be
engaged in the trade, are not such publicat,ions as the law contemplates
In Section 4886.

90 G. 640;

Pierson v , Colgate, 24 O.G., 203; In re Atterbury,

Judson v , Cope, I Fisher, 615; Reeves v , Keystone Co.

5 Fisher 456;

Seymour v , Osborns, II Wa II, 555.

Application of Tenney
p. 626

254 F. 2d 619

(e.t.O.A., 1958)

(Good discussions on histol'y of "pl'inted publication")
Pl'inting alone, of COUl'se, would be insufficient to I'easonably

assul'e that the public would have access to the wOl'k, fol' the possibility always exists that the pl'inted mattel' may be suppl'essed and might
nevel' I'each the public.

Then, too, there are time lapses between the

printing and the publishing of a given work, and the public is not
charged with knowledge of a subject until such time as it is available
to it.

For this reason, it is I'equil'ed that the description not only

be printed but publ ished, as well.
But though the law has in mind the probabil ity of publ ic
knowledge of the contents of the publication, the law does not go fUl'ther
and require that the probability must have become an actual ity.

In

other words, once it has been establ ished that the item has been both
pl'inted and published, it is not necessary to further show that any
given number of people actually

ShBN

saw it

of copies had been circulated.

The law sets up a conclusive presumption

01'

that any specific number

to the effect that the public has knowledge of the publication when a
single printed copy is pl'oved to have been so published.
(And at p. 628 in a concurring opinion by Rich, Judge:)
I wi II assume for the sake of argument (and I think it is the law)
that when a book has been printed and copies are available fol' delivel'y,
an advertisement offering it for sale would bl'ing about its"publication",
even before any copies are actually sold.
(Note at page 622 note 4, however, that the court decision is based upon
Iack of "PI' i nt i ng" r-echer- than Iack of "pub I i cat ion" in the Tenney case).

(8)

I.C.E. Corporation v. Armco Steel Corporation

250 F. Supp. 738

(D.D.S.D. N.Y., 1966)
(On defendant's motion for summary judgment to invalidate a patent

on the basis of micro-film in the Library of Congress, it is held that
summary judgment wil I not lie in view of fact situations that can be
determined only at plenary trial.

There is a good kss* history or the

term "printed publication" here and comment upon the Tenney decision,)
The term "printed publication" first appeared in the Patent
Act of 1836 in addition to the term "public work" which had been used
in the previous patent law.

The 1836 Act provided that a "printed

publication" could bar an appllcany from obtaining a patent and further
sanctioned either a "printed publication" or a "public work" could inva I i date «a patent.

The d i ffel:'ence between the two terms has been ex-

plained by a textbook writer t() be that a "public work" referred to a class
of established publications or a book publicly printed and circulated,
whereas a "printed publ ication" was considered "broad enough to include
any description printed in any form and published or circulated to any
extent

(Curtis, Patents Section 376, 3rd ed. 1867) ••• lt appears, however,

that the difference In terminology contemplated in the Patent Act of 1836
was largely ignored by the courts.

In the Patent Act of 1870, moreover,

the term "public work" was replaced by or merged into the term "printed
publ ication", the latter term has been incorporated in al I subsequent
changes in the patent laws.

The present day statute, nevertheless,

st i I I contemp Iates "pub I i c" know Iedge or use.

By jud i cia I construct i on

the word "public" in this context has been construed to mean "not secret".

i

Over the years of changes in the patent statutes, the
courts have failed to enunciate a uniform standard of what constitutes
a "publication" or of what is "printed".

As to "publication", while

some courts have said that a prior disclosure anticipates and
invention only if it is in "general circulation" or "on sale". 'thers
have held to the view that there is a public concerned with the art
would know of it; still others have concluded that the statute requires
no more than that the work be in restricted circulation (Hamilton Labs,
Inc. v. Massergil I,

I IF. 2d 584, 6 Ci r • , 1940).

JNO McCoy, Inc. v , Schuster
(Evidently no appeal)

44 F. Supp. 499 (D.C.S.D.N.Y., 1942)

Plaintiff filed a declaratory judgment suit asking that defendant's
patentaG be declared invalid and has now moved for summary judgment
which the court granted, on the basis of a booklet put out by defendant

~50 to 100 copies) to his licensees, engineers and others)
The catalogue or booklet was put out by defendant sometime aiR
in 1915.

It contains a description of defendant's patented device; if

tjos was put out to the trade generally it may be regarded as a
publication of defendant's invention or discovery and would render his
patent i nva lid.
{In United Chromium v. General Motors Corporation II F Supp. 694, 698
(D.C.D. Conn , , 1935)
Certain "periodical confidential reports" distributed to a few persons
in the same organization as the invention, were held to be not
"publications"; of like nature is Dow Chemical Co. v. Williams Bros.
Well Treating Corp., 81 F. 2d 495, 499 (IO Clr. 1936) wherein a report

(10)
,

.

•

to the Mellon Institute for work done for it was held to be a "private
report" which was never published and is not thebefore a 'printed pubI ication'".)
McGhee v , LeSage & Co.

32 F. 2d

875

(9 Cir., 1929)

Copies of these catalogues were long in the possession of H.L. Judd & Co.
prior to the issuance of plaintiff's patent and were used by it in
ordering goods to be sold in this country.

It is a fair inference, if

it is not positively shown, that they were of wide circulation in the
trade, and we think they were competent evidence of the prior art.

(

January 4,

1967

to

Robert H. Rines

Bob:
Today, Wednesday, is the first opportunity I have had for
access to a library.
I sha II keep on th i snow, but you may
be interested in a few brief preliminary remarks based upon
the cases in the attached notes.
An act as, for example, a tie-in sale involving a patented
and an unpatented article maybe a misuse of the patent grant,
which will open the way for the equitable defense of unclean
hands on the part of an infringer, or it may subject the
patentee to an anti~trust.action/if pleaded with treble damages.
The cases speak of the need to show a lesse~ing of competition
a public wrong in connection ~ith anti-trust actions, but I
be I i eve the Supreme Court •. removed that part i cu lar aspect ina
case almost a year aso&that perhaps the burden in misuse cases
is about the same asa"nt i -trust cases.
At any rate the Illinois court in the Morton Salt case decided
in summary judgment (based upon two depositions of plaintiff's
officers) that plaintiff was using a patented article to obtain
sales of an unpatented article.
On the question of noti~e by patentee to infringers, including
customers of defendap.t, the general rule is that reasonable
notice maybe given in good faith. The Court may restrain by
way of preliminary injunction harassing tactics by the patentee.
In short, the courts seem reluctant to say that notice of infringement may be termed misuse.
It does seem, however, that one can discern a pattern on the
part of plaintiff by which agents acting on behalf of plaintiff
would suggest the purchase of a complete line of plaintiff's
products, including the patented antenna, and at the same time
make the buyer aware of the possibi I ity of an infringement suit
should purchase of the antenna be made elsewhere. (You have
more knowledge of the evidence avai lable, but is it possible
that plaintiff has quoted someone on a package job, including
the antenna, and refused to quote the antenna alone?)
Thus, summary judgment may be the appropriate remedy in this
case.

MMN

Bob Shaw

__

u

--;---------.

Mercoid Corporation v. Minneapolis-Honeywel I Reg. Co.
I 33 F 2d 811 (7 Ci r • , 1943)
Appeal from D.C. N.D. ED III
Reversed 320 US 680
S 319
321

uS
uS

43 F S
46 F S

739
802

43 F Supp 878
46 F Supp 675

Rehearing Denied

878
675

The Mercoid case began in the Dist. Ct. N.D. III., E.D. (1942).
The District Court found the patent in syit valid and infringed
h8. but refused to enforce the patent because Honeywell "has
been licensing others ••• to manufacture, use and well a single
device which embodies within itself two elements", neither of
which is individually covered by the
held

th~:eat~ pfi

paten~ich the
1\

court

a monopoly.

The Court of Appeals reversed on the

on the point
1:relllclthat Honeywell was using the patent "to ~ to create a monopoly in an unpatented device".

IXU the lRa;;ter

133 F.2d 811.

The Supreme Court

320 US 661, in turn, reversed the Court of Appeals finding
the Honeywell acts to be "a scheme which involves misuse of the
patent privilege and a violation of the antitrust laws.
"Upon remand, the District Court Cno decision is reported but
the findings are reported in an appeal therefrom at 142 F2d
549; see p. 5501 entered judgment from which this appeal is
taken, vacating the final decree entered by it on March 24,
1942, and further adjudg i ng that Honeywe II had been mi sus rng
the Freeman patent in restraint of trade, thereby violating

(2)

'".

the anti-trust laws, particularly title 15, Sections I, 2 and 14~"
dismissing its complaint, and issuing an injunction restraining it

from violating the anti-trust laws, particularly Tftle 15, Sec~ns
I, 2 and 14.

The judgment also provided for the recovery of three-

fold damages and attorneys' fees and referred the cause to a special
master ••••

Patent Key

191 to 207

L ec.; fbi,,'"

American Lexilt~i" Co. v. Warfield Co.
105 F 2d ~Z.~7(7 ct-,; 1939)
Cert. dismissed
Cert. denied

335
335

US
US

III

855
892

On appeal from D.C.N.D. III., E.D. 23 F. SupP. 326
In this action plaintiff sought damages for infringement
of its patent which relates to a process of making chocolate confectionery in which '"lecithin" is added to retard

graying.

All

claims relate to the same general sugject matter. Lecithen is not
claimed as such and plaintiff did not in fact practice the process of
the patent but did sell lecithin to others who did, the net effect
being (P' 211)
the "pract i ca I e qu i va Ient of grant i ng a
writ~en license with a condition that
the patented method may beP,~~~~;tnly with"
lecithin f.urchased fromCplaintiffJ •••;
~the sai. ~ole purpose to which the patent
is put" being''to suppress competition in the
production and sale of staple unpatented material for"
-::--;::---:--;----=-::-::~~* Section 3 of Clayton Act
use in chocolate making.

* * *
The plaintiff's method of doing business had only one purpose, the
doing by Indirection (emphasis supplied) what was prohibited directly ••••
105 F. 2d 207
Cert. den. a 308 U S 609
CC 94 F 2d 729
CC 42 1270
App.from 42 F.Supp. 270
CC 128
CC 19 FS

Shepard 1/5/66
(in part)
33
976
Patent held invalid in this the second case

522
294

31 FS
L. C.

S 38 PQ 34
Morton Salt
(7)
133
144
186

32
41
42
43
52

969
766
806
81 I
815
500
284
369
194

66
92

108
876
696
978
263
134
696
568
477
349
723
382

A First Circuit case, B.B. Chemical Co. v. Ellis, 32 F. SuPP.
Mf'''''''4( 1'Q o-s. Iff'
690 (D.C.D.Mass., 1940), affirmed 117 F 2d 829, is simi lar to and cites.)
{J

!J(';,.... '" ~

(tI~rj u1 IJI!I'."iJs,

in the concurr i ng",,1> 1'1" '''4''

I'

the Amer i can Lec ith incase,

but the major ity

recision is based upon contributing vs. direct infringement.
In Chiplets, Inc. v. June Dairy Products, Co. 89 F. Supp 814
(D.C.D.N.J.) the court dismissed pl.aintiff's infringement suit on
summary judgment on the basis of certain interrogatories and the answers,
admitted true copies of license agreements and two depositions since "the
facts are not in dispute", on the basis that certain clauses in the "Ieas~s"
violat~d the express provisions of 15 U.S.C.A. 14 (Clayton Act)

Shepard 1/6/66 in
CC 141 FS 118
291 F 2d 575
144
767
880
155
161
542
242 FS
797
United States v. American Linen Supply Company, 141 F. Supp. 105
D.C.N.D. III., 1956
P. 115

(I)t should be noted that Section I of The Seerman Act con-

demns restraint of trade whether effected by means of contracts or by
means of a conspiracy.

The contractual arrangement of a seller with

his customers may constitute an offense under Section I without the
element of conspiracy.

See, for example, International Salt. v.

United States, 1947, 332 U.S. 392 ....
Action by U.S. under 15 U.S.C.A. Section 4 and 25 ,(Sherman Act
Section 4 and Clayton Act Section 15, respectively) for relief against
violations of 15 U S.C.A. I and 14 (Sherman Act Section I and Clayton
Act Section 3, respectively)
P.

110

Defendants were charged with having required jobbers, as a

condition to obtaining paper towel cabinets containing patented mechanisms,
to purchase their total requirement of paper from defendant, ALSCO.
Government position was that such action had offended the provision of
Sections 3 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C.A. 14, 38 Stat. 731, which reads
in part as follows:

~

,

:>~
{; ·l,A
r'

/\V·

IAT

"

"It sha II be un Iawfu I for any person
engaged in commerce, in the course of
such commerce, to lease or make a sale
or contract for sale of goods, wares,
merchandise, machinery, supplies or
other commodities, whether patented or
unpatented***on the condition, agreement,
or understanding that the lessee or purchaser thereof shall not use or deal in
the goods, wares, merchandisem machinery
supplies, or other commodities of a competitor or competitors of the lessor of
se I lor, when the effect of such leases,sale, or contract for sale or such condition, agreement or understanding may be
to substantially le.sen competition or
create a monopoly in any line. of commerce."

Walker Process Equipment Inc. v. Food Machinery and Chemical
Corp. 86 SCI
347
382 U S
172
~'H 1-d ~ I'$' (?c.Jt."I~ (, r)
~~
The enforcement of a patent procured by fraud on Ra8ta

r=

4. -, ' ""

Patent Office may be xiaiax%8S violation of Sherman Act and treble
damage provisions of Clayton Act would be available for an injured party.
\Sherman
~Iayton

Oct. Term, 1965
On Certiorari

7

Sect. 2----15 U.S.C.A.
"
4
15 U.S.C.A.

cr-,;

1965,

2]

15

see 335 F. 2d, 315.
fI'i!tf;"Id~..~ £~,..,.. ~

P. 174.
Office

Defendan~

alleged plaintiff had sworn before Patent

that~li~
patent
....

was not in use more than one year

prior to filing of panent
application, whereas plaintiff 'Was a
,
pariy to prior use

~/~ such time".

Reversed a-&

to enable fact determination on anti-trust violation count.

(6)

In
wi~h

Ac~

Sherman

provision:
Ac~.

~he ma~~er

of public wrong in
viola~ions,

I and 2

No case yet on

and

an~i-~rus~

cases dealing

Clay~on Ac~ ~reble

applicabili~y ~o Sec~ion

The basic case is Klor's v. Broadway-Hale

3 of

S~ores,

Clay~on

359 U.S. 207

(1958) which is vague and was miscons~rued by seme coun~s.
case

Radian~

Burners v. Peoples Gas Co. 364 U.S. 656,

clarified ~he issue.
273 F. 2d 196,

a~

the dismissal by

damage

La~er

~he cour~

The SelZen~h Circui~ Cour~ of Appeals hi:lG held,

page

200,~ha~

"publ ic injury was

~he dis~ric~ cour~

was affirmed.

no~ alleged~

The Supreme

and

Cour~

in reversing stated (P. 660):

I

Therefore, to state a claim upon which
relief can be granted under tha~ Section,
(Section I of Sherman Act), allegations
adequate to show a violation and, in a
private treble damage action, that plaintiff was damaged thereby are all the law requires.

See, also, Simpsonv. Union Oi I Co., 377 U.S.

II (1964),

brought under

Clayton Act, Section 4 and Section I and 2 of the Sherman Act, where
the Court noted at p. 16:
There is .... actionable wrong whenever the
restraint of trade or monopolistic practice
has an impact on the market; and j~ matters
not that the complainant may bea:n~ merchant
citing 359 U.S. 213
~
364 U.S. 656
352 U.S. 445}~H-,<r;V
I am bothered by

~he

words "to

subs~antiallylessen competition

.2J: tend to create a monopoly in any line of commerce," in Section 3

of the Clayton Act.

Does the "or" suggest alternate situations?

Note in 141 F. SUPPa 105, Supra, at p. 110,

tha~

the Court mentions

"the requisite effect upon interstate commerce".

Do the later

Supreme Court decisions change this since no mention is made of an
"effect upon interstate commerce" merely "to substantially lessen
competition 2!: tend to create a monopoly"?

It is not analogous to

the Radiant Burner case wherein the court comments at p. 660 that
Congress (has) determined its own criteria
of public harm •••
See

329 F. 2d 567, p. 570 for the need to plead a lessening of

competition for Clayton Act Section 3 actions.

am bothered mainly

on the matter of summary judgment in this connection.

In the ab-

sence of any decision directly in point, reliance may be placed upon

Ik.xii

the Simpson decision previously noted and particularly on the

quoted portion that there is actionable wrong even though "the
complainant may be one person" even though the case may be said to
apply to Sherman Act cases only.

And one could almost take that

question to the Supreme Court under 28 U.S.C.A.
haps (b).

j

1292 (a) (I) or, per-

r

i

I

From Bob Shaw

1/9/67

re Pfizer

Two cases in the 7th Circuit on the matter of misuse may be
of interest depending upon the facts as you know them.
A copy of my notes for each case is attached.

In one case

involving Pfizer it was found that the plaintiff had procured
an infringement by a friendly purchaser in I I I inois upon the
promise that suit would not be prosecuted in the event the
manufacturer did not defend and court found misuse and refused
to enforce the patent for that reason.

In the second case, the District Court found that the appl icant
for the patent had not disclosed to the Patent Office the best
apparatus for the inventive concept therein disclosed.

For that

reason the court refused to enforce the patent against the infringer.
patentee

In this connection, we wonder if the fai lure of the
disclose

;to the office the twin boom con-

struction was not a fai lure to disclose the best form of the
invention Since, as we understand, the applicant is now using
solely the twin boom construction and takes the position now
that this was known prior to the appl ication for the patent.

A

u.s.

Gypsum Co. v. Nat. Gypsun Co.

352

u.s.

&B

457, 465

It is now, of course, familiar law that the courts
will not aid a patent owner who has misused his patents
to recover any of their emolument accruing during the period
of misuse or thereafter until the effects of such misuse have
been dissipated, or "purged" as conventional saying goes
Citing

314
329
329
320

US

495
394
402
680

The rule is an extension of the equitable doctrine of
"unclean hands" to the patent field.
On matters of summary judgment in anti-trust cases, See 339

us

959 and 960.

There apparently no printed decisions of L.C.

B. B. Chemical Co. v. Ellis
315 u.s. 495
I 17 F. 2d 829 aff i rmed (I Ci r., 1940)
32 F. Supp. 690 (D.C.D. Mass., (940)
(Companion case handed down on same day as Morton Salt).
Plaintiff, the owner of a process or method patent for
the application of reinforcing insoles, and who authorized manufacturers to use the method only with materials furnished by plaintiff,
sued defendant, one who supplied manufacturers with materials for use
by the patented method
P. 497

Petitioner has not granted to shoe manufacturers, or asked
them to take written licenses. The court below held that
petitioner's sale to manufacturers of the unpatented
materials for use by the patented method operated as a
licensee to use the patent with that material alone and
thus restrained compeiition with the petitioner in the
sale of the unpatented material ••••

Carbice Corp. v. Am. Patents Corp.
283 U.S. 27 (1931)

P. 32

The attempt to limit the licensee to the use of unpatented
materials purchased from the licensor is comparable to the
attempt of a patentee to fix the price at which the patented article may be sold

P. 32

The owner of the patent in suit might conceivably secure a
limited monopoly for the supplying not only of sold carbon
dioxide, but also of the ice cream and other foods, as well
as of the cartons in which they are shipped.

P. 34

The present attempt is analogous to the ~se of a patent as
an instrument for restraining commerce which was •• R condemned under the Sherman Anti-trust Law, in Standard Sanitary
Mfg. Co. v. United States, 226 U.S. ¥~4 20 4

4

In such cases, the attempt to use the patent unreasonably
to restrain commerce is not only beyond-the scope of the
grant, but also a violation of the Anti-trust Acts. Compare
S 3 of the Clayton Act •••

ii

(2)

Leitch Mfg. Co. v. Barber Co.
302 U.S. 458, 460, 461 (1937)
( The patent in suit was a process patent relating to the application
of an emulsion used to surface roads)
For the method of so retarding evaporation
The Barber Company acquired the process
patent sued on, and seeks to use it to secure a limited monopoly in the business of
producing and selling the bituminous material
for practicing and carrying out the patented
method. The company does not itself engage
in road building, or compete with road contractors. It does not seek to make road builders
pay a royalty for employing the patented method.
It does not grant to road builders a written
license to use fhe process. But it adopts a
method of doing business which is the practical
equ i va Ient of g~ant i ng a WI" i tten Ii cenae ••• The
Barber Company sues as contribut.ory infringer
a competing manufacturer of this unpatented materi a I who se I IsH to a road bu iI del" for such use.
.

.

I

.

.

United States v. Singer Mfg. Co.
374 U.S. 174
quoting from United States v. Parke, Davis & Co. 362 U.S. at 44

P. 195

"Whether an unlawful combination or conspiracy
is proved is to be judged by what the parties
actually did rather than by the words they .sed."
See, also

376 U.S. 225
IlL Ed 2d 661

t-

Amer i can J:t.,..,..;
Co. v , Shatterproof GIass Corp.
268 F. 2d 769
(3 Cir., 1959)
154 F. Supp. 890 (D.C. D.Del. 1957)
(See, also 166 F. Supp 813)
Policy of plaintiff to grant license under one or more of
its patents only if license were taken under all patents
at a fixed royalty was misuse if the patent and motion for
summary ,judgment by defendant was granted.

The Court of Appeals in affirming the lower court in 154 F.
Supp. 890 noted that
we are not unaware of the principle
enumerated in Kennedy v. Silas Moran Co.
1948, 334 U.S. 249 ••
on the matter of a more complete record as a basiJ for decision, concluding that the
techniques applicable under Rule 56 have
been applied properly and are sufficient
to afford a firm basis for our decision.
American Photocopy Equipment Company v. Rovico, Inc.
359 F. 2d 745 (7 Ci r. , 1966)
Appeal from D.C.D.D. III., E.D.
I n revers i ng the lower court, the 60urt of Appea I.s found that
a royalty

~

equal to 6% of the retail sale price of the machine sold

I'''~

Ie

If

thereunderX ;Where plaintiff and 16 companies, licensees, account for
)

,

A

(

the majority of such machines sold in the United States/is "exhorbitant,
oppressive" and
that the district court record now before
us reveals a violation of the anti-trust
Iaws and requ i res the den i a I of auch. i n-'
junctive relief as was granted by that court.
(It should be noted here that the oppressive nature of the royalty
affected others and not the defendant here.

Thus, if the U. of I.

extracts an "oppressive" royalty from Jerrold, B-T could complain since
the public is harmed).

Newburg Movie Co. v. Superior Movie Co.
105 F. SUppa 372 (D.C.D.N.J., 1952)
Where plaintiff licensed two of five concerns in the field
an agreement which entitled plaintiff to fix prices}

iR~

in

~e patent

in suit was held not enforceable because of plaintiff's misuse
thereof by violating the anti-trust laws.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT in Anti-Trust Suits
United States v. Gypsum Co.
340 U.S. 76
A summary judgment, under Rule 56, was permissible on remand.
United States v. Frasnov
143 F. SUppa 184 (D.C. E.D. pa , , 1956)
Aff'd 355 U.S. 5
Rehearing denied 355 U.S. 908
Rehearing and modification denied 355 U.S. 901
Action by United States under Section 4 of The Sherman Act,
15 U.S.C.A 4, I and 2 against six defendants, t~(Comfy and Sure-fit)
of which manufactured some 62% of the slip covers manufactured in the
U.S., the two having entered into a cross-licensing arrangement in
which defendant Eomfy (I) would not license others under its(Oppenheimer)
patent (2) would set prices to be maintained and (3) would share
litigation costs re Oppenheimer patent.

PP 193-4

They (defendants) recognized and took full advantage of the
almost universal aversion of a retailer to patent litigation and their suits were brought for the purpose of having
the retailer discontinue a competitor's line and adopt
theirs •..•

(5)

P. 197
There can be no doubt that summary judgments are as
applicable to actions under the Sherman Act as they are to any other
type of actions, legal or equitable.

l~~~ilill~

Associated Press v, United States, 1945, 326 U.S. I, 65 S.Ct. 1416,
89 l. Ed. 2013;

Morton Salt Co. v. G. S. Suppiger Co. 1942, 314 U.S.

488, 315 u.S. 788, 62 S.Ct 402, 86 E. Ed. 363; International Sale Co.
v , United States, 1947, 332 U.S. 392, 68 S. Ct. 12, 92 t, Ed. 20;
United States v , United States Gypsum

C~.,

1950, 340 u.S. 76, 71

S. Ct. 160, 95 l. Ed. 89 ••••
P. 190.
The Court granted plaintiff's motion for summary judgment on
the bas i s

.a

ev i dence found in (I) wr ittenagreementsbetween the

respective parties (2) admi~sions in the pleadings (3) sworn complaints
and answers in other suits in other courts 'brought by defendants in
defense of their patents against usually

we~

retailers and

othe~

all of which were settled prior to a trial.n the merits (4) admittedlyauthentic document including correspondence between defendants,
inter office vouchers, bills, etc.
Summary judgments are as applicable to action under Sherman
Act, Section I et seq. of Title 15 as to any other type of action,
legal or equitable.

Gold Fuel Service Inc. v. Esso Standard Oil Co.,

D.C. N.J. 1961, 195 F. Supp. 85, Affirmed 306 F. 2d 61, Certiorari
denied 83 S. Ct. 506, 371 u.S. 951, 9 l. Ed. 2d 500.

( 10)

(The cou~t found,
the

p~efo~med

cove~ed

deadends

~efuse

did was

in essence, that deale~s had to ca~~y
by patent No.4 and what plaintiff

to sell the dead ends unless

othe~ p~oducts we~e

pu~chasedJ

(This) use of an exclusive dealing a~~angement violated

p. 278

Section 3 of the

Cla~n

Act.

On the basis of the finding of plaintiff's misuse of patent
it was

p~ope~ly

~elief fo~

denied

In the lowe~ cou~t decision at page 789,

inf~ingement••••

it is stated:

In suppo~t of its contention, defendant ~elies
in part upon test i mony of P. H. Sc hi oss, "1"reasurer
and Sales Man~e~ of plaintiff who stated on crossexamination that it was plaintiff's gene~al policy not
to sell to dist~ibutors o~ deale~s unless they BBe
ag~eed to se II p Ia i nt iff's products exc I us i ve Iy.
(It is Rat to be noted that exclusivity
as to "sales ~ep~esentatives" is not
within the ~est~iction of the anti-t~ust
laws p. 789; see also p. 790; p. 792)
The conditions upon which plaintiff sold its goods to
dist~ibuto~s

was as effective in

comp~ehensive fo~m
mate~ial

y
\

~est~aining

w~itten

of the

that plaintiff has no

competition as the

contracts in Russell.

w~itten cont~acts

with

No~

is it

dist~ibuto~s.

* * *
In the case at
means employed to

ba~,

plaintiff methods of doing business were

secu~e

a limited monopoly outside the scope

Patent No.4.
Thus in the

P~efo~med P~oducts

I . t·I ff' s
d e f en d an t prove d th a t pain
means employed to

secu~e

case it was sufficient that

"meo
th ds

0

f d olng
.
b
'
" we~e th e
uSlness

a limited monopoly outside the scope of

(II)

Patent No.4"; and the methods

~elated

to its exclusivity

a~~angement

with its "dist~ibuto~s", it being ~mate~ial that the plaintiff had
"no

w~itten cont~acts

dist~ibuto~s";

dist~ibuto~s o~ deale~s

not to sell
p~oducts

with

"plaintiff's

unless they

ag~eed

gene~al

policy

to sell plaintiff's

exclusively", was sufficient.

It is

fu~the~

noted at 225 F. Supp 793 that:

To establish plaintiff/s violation of
Section 3 of the Clayton Act defendant
~elies upon the same facts that constitute misuse of Patent No.4.
The Cou~t (in the appeal decision) noted its agreement with the District
Court finding that "plaintiff misused its patent monopoly and violated
Section 3 of the Clayton Act by the tying arrangement."
The
violation,

lowe~ Cou~t
howeve~,

failed to

B¥.i~

award damages from the Clayton Act

stating at p. 794:
It is not the policy of the law to pe~mit
an un~eformed plaintiff in a patent case
to recoup damages while misusing a patent.
Nor is it consonant with justice to permit
a defendant in such case to recover damages
under the Clayton Act while he retains the
profits of his own tort~o~ conduct as an infringer, especially where no showing is made
by the defendant that such profits are less
than the damage, if any, caused by plaintiff's
violation of the anti-trust law.

Anothe~

case of interest, since the facts parallel somewhat

the facts of the

p~esent

case, is Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Cory. v.

U

Tatnal. Measu~ing Systems Company, 169 F. Supp (D.C.E.D. Pa. 1958),
affi~med

in

pe~

curiam decision 268 F. 2d 395,

ce~t.

den. 361 u.S. 894

( 12)

In the

Baldwin~Lima

case, plaintiff marketed certain "band

wire strain gages "under Simfns patent under agreements each of
which constituted both "a license and a sales contract, although
it is designated a 'license'" which the court found to be

acceptabl~

but plaintiff (p. 30) established a policy fllf for the marketing of
the gages which compelled anyone who desired to use the Simmons gages
as an element in an apparatus of a type manufactured by Baldwins or
by its licensees, to buy the apparatus from Baldwin on its licensees,
regardless of whether similar apparatus could be obtained from other
manufacturers.

To illustrate, if anyone desired to use a Simmons gage

as an element in a load cell (a device for weighing airplanes) he could
do so only by purchasing both the load cell and the gageifrom Baldwin.
The Court states at p , 31:
~ //'----------

I,

By its market i n9 po I i ~y '( emphas i s
'

"

added) of the gages Baldwin has been able to reduce or eliminate the
competition which and and its licensees might otherwise have encountered •••
(The policy) constituted a misuse of the Simmons patent.

That

misuse ~0 the enforcement of the patent ••• regardless of whether the
"tying" practices resulted in a violation of the anti-trust laws.

* * *
The action must therefore be dismissed notwithstanding the fact
that the Simmons

~.~.

patent is valid and infringed.

Of further interest is Waco Poster Corp. v. Tubular Structures
Corp. of America, 222 F. SUppa 332 (D.C.S.D.Cal. C.D. 1963), wherein
the court saysr

~re,

the agreement used by plaintiff requires the ••• distributors not

to compete with products which the distributor is permitted to sell or

~A-rent
l

by the distributors by agreement ••• (I)t is clear that even a

mere restriction on competition with the patented device itself is
sufficient to constotute a patent misuse.

* *

..l,f

A showing of actual monopoly or tendency to create an actual
monopoly in a line of commerce which is required to show a Clayton Act
violation, 15 U.S. C.A.

S 14, is not required to show patent misuse;

if it is sufficient to show the restrictive agreements which tend to
suppress competition with or by non-patented articles.

It is enough

that the agreement in the abstract pushed in the direction of monopoly
of non-patented articles •••

The defense, once established, does not require any more balancing
of the public interest; once patent misuse has been

s~,

the public

(~MI/''1>iJ ~l

interest already requir!s that the action for infringement of the patent
~ust fall.

It is believed that the foregoing approach will find a more
receptive ear than will the matter of harassment of customers, notices
re infringement and the like; although it is believed that the other
factors may, with merit, be added as further misconduct or misuse.

At

any rate the cases immediately to follow herein relate to misconduct on
the part of plaintiff.

In Briggs v. M. & J. Diesel Locomotive Filter Corp., 228
F. Supp , 26 (D.C.N.D. III., 1964) affirmed 342 F. 2d 573 (7 Cir., 1965),
the Court found certain patents of the plaintiff valid and infringed.
Attention was then turned to defenses relating to "various types of
misconduct on the part of plaintif~

The Court stated at pp 62-3:

Defendants urge various types of mis-conduct on the part of
plaintiff,.

They urge, first, that plaintiffs are guilty of misconduct

because of anews release •••
The news release, which is quite succinct, isent,rely factual
and accurate •••
Defendant's rely upon pgt:~ Horizontal Show Jar Co. v. Ander Co.,
292 F. 858 (7 Cir., 1923), as holding that it is imprope~ to try patent
cases i nthe newspapers.

That case is i n~ppos ite.

The ,improper and

unfair practices found involved grossly fake and misleading advertising.
This misuse raised by defendant should not be belabored, because
of its lack of merit.

It is appropriate, however, to refer to the

opinion of Judge Learned Hand in
1940), Cert. denied;
certain

~

~

Gillmax Stern, 114 F. 2d 28 (2d Cir.,

311 u.S. 718 ••• (1941) in which he held that

partially untrue advertising concerning the litigation, the

importance of which was trivial, did not establish misconduct on the
part of plaintiss.

Judge Hand stated in that opinion:

"The defense is rather a scurvy one at
best, and we are not inclined to lend'it an
auspicious ear in the case at bar. Of course,
a person seeking a court's aid may have so conducted himself that his case reeks too much for
any court to entertain it ••• No. matter from whom
it learns the facts. But ordinarily this is not
sOi ordinarily he has merely made some venial

misstatement which influences nobody;
then the defense sits especially ill in
ihe mouth of one who is himself an offender,
and N one seeks by recrimination to continue
his invasion of the other's rights, and to
avoid restitution. Particularly in actions
on patents it has become the favorite gambit
of infringers; they pick over the patentees'
advert i sements--often, it is true, not drawn
with scrupulous nicety, as advertisements
seldom are--and find, as they frequently can,
departures from the unvarnished truth. These
ought not to give them their escape"
A finding similar to the above was made in a trade-mark case,
Lucien Lelong, Inc. v , Dana Perfumes, 138 F. Supp , 575 (D.C.N.D.III. 1955)
~vidently no appeal)

The court distinguished the cases P~~~rHorizontal Show Jar Co. £.v.
Ariden Co., Emack V. Kane, C.C.
Co. v , Meadows Mfg. Co.

t{

N~D.

III. 1888, 134 F 46, and Maytag

7 Ci r., 192~, 35 F. 2d 403 since defendant

"nowhere in its pleadings, proof, or briefs has charged that Lelong acted
in bad faith in sending out the infringement warning" and the "record •••
contains mothing that indicates bad faith."
The Court then noted:
The mere fact that the same notice was sent
to 5000 customers and printed in three trade
journals does not establish bad faith ••• lt is
immaterial whether the notice is given directly
to the alleged infringer, its customers or a
tradejournal ••• The right of the holder of a
trade-mark, patent or copyright to warn others
of infringement does not depend upon the validity
of the trade-mark, patent or copyright so long
as the holder believes his claims are valid.
The Lucien Lelong case is quoted copiously in Spangler Candy Co. v.
Crystal Pure Candy Co., 235 F. Supp. 18 (D.C.N.D. III. E.D. 1964)
affirmed 353 F. 2d

641 (7 Cir., 1966) another trade-mark case.

The

( 16)

Court found in Spangler Candy that
"Simultaneously with the filing of the
complaint •••• Spangler issued the follewing
press Malaasi release to sixteen trade Journals •••
Defendant moved to strike the complaint and the motion was denied.
Plaintiff then issued a second press release to sixteen trade
Journals which read in part as follows:
"Spang Ier ••• compIa i nt ••• uphe Id P;(U1U~lUUe
~*i~~X*iXii by Federal Court in Chicago."
PL second press release was timed to be published at time of national
convention.

Plaintiff issued news bulletin to representatives period-

ically and these representatives discussed the pending litigation
with buyers.
The Court found, however that

Q- Ti

4.

The press releases accurately described
the information reported.

5.

There is no evidence that plaintiff's
representatives did more than inform
customers of the defendant that there
was a suit and inform the custome~s
that they might might become i nvo Ived
as witnesses.

6.

There is no evidence that the plaintiff
acted maliciously or in bad faith; there
is evidence that the plaintiff acted in
good faith to protect its own business.

ps, Inc. v , Johnson and Johnson, 108 F. SUppa 845, 868

(D.C.D. N.J., 1952) it is stated that
Defendant relies upon four cases to establish
its contentions 'lis Circle J Products Co. v.
Powell Products, 7 Cir.ft 1949, 174 F. 2d 562;
Maytag Co. v. Meadows Mfg. Co. 7 Cir., 1930,
45 F. 2d 299, certiorari denied, 1930, 281
U.S. 737 ••• ; Pa~qy Horizontal Show Jar Co. v.
Ander Co., 7 Cir., 1923, 292 F. 858, and

( 17)

Dehydro, Inc. v. Tretolite Co., D.C.N.D.
Okl. 1931 j 53 F. 2d 273. In these cases
not only were the patentees' statements
false, but also their circulation was
widespread. (Court held here that plaintiff
was not barred).
But see Ci rc J e S Products Co. v , Powe I I Products, 174 F. ,2d 562
(7 Cir., 1949)

(evidently this no printed decision of District Ct)
"Pr- i or to February 24, 1948, defendants, patentee,

threatened and warned plaintiff's customers that they would be sued
for patent i nfr i ngement ... the ... warn i ngs, not ices and thHeats
of
, i:
patent infringement ... were nof made in good faith becauls~ defendants
owned no patent •••

* * *
"On February 17, 1948, defendant sent a notice in writing to
all their dealers throughout the country that the Patent' Office
was issuing'a patent on the Powelitd, that 'suitable iste~s wi I I be
1:aken to eli mi nate any and a II lights wh i ch are on themi;lrket today
and which infringe upon this Powel ite patent', and tha1:pefendant's
attorneys would 'file an injunction su i t, in the United S1:ates District
Court against the Chicago manufacturers.'"
These findings, in our judgment, furnish ample support for the
conclusion that the defendants were guilty of unfair competition.
See also, Celite Corporation v. Dicolite Co., 96 F. 2d 242 (9 Cir.,
1938) in wbich the following is said:
Bad faith is an essential element in the charge of unfair competition
where such charge is based upon claim of patent infringement and
threats to take action based on such infringement.

E Mack v. Kane,

(18)
C.C. 34 F 46;

All iance Securities Co. v. DeVibiss Mfg. Co. ,

6 C i r., 41 F. 2d 668·,

Oil Conserv. Eng. Co. v. Brooks Eng. Co.,

6 Cir., 52 F 2d 783, 785;
8 Ci r., 70 F 2d

579,

American BaII Co. v. Federal Cartri dge

Cor-p , ,

98 A. L.A. 665; Art Metal Worker v. Abraham &

Straus, 2 Cir., 70 F. 2d 641.

* * *
Where holder of patent attempts to destroy a competitor by
threats to bring infringement suits against its customers ••• a long delay
in bringing the suit is evidence of bad faith in the campaign of
intimidation as justifies a finding of malice •••
(L.C.

affirmed on finding for defendant on unfair competition)
It is quite clear, therefore, that the "unclean hands" doctrine

is not the basis for decisions on misuse, if for no other reason than
that the defendant, an alleged wrongdoer, is not in any position to
complain; and, further, the courts are bound by terms of public policy
to decide on patent val idity in a patent suit, although the latter
course is not always followed.

It is only, then, those acts of

plaintiff which seek t9 enlarge the patent grant, that are frowned upon
by the Courts, since such enlargement runs contrary to the public interest.

(I) starting with
RS' page 14

Cases granting Summary Judgment on defense of misuse
Ber- Ifnbach v , Anderson and Thompson Sk i Co.
5.XX8!~
379 U.S. 830, Cert. den.
(evident&lly no L.S. printed decision)

329 F. 2d 782

Where plaintiff had entered into an agreement with a third party,
which agreement included a clause that third party would not purchase
from any other source than plaintiff certain

good~covered

by the

~B~"*

patent in suit, the agreement constitytes a misuse which bars plaintiff
from maintaining the patent suit and there is no need to prove a
substantial lessening of competition as a prerequisite to maintaining
such suit, citing Park-In Theatres v; Paramount-Richards Theatres,
90 F. SUPPa 730 (D. Del. 1950), aff'd 185 F. 2d 407;

Waco-Porter Corp.

v , Tubular Structure Corp •. of America, 222 F. SUppa 332 (S.D. Col., 1963).
,,)c'iAfl~

69 C.J.S. 903 (Section 313)
As a general rule, the court wil I withhold relief in a patent infringement action where the patentee and those claiming under him are using
the patent pr- i v i Iege contrary to the PJb I i c interest, regard Ie s s of
whether the particular defendant has suffered from misuse of the patent.
Patent Key 283 (I)
69 C.J.S.

901

(Section 313)

Also, a patentee who uses the name of a court, in advance of adjudication,
to harass or obstruct a rival comes into court with unclean hands (citing
H.W. Peters Co. v. MacDonald (D.C.Conn.), 5 F. SUppa 692, reversed on
other grounds 72 F. 2d 670; Johnson Laboratories v. Meissner Mfg. Co.
98 F. 2d

937 (7 Cir., 1938).

(2)

In the JOhnson case the court found certain circulars boastful but
not sufficiently so to warrant the misuse defense.

The court at
f'c.l'loy

pages 948-9 quoted from an earlier 7th circuit decision, ~.
/!'It> f' I ~ d vY1~
~~8~:¢olot Show Jar Co. v. Aridor Co., 292 F. 858, 859, as fQllows:
"The practice of trying suits in
ne&spapers or circulars, in order to scqre
or daunt competitors, is pernicious and
apparent Iy grow i ng. Wh i Ie cour-t s .er-e a Iways
open to protect patentees or manufacturerss
who have established a business whichi. being unfairly assai led, they cannot permit or
sanction the use of the court's name, in.advance of adjudication (or f!Valseifyaftel' adjudi cat ion), to harass or obstruct a rival. A
patentee who resorts to such practices comes
into court with unclean hands, and oh that
ground alone wi II be denied the I'el ief to which
he otherwise might be entitled."
The Court then continued:
~ "The proper forum for the trial of legal con-

troversies is the court, not in futile correspondence making threats beyond claims of legal
rights of the parties. When suits are threatened
upon patents not asserted in suits,thereafter
brought against others, the court is justified in
concluding that there was some ulterior motive
in the action. Maytag Co. v. Meadows Mfg. Co.,
7 Ci r., 35 F. 2d 403; A. B. Far~uhqr Co. v ,
National Harrow Co
3 Cir., 102 F, 714, 49
L.R.A. 755.
s ,

(3)
/~./}

.("~
. . aytag Co. v,, Meadow" Mfg•
.Cert. den. 281 U!S 737

c«.

,35 F.2d 403., 407-8 ( Cir., 1929)

"'e'...,""

See also 45 F. 2d 299, cert. den. 283. u.S. 299 same parties
)
281 U.S. 737
283
843 45 F. 2d 299)

Same case

"

rr

'~

Plaintiff's representatives in 1926 stated to dealers that
p Ia i nt i ff was about to sue defendant ; that defendant wou Id not be
in business long; plaintiff never did explain to trade the nature
of the litigation against defendant; customers were told that
defendant's machine was no good; that it was in court; that
defendant was to be in trouble; that it waS being sued for infringement of patents; that defendant would soon be out of business;
that customers would not be able to get parts; that defendant
had copied ~*aiRtiss~ plaintiff's patent in making machines and that
there were twenty-six suits pending against appellee's product.
After suit was filed plaintiff's representatives told
customers that defendant was paying t royalty to pla\ntiff;
defendant hadi imitated, cop i ed and infri nged Maytag patents;
that

tk.~

there was an injunction against defendant; that soon

customers could not get parts

01"

repairs; that defendant finances

were weak; that its salesmen were here today and gone tommorrow;
that defendant was new and inexperienced; that it had a smal I
factory; that it had no factory; etc.
As a result defendant's customers began to drop away and
to demand security.
The Court of Appeals affirmed the lower court decision.
relief is noted in 45 F. 3d 299, at 300, as follows:

The

.,' MaytagCQ. v., Meadows Mfg. Co ,
Cert. dan. 281 u/

35 F. 2d 403, 407.,.8 (7 Rir., 1929)

In Maytag ~. Meadows Mfg. Co., 35 F (2d) 4-3, we affirmed
an interlocutory decree of the District Court, denying plaintiff's
prayer for relief and finding that defendant had susiained the
allegations in its answer, praying, as affirmative rei ief, an In.junction enjoining plaintiff from circulating throughout the
country defamatory propoganda.
It is further noted in the latter case thai defendant
was entitled to damages, which a master had found on r",mand to
amount;

to $500,000. (reduced by C of A to $250,OOO.);see 45 F.

2d at p , 300.
Court refused Summary Judgment
Hardinge Company, Inc.v. Jones and Laughl in Steel Corp.
164 F. Supp , 75
Hoague-Sprague Corporation v. Bird (; Son
9/ F. Supp , 159
The
255
358
(On

Diversey Corporation v. Charles Pfizer (; Co.
F. 2d 60 (7 Cir., 1958)
U.S. 876 (Pet. for Cert. dismissed under Rule 60)
appeal from D.C. N.D. I II. E.D.) where plaintiff had

solicited one alleged infringement of plaintiff's patent by one
of ot'iginal defendants, under an agreement to dismiss such
defendant from any i nfr i ngement su it un Iess other .defendant assumed
its defense, the case was pt'operly dismissed on basis of unclean
hands.

I

Flick-Rudy Corp. v. Hyro-Line Manufacturing Co.
241 F. Supp. 127
Affirmed in part (as to "A") 35, F. 2d 546
(D.C.N.D. III. W.D, 1964)
A.

Plaintiff's patent is invalid because in withholding

specific information on the "special tool" used to finish
the pilot surfaces, plaihtiff did not comply with requirement
that applicant set forth best made for practicing his invention.
B.

The patent is unenforceable because plaihtiff misrepresented

the status of pr- i oy art "known to p Ia i nt iff," to the Patent Off i ce •

In Gray Tool Co. v. Humble Oil Co., 92 F. SUPpa 722,
reversed 186 F. 2d 365, cert. den., 341 U.S. 934, Rehearing den.
341

u.s.

956, the district court granted summary judgment on the

basis of misuse of the patent in suit by plaintiff.

The appeals

court reversed since nothing "in the pleadings, or in the admissions made by plaintiff, established as a matter of the law
that it was misusing its patents" and, further, on the basis
the suit "being a patent case, this was, under the rules laid down
in that case (166 F. 2d 61), not a case for the use of summary
judgment procedure •••• "
In Chiplites, Inc. v. June Dairy Products Co., 89 F. SUppa
814 (D.C.D.N.J., 1950),' from which no appeal appears to have been
taken, the complaint was dismissed on defendant's motion for summary
judgment, but in view of defendant's counter-claim on the issue of
invalidity and infringement, the dismissal of the original complaint
did not result in an abatement of the suit.
Laitram Corporation v. King Crab. Inc. 245 F. SUPPa 1019
(D.C.D. Alaska, 1965)

•,

The court quoted from Berlenbach v •. Anderson and Thompson Ski Co.,

•

329 F. 2d 782
"In view of the history and policy of
the defense of patent misuse we find
no merit in appellant's contentions
that the proof of substantial lessening
of competition is a prerequisite to
finding patent misuse."

(2)

See Toulmin's Anti-T~ust Laws, Volume 4, Caapte~s 7 and 24
and especially sections 7.29 and 24.2 r-e m.isuse.
See 29 Geo. Wash. Co. Rev.
f

782 (1961)

See Kobe, Inc. v , Dempsey Pump Co., 198 F. 2d 416 (10
whe~ein the cou~t noted at p. 425:

Ci~.,

1952)

The facts ••• a~e sufficient to suppo~t a
finding that ••• the ~eal pu~pose of the
inf~ingement action and incidental activities of Kobe's ~ep~esentatives was to
fu~the~ the existing monopoly and eliminate
Dempsey as a competito~. The inf~ingement
action and the ~el ated activities, of cou~se,
in themselves we~e not unlawful, and standing
alone would not be sufficient to sustain
a claim fo~ damages •••• but when conside~ed
with the enti~e monopolistic scheme which
p~eceded them we think ••• that they may be
conside~edas having been done to give effect
to the unlawful scheme. Aikens v. Wisconsin
195 U.S., 375 ••• The language used inAme~ican
Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.S. 781,
809 ••• , is app~op~iate, whe~e it was said:

,

71t is not the fo~m of the combination
o~ the pa~ticula~ means used but the
~esult to be achieved that the statute
condemns: *if*Acts done to give effect
to the conspi~acy may be in themselves
wholly innocent acts,
Yet, if they er-e
pa~t of the sum of the acts which a~e
relied upon to effectuate the conspi~acy
which the statute fo~bids, they come
within its p~ohibition."
See

Ande~son

Company v.

T~ian P~oducts Co~po~ation,

834 whe~e cou~t held to be misuse
ag~eed

to

standa~dize

p~oduct the~eby

M

an ag~eement in which custome~

connection lid of its

to avoid defendant's

237 F. SUppa

p~oduct

p~oduct.

to fit plaintiff's

Ber~enbach

v. Anderson of Thompson Ski Co.
(10 Cir., 1964)
Cer~. den. 379 U.S. 830
In a

pa~en~

infringemen~

entered against defendant pursuant

sui~
~o

an

gave defendant a non-exclusive license.

a

329 F. 2d 782
consent decree was

agreemen~

whereby plaintiff

Plaintiff moves to hold

defendant in contempt for non-payment and defendant moves for
summary judgment on basis of misuse of patent by plaintiff; the
district court granted the defendants' motion.

The Court of

Appeals held that where patent by a sales agreement required that
the other

par~y

would not manufacture a or distribute. of the

type involved other than that manufactured by patentee, such
agreement was a misuse of the patent, and the lower court was
affirmed.
See Walker Patents S 405 pp 1569-1579 (Deller ed., 1937), Walker,
Patents (Deller e d , 1962 Supp}, pp., 1569-1579.
See F.C. Russell Co. v. Consumer Insulation Co. 119 F. SUppa 119
on misuse by exclusive distributorship agreement.
In Cordex Corp. v. Armstrong Coalbreak Co., 194 F. 2d 376
(7 Cir., 1952) the court reversed the lower court on the basis that
even though a leas usedby plaintiff, in connection with patented
apparatus, did not tie-in the use of unpatented

mat~rials

and

equipment, yet plaintiff's past "business practice" of leasing
.i t s patented car-t r- i dges on Iy as part of a un it together with un>
patented compressor and other components, constituted misuse.

In RocformCorp. v. Acitel Ii-Standard Concrete Wall. Inc., 151
U.S.P.Q 305 (6 Cir., 1966), the court of appeals affirmed a
n

decision for defendant upon the defense of misuse found after a
trial on the matter of misuse only.
A defense of misuse of patents will be considered by the
court even though it is not pleaded.

Holly v. OUtboard Marine Corp.

241 F. Supp , 657 (N.D. III., 1965)
On licenses containing price fixing clauses, see Newburgh
Morri Co., Inc. v. Superior

Co. Inc., 237 F. 2d 283 (3 Cir.,

1956), d discussed in 55 Mich L. Rev. 726; 105 U~ Pa. L. Rev. 411;
43

»«.

L. Rev., 101; 67 Yale L. J. 700.

Toulmin's Anti-Trust Law, Vol. 4; Chapter 25, Section 25.4, p. 729:
The defense of "unclean hands: has
been 8XXR8~8!~ extensively used in patent
cases where it has been contended that
the patentee has gone outside the scope
of his patent monopoly in violation of
the anti-trust laws.
In U.S. v. Univis Lens Co., 316 U.S"

,

241, 251-2 (1961) the Court,

notes that "the particular form or method by which the monopoly
is sought to be extended is immaterial."
Mercoid Cor. v. Honeywel I Co.

320 U.S. 680, 684 (1943)

It •••• follows that respondent may not obtain from a court of equity
any decree which directly or indirectly helps it to subvert the
public policy which underlies the grant of its patent.

(S)

International Salt Co. v. U.S.

332 U.S. 392 (1947)

The government brought suit to enjoin International Sale,
appellant, from carrying out provisions of leases to the effect
that the lessees would use International Salt. only in connection
with certain patented machines.
of the Sherman Act.

The action was under Section I

Upon appellant's answer and admissions of

fa~t

the government moved for summary judgment under Rule S6, the district
court granted summary judgment and the Supreme Court affirmed.

See SI

•

Yale L.J. 1012 and 9 Un. of Chi. L.Rev. SI8

Waco-Porter Corp. v. Tubular Structures Corp. of America
(D.C. S.D. Cal. C.D.; 1963)
(15 U.S.C.
p. 336.

A. 14 (Clayton Act) --see notes elsewhere on this case)
Thus, the restrictions on competition are patent misuse,

i s e , , the restrictions on the other distributors sti II in effect.

A showing of actual monopoly or tendency to create an actual monopoly
in a

of commerce which is required to show a Clayton Act

violation, 15 U.S.C.A.

s.

14, is not,required to show patent misuse;

it is sufficient to show the restrictive agreements which tend to
suppress competition wlth or by non-patented articles.

It is enough

that the agreement in the abstract pushes in the direction of monopoly
on non-patented art i c Ies i it is not necessary to show' that it creates
or tends to create an actual monopoly.

The agreements themselves

tell the tale.
Angel Research, Inc. v. Photo-Engravers Research, Inc.
23 F. Supp. 673 (D.C.N.D. III., 1962)
(Evidently there was no appeal.)
Plaintiff brought a declaratory judgment action asserting, inter alia,
inval idity, non-infringement and misuse.

The court found the patent

invalid and not infringed (either direct or contributory).
then went on to declare in its findings of law
7.

The Jones patent is unenforceable by
reason of Defendant's ~ftR misuse of
the Jones Patent No. 2,746,848 and by
reason of Defendant's acts in violation
of the anti~trust laws.

*
9.

*

The misrepresentation, threats and acts by
Defendant seeking to enforce Jones patent

The court

(2)

No. 2,746,848 against Plaintiff and
Plaintiff's custome~s and/o~ intended to
inte~fere with Plaintiff's sale of its
p~oducts and/o~ intended to destroy Plaintiff's
business, a~e in violation of the anti-trust
laws and have ~esulted in substantial damage
to Plaintiff's established business and p~os
pective business.

•
i

It appears to be a fact that the Jones patent did not
p~oducts

and defendant was

th~eatened inf~ingement

license if in fact Jones
Fu~ther,

awa~e

of that fact.
custome~

suit against
cove~ed

cove~

Defendant

plaintiff's

fu~the~

of Plaintiff, who had a

the plaintiff's

p~oduct

on its use.

defendant
o~ganized and proceeded with a publicity
campaign th~ough the established t~ade
publ ications, to th~eaten and intimidate
all photoeng~ave~s who used Angel's products
or who contemplated using Angel's p~oducts
including membe~s of PER (Defendant) who were
licensed unde~ all of PER'S developments and
hence were f~ee of any possible cha~ge of
patent i nfr- i ngement. .

*
In fu~the~ance of "ER'S "campaign" ~o eliminate
Angel as a competito~, D~. Roge~s a~ranged to
have pub I i shed i n thePhotoeng~ave~s bu I let in •••
a full-page notice ••• containing therein the
gene~a I char-oe if if if that any photoeng~ave~ who
uses the etching both p~otected by the Jones
patent, o~ uses the p~oces$esp~otected by the
Jones patent is an inf~inge~.
Monopol i es Key 12 (15)
Eve~sha~p, Inc. v. Fishe~ Pen Co.
(D.C. N.D. III. E.D., 1961)

204 F. Supp. 649, 668

(Evidently the~e was no appeal.)
Eve~sha~p ••• filed

p. 668
legal

~ights unde~

for the

pu~pose

inf~ingement

suits in

orde~

to enforce

the patents in suit,.but such suits were not

of eliminating

o~

unlawfully

thei~

b~ought

cont~ollin~~competition, o~

as part of a plan (emphasis added) to eliminate or unlawfully control
j

compet it i on, nor is the i r any ev i dence of threat of su it for the purpose
ofe lim i nat i ng or un Iawfu II y contro I Ii ng compet it ion.

*
P. 674.

*

Infr i ngement sui ts wh i ch are in it i ated to protect a lawfu I . patent

monopoly, and Mee not as part of an over-all plan to eliminate or unlawfully
control competition, do not constitute a misuse of patents.

35

~.S.C.

Sect. 271; Cole V. Hughes Tool Company, 215 F. 2d 924 (10 Cir., 1954)
Cert. denied 348 ~.S. 927 ••• rehearing denied 348 ~.S. 965 ••• ; Ronson
Patents Corp. v. Sparklets Devices, 112 F. Supp. 676 ••• ~ Dollac Corporation
v. Margon Corporation, 164 F. Supp. 41 ••• (D.C.N.J. 1958), aff'd. 275

F. 2d 202 (3 Cir., 1960).
F.C. Russell Co. v. Comfort Equipment Corp.
(7 Cir., 1952)

194 F. 2d 592,596

Mr. Justice Brandeis, speaking for the Supreme Court, said in Leitch Mfg.
Co. v. Barber Co., 302

~.S.

458, on page 463 ••• The Court held in the

Carbice case ... that the I imitation upon the scope or use of the patent
which it applied was 'inherent in the patent grant'.

It denied relief,

not because there was a contract or notice held to be inoperative, but on
the broad ground that the owner of the patent monopoly, ignoring the limitations 'inherent in the patent grant', sought by its method of doing busines
to extend the monopoly to unpatented material used in practicing the invention."

United States v. Loew's Inc.
371 U.S. 38 (1962)
(Tying agreements under Section I of Sherman Act.)
The requisite economic power is preserved when the tying product is
patented or copyrighted •••• (Citing International ~alt v. U.S. 332 U.S.392).

This principle grew out of a long line of patent cases which had
eventuated in the doctrine that a patentee who utiJized tying arrangements would be denied all relief against infringement of his patents ••••
These cases reflect a hostility to use of the statuDory granted patent
monopoly to extend the patentee's economic control to unpatented products.
The patentee is protected as to his invention, but may not use his patent
rights to exact tribute for other articles.
American Photocopy Equipment Company. v. Rovico, Inc.
359 F. 2d 745 (7 Cir., 1966).
(Appeal from D.C.N.D. III., E.D. --Marovitz, J (Nor reported))
~ee case on remand, 257 F. SUPPa

192)

The patent in suit had been previously found valid by the C. of A., 7 Cir.,
298 F. 2d 772 and was assigned by the then plaintiff to the then defendant,
the present plaintiff.

The district court granted a preliminary injunction.

The Court of Appeals reversed here on the basis that the record in the
district court "reveals a violation of the

anti~trust

laws" in that

plaintiff charged an exorbitant and oppressive (6% of the retail price
of the machines sold which is the equivalent of 12% of the patented portion
of the machines) royalty to licensees which as a group make up the bulk
of the industry in the equipment involved.
The Court quotes as authority from The Mercoid case (320 U.S. 661)
at page 667:
patent is empIoyed to protect the
market for a device on which no patent
has been granted••• "

"~~?<*The

Thus, the decision turns on the matter of an extension of the patent
monopoly by, in this instance, a license royalty on.the "retain selling
price", which amounts to an equivalent of about 112% of the manufacturer's

(5)

(licensee's) selling price, and ••• the royalty is payable on the entire
machine, which includes both the patented and lila unpatented parts."
(Emphasis added in last three instances.)

It is then the attempt to

cover, in fact, the entire machine by a license ostensibly directed
to the patented portion only.
The court then goes on to quote further from Mercoid:
"*~~* It i s

suff i ei ent to say that in whatever
(emphasis added) posture the issue may be
tendered courts of equity will (emphasis added)
withhold relief where the patentee and those
claiming under him are using the patent privilege
contrary to the public interest. Morton Salt Co.
v. E.S~ ,Suppiger ••• ~
In Mercoid, the Supreme Court, discussed the applicable principle fully,
saying at 670 ... :
"***And the determination of that policy is not 'at
the mercy' of the parties ••• nor defendant on the
usual (emphasis added) rules governing the settlement
of private litigation. 'Courts of equity may, and
frequently do, go much farther both to give and withho Id re Ii ef in furtherance of the pub lie interest
than they are accustomed to go when only private interests are involved' ••• Virginia Ry. Co. v. System
Federation, No. 40,300 U.S. 515 .... 'When an important
public interest would be prejudiced,' the reasons for
deny ing injunct i ve re lief ' may be compe II i ng .... '
That is the principle which has led this Court in t.he
past to withhold aid from a patentee in suits for
either direct or indirect infringement where the
~B~8 patent has been misused.

,

•,

J

remand
In

R8I11BRlII,

the district court found on the basis of the evidence before

it after a trial on the merits that 6% royalty on the price of a
machine was not "exorbitant nor oppressive" 257 F. SUppa 192, 201
(D.C. N.D. III. E.D., June 1966)
.

